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I N T R 0 DUCT I 0 N. 
wi th the rapidly growing knowl edge on trace elements 
and t he ir influence on pl ant nutri tion T;he neEJd for 
accurate and rapid methods for t~1eir d.etermination arose . 
The essential plant nutrients are usually divided into 
two 13roups . The major or macronutrient elements, mcessary 
in compar atively lar ge amounts , and the trace or ~icro­
nutrient elements . In the case of plants , the first 
group includ es Sulphur , Phosphorus, Potassium, I"lagnesium ; 
Calcium and :Nitrogen . '.rhe essential t race elements are 
Iron, l'langanese, Boron, Copper , Z i nc, l"1olybdenum and 
Chlorine . Cobalt is essent i al for animal nutrition as 
a constituent of Vitamin B12 , but its essentiality for 
plants has not yet been proved. The latter grrn1p consists 
of metals which are catalysts in enzyme r eactions and 
whose presence in the pl::1nt in minute amount det ermines 
whether the pl ant will be abl e to complete the ver_.etative 
or reproductive stage of its life cycle . nol:.ibdemm~ may 
be quoted as an example of an essential trace c l macn t 7 
It is generally reco~nis8d to be the ca t Plys"t ru t:;ponsible 
for the fixation of Nitrogen. 
v~hile the major el ements i n plants and s oils IiJay 
to-day be an3.lysed with sui:'ficicnt precision and ~1peed , 
the accurat e estimation of trace elekcnts still r equires 
complicated and t i me consuming anal ytical procedures . 
J?olarographic and , especially , colorimetric met!.:LotLJ have 
been developed which are ver y sens itive and yie l d r esults 
of high precision . However , they s uffer from the disad-
vantage that each element has to be analysed for sspa-
rate ly . 
Spectrochemica l analysis , on thE otber hand , offers 
the advantage of speed and high s ensi ti vi ty . 'rh0 pre-
/-cision obtainable 
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cision obtainable by t his m6 thod may , however, not be 
very high , particularly, when a direct current i s uti-
lised for the excitation of the sample . In the analys i s 
for minute quantities of metal s chemical pre-treatment 
of t he plant materi al is usually necess ary , thus con-
siderably increasinG; the length of the analytical pro-
cedure . How(..ver , on the basis of time c onsumed per 
element , spectrochemical anal ysis is relative ly fast, 
since several trace metals may be determined simultaneous-
l y anu a permanent r ecord of the analysis is available 
in the form of photographic films or plates . 
As mentioned above th( accuracy of spectrographic 
analysis leaves somethin~ to be desired . This work was 
undertaken in order to investigate a few of the likely 
sources of error to which spec t rochemical analysis may 
be susceptible with special regard to the determinat ion 
of some minor and trace eleiP.ents in c itrus ltdVG.s . 
Factors influencing the accuracy of spectrogra~)hic 
anal ysis may be r:;rouped undE.·r six main hcadj_ngs.;. 
~ompositi_2g_2_nd E2.r m_of Sa~!£_1G . 
The influence of tht. major constitut:nt of a s ample 
on the emission of minor constituents , i . e . the matrix 
effect. Analysis of a powder or a solution . 
2 . Introduction of the 8c)l!lple to Dischart:;_c . 
Very small amounts of sampl6 are consumed in spec-
trographi c analysis , introducing sampling errors . Thb 
influence of the dimensions and shape of the sample 
bearing electrode must be considered . 
3 . Excitation . 
f'he mannEr in which th(.. sample is excited is re--
garded as th0 most potent causG of inaccuracios . A di-
stiY!Ction mus t be madc between continuous ( c:~rc) and 
discontinuous (spark) dischar~0s . The former, producing 
I the highest 
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the highest sensitivity, may , however , be very unstable. 
Factors such as wandering of t .he discharge over the sur-
f ace of the electrodes, ambient conditions, and t he 
formation of stable compounds at the electrode can in-
fluence its behaviour considerably. 
4 . Interaction between Source and Electrodes. 
Complex phenomena, such as selective distillation, 
Chemical reactions at high temperatures and the dis-
tribution of energy in the discharge may under some 
circumstances greatly affect accuracy. 
2..:..J?.J2.ectrQ_graph.!. 
The intensity of spectral background is dependent 
on the width of the spectrograph slit , which should 
therefore be maintained constant . A change in the focus 
of an instrument, e.g . by temperature chan~es or dis-
pl acement of a lens or recording mechanism may cause 
a sharp line to become diffuse, modifyinG i ts apparent 
intensity relat i ve toa naturally diffuse line . 
Sch~ntag (l) stated that the intensity rati o of two 
lines can vary by as much as 107~ for a chan!3e of room 
temperature of 4°C . 
6 . Recording and l\leasurement of §E_ectra...!.. 
The characteristics of photo~raphic emulsions , 
including such factors as calibration, contrast, Grain, 
uniformity and processing methods must be carefully con-
trolled and standardised. In the microphotometric 
evaluati on of recorded spectra constancy of the light 
source, s t ability of galvanometer , relation between 
photometer slit vJ'idth and width of spectrum lines and 
the effect of stray light all merit attention . 
Whil e , of course , a thorou~;h investigation 
into the sources of error mentioned above would have 
be en impossible, due to lack of facilities and time, 
I attention was 
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attention was paid to a few cause s of inaccuracies 
connected with general techniques i n spectrogr aphic 
analysis . The main emphasis was placed on the develop-
ment of a relatively rapid , r eproducible and accurate 
method f or the spectr ochemical determination of the 
fol lowing trace elements in citru.J leav.:;s-;. Cobalt , 
Copper, Iron, Mancanese, Molybdenum and Zinc . Of these 
elements Copper, Iron and Hanganese may generally be 
determined directly on the ashed plant material and 
several successful methods have been deve loped in this 
r espect, e . g . by Gtrasheim and Keddy ( 2 ) , Pienaar (3) 
and Farmer (4 ) . To this list may b0 added Zinc, since 
Strashcim and _e:ve ( 5 ) showed that the most sensitive 
Zinc line at 2138 . 6 A in the far ultra-viole t may be 
utilised when .:;pccial equipmt-nt and photo:;raphic 
materials ar e used . However, the quantitative estimati on 
of Cobal t, Molybdenv~ and Zinc general l y r cquir&s a 
pre liminary chemical concentration t echnique . 
A difficulty associated with the simultaneous 
sp8ctrogr aphic analysis of minor e lements , such as Iron , 
Manganese and particularly Copper , and trace e l ements 
such as Cobalt, 'Molybdenum and Zinc i s the followinr;-;. 
The pre liminary chemical t r eatment usually increases 
the concentration of the former group of elements to 
such an extent that 1 . ) their analytical lines become 
too dense to be measured succeesfully and 2 .)' the danger 
of coincidences of some or their spectral lines with 
analytical lines of other trace elements exists . Th e 
fir st case is particularly true in the case of Copper, 
which has a very simple spectrum containing t wo strong 
lines at 3274 and 3247 A re.sp ectively , v..rhich enabl e 
Copper to be determined d irectly on the plant ash from 
a concentration of appr. 1 p . p .m. Other Copper lines 
I only become 
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only become visible at very much higher concentrations. 
The second instance is true for Iron and r-1angane se , 
both possessing line-rich spectra . It was found, however, 
that at the concentration levels occuring in citrus 
leaves, no interferences were noted. In spite of self-
reversal of the Cu 3274 A line Copper could be deter-
mined ~ith a fair degree of accuracy up to approx. 
10 p.p . m. 
A survey of the literature revealed that a fairly 
rapid and simple enrichment of the trace and minor 
elements Cobalt, Copper , Iron, Manganese , Molybdenum 
and Zinc could be achieved by employing the method 
originally proposed by Stetter and Exler (G), who used 
Sodium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate to precipitate the 
trace elements and s eparated the precipitated orGanic 
compl exes from the macro-nutrients in _plants by chloro-
form extractions. This method vas made the baGis of the 
spectrochemical analytical procedure in the work re -
ported here . 
The work, as presented in t his thesis , is 
divided into four main parts7 
Part._! gives a description of apparatus and techniques 
used . 
~ar!_II deals with an inve sti~ation into a few sources 
of error associated with spectrogr aphic analysis in 
general. 
In Part III the chemical concentration of trace elements 
in plants and their spectrographic determination are 
detailed . 
Part IV contains a preliminary investie;ation into the 
possibilities of exciting a sample in atmospheres 
different from air . 
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PART I. 
DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES. 
1 . THE sp_;~CTROGRAPH . 
All the work described in t his thesis was 
carried out using a Large Hilger Quartz Spectrograph, 
model E 472 , (fig. 1.) fitt ed with a 35 rom film adaptor 
E 622 , (fig . 2 . ) and plate holder . Plates were only 
employed in studies of rates of volatilisation of the 
elements from t he electrode under differe:1t conditions , 
all other exposures being recorded on 35 mm film~ 
Figure 3 sh ows the opt ical arrangement of t he spec t ro-
graph . An imae;e of the l i 2;ht source A i s produced on the 
col limator l ens L4 of the spectrograph by means of the 
Zeiss Intermediate ImaGe lens system as described by 
Nordmeyer ( 7) The light source A i s focus sed on the 
diaphragm D by a short--focus lens L1 (Hilger F 958). 
Immediat e l y behind the C: i aphragm a sphere-cylindr ical 
long-focus condens er ~0 (Hilger F 997) pr oduces an L 
i mage of l ens L1 on the sli t S of the spectro~raph . 
The third l ens L~ i s combined with a si:...;:- s tep sector 
:.; 
(Hilger H 698 ) and p l aced i m:wediatel y in f ront of the 
sl it , it produc es an i ma[>;e of the d iaphra(5m open ine; on 
the collimator l ens L4 of t he sp ectrograph. This sys t em 
ha s the fol.lm:i ng advanta~es -:-
1 . ) The spe ct r ogr aph slit i s evenly illurain'ltecl along 
its entire l ens th , allowinG the use of a s t ep- sector . 
2 . ) An enl argement of the li~ht s ource , which i s 
necessar y i n order thdt its image shoul d f ill the 
aperture of the collimator l ens L4 of the spe ct r o--
gr aph is achieved i n t'.·Io s t ages . In t his way con-
veni ent distances betv1een l en ses are obt ained and 
the hot l ight s our ce , i.e . t he arc , i s f ar removed 
I f r om the 
(\) I-' • 
SPECTROGRAPH 
OPTICS 
FIGURE 3. 
ELECTRODES 
' 6·2 111111 ' 
FIGURE 4. 
ARC GAP 
<8•110 
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from the delicate spectrograph slit . 
3. ) The aperture inside the spectro~raph has been 
optically displaced to t :1e diaphragm outside, 
where the correct positioning of the light source 
may be checked and unwanted regions of it may be 
eliminated (e.g . the electrode tips) . 
The adjustable slit was calibrated using a 
travelling microscope and interpolatinG to 2 i ..... , which 
is the automatic stop provided by the wanufacturers 
in order to prevent damaging the delicate jaws of the 
slit . 
The calibration curve of the slit is shown in 
figu_-re 5. A slit width of 15t-·' (Scale reading+ 9) was 
chosen for all the work undertaken. A special Hartmann 
diaphragm was designed and constructed which enabled 
seven 3pectra to be recorded on one length of fi lm with-
out racking the film adaptor . This diaphragm , shown in 
figure 6, was made from a strip of brass and f i tted 
immediately in front of the spectrograph slit. 
Appropriate size oplnings were also cut into this strip 
to allow only two and four steps respectively of the 
stepsector to be used . By means of this arranc ement 
four two-stepped spectra or two four-stepped spectra 
could be recorded on one lenGth of 35 IT@ film . 
The diaphragm D consts of a circular aluminium 
disc into which slots of 1, 2, 3 and 5 mm were cut, the 
optimum exposure condit ions can thus be chosen by re-
volving the correct opening into position in front of 
lens L2 . 
The water-cooled univeroal arc- spark stand vvas 
des igned by Strasheim ( B) and constructed i n the work-
shop of Rhodes University . 
100 
80 
"'60 j.. 
C!) 
z 
z 
1&.1 
CL 
0-40 
.... 
:J 
Ill 
20 
0 9 20 
SPECTROGRAPH 
SLIT CALIBRATION CURVE 
-40 60 80 
SCALE READING 
FIGURE 5. 
HARTMANN DIAPHRAGM 
FIGURE 6. 
100 120 
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l . l. Focussing of the ~Eectrogr~~~ 
This was carried out in two diff erent ways . 
Firstly, a strong torch was placed at the position 
n ormally occupied by the filru adaptor and a beam of 
light al lowed to fall onto the colliillat or lens L4 • A 
piece of cardboard, into which irregular, s aw-toothed 
openinGs had been c ut, was placed in front of the lens. 
The spectro:;sraph slit was opened to approx . 50 f ( a.nd 
the wavelene;th drum was se t on the visibl e r egion of the 
spectrum . The corubination step-sector and lens F 1025 
(L3) was placed at a distance of 2 em from the spectro-
graph slit . Since the slitcover co:1taining the Hartmann 
diaphragm , was still in position , the distance piece 
provided on the stepsector had to be removed. I,ens L2 
was placed at the posi t ion on the optical bench wher e 
a sharp image of the mask was formed . Lens L1 and t he 
arc stand A were then arranGed in such a way that the 
irregular openings of t'b.e mask formed a shar::.) imac~e on 
two graphite rods , one at the tal? and t he other in the 
bottom clamp of the arc stand , and touching each other . 
In this way the optical path of the light from the focal 
plane at the film holder to the centre of the li-)ht 
s ource , was found . In the second method, used in c on-
junction with the first , light from a l ow amperage iron 
globul e arc uas f ocussed onto the diaphragm D by means 
of lens L1 . Using a l ar:::;e slit width, an enla:e: ged image 
of the diaphragm opening was produced on the collimator 
l ens L4 • This second method was used after focussing 
the spectrograph as described above and it was found 
that hardly any chan:;e in the ~)osition of the lenses 
was necessary . It was also f' ow.1d unnecessary to correct 
the lens positions for work in the ultra-violet re3ion 
I of the spectrum, 
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of the spectrum , since the visible regi on was used for 
focussing the instrument. Even illumination of the slit 
was tested by carryj_ng out densitometric measurements 
of s everal lines of an iron gl obule arc spectrum, using 
the full l ength of the slit . 
In order to be able to adjust the electrode gap 
accurately an image of tbe electrodes was produced on 
a scale graduated in millimeter separation by means of 
a lamp and lens system. For most of the work a separation 
of 8 mm was adhered to . 
2 . THE EXCI'rATION SOURCE . 
A direct current arc was used in order to 
excite the sample in the electrode. The direct current , 
at 220 V, was obt ained f rom a Standard Telephone & Cables, 
Ltd . Selenium rectifier of 30 amps maximum output. The 
current strength was regulated by means of a heavy duty 
re sistance box . A d . c . arc has the advantage of very 
bigh sensitivity for all the elements. Its main draw-
back is its poor re producibility due to wanderi.n~; of 
the arc and selective volatilisation of the elements . 
However , by keepin3 o.ll conditions of ...!.:re in;:; absolutely 
constant (e . g . the f illing of the electrodes, accurate 
control of the arc gap throu~hout the arcinr; period, 
etc .) the precision of d . c . arc analysis j"iay to some 
extent be increased. 
The resistance box and rectifier were calibrated 
by shortcircuiting th€ electrodes and measuring the 
current by means of a hot- wire ammeter . 
Tm-lards t he end of 1961 a thyratr on regulated 
constant current rectifier GTT 530 made b3T :Fr&izisions-
messr;erate RSV , Eechendorf , west-Gerraany , of 30 amps 
maximum output at 300 V was acquired. Current control 
I was effected 
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was effected by means of six thyratrons , each carrying 
a current of 5 amps so that the out put of the unit 
could be regulated in 6 steps of 5 amps each . In order 
to obtain intermediate curr ent strengths , the res i stance 
box was connected in series . This unit was als o cali-
brated using a hot - wire ammeter . 
Both source units produced a dist inct , hi2;h- pitched 
hum in the ar c of approx . 600 c .p . s . and \vhen the 
selenium rectifier was tested by means of an oscillosope 
a 10::.) ripple in the rectification was recorded . When 
used in con;junction with the stepsector i n order to 
calibrate t:C1e film, no stroboscopic effects were , 
however, observed . 
The sampl e bearing electrodes were formed from 
National Carbon 3/16 inch graphite rods usin~ a modified 
A.R .L . electrode cutter described by Strasheim (8 ) 
'rhese electrodes had the follovdn -; di1lensio.ns-:- An 8 mm 
deep cavi ty of 2 mm internJ.l diameter was drilled into 
the graphite rod, while at the same time the three 
rapidly r evolving cutting knives shaped the outer 
diameter down to 4 mm . These dimensions have been found 
suitable for work with Lithium carbonate buffered 
samples, producinG a fairly even consumption of material 
and burnins of electrode walls during the arcing period. 
The counter electrode consisted of a 6 . 2 mm carbon 
rod, shaped hemispherically at one end usine tne same 
electrode cutter with diff erent cutting knives . 
Unpurified carbon counter electrodes were found to 
contain traces of Copper etnd Iron which were effectively 
removed by burning the shaped rods in a 20 amp . arc 
for 15 seconds . The dimensions of sample and counter 
I electrodes 
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electr odes are shown in f i gure L~ . The purificati on 
of sample bearing el e ctrodes is discussed in Part II, 
s ection 3. 
4 ~ THE DBV:sLOPING E~·UIPflliNT . 
------· ~-------
The developing equipment consisted of a 
thermostat i cally control led A.R.l . film developi ng 
machine , mode l 2300 with 3 separo.te trays for deve l oper, 
stop- bath and fixer and designed to accornodat e approx . 
50 em length of 35 mm film . Agitation of the f i lm during 
development was provided by a slow rocking moti on o£ all 
three t r ays . \Jork dur int; the hot summer period necessi-
tated the construction of a copper coolin~ spiral which 
was immersed in an insulated mi xture of ice and r.vater . 
The spiral was connected to the developinc fuachine . 
The develop~~nt of the filE was car ried out as follows+ 
The lencth of film was stretched out a cross a special 
film holder which keeps it flat and i~mersed into the 
developing sol u t ion . The int erval timer, previ ous l y 
set to the required time, is started . The film holder 
is transf erred to the stop- bath tray when the alarm of 
t he timer is heard . After appro:: . 15 seconds the film 
is pletced into the fixer tray an<l the li~ht is ::n ;·i tched 
on after a further delay of approx . 10 seconds . Since 
a rapid workine; fixer (Amfix ) is used , this time is 
suff icient for the film to be cleared . After l t minutes 
iiDl!lersion in Amfix the film strip , still on its holder , 
is washed for 30 minutes in an A.R .L . film washer, model 
2327 . After a final rinse \ii th distilled water it is 
dried on an A . .2 .L . infrared film drier , model 2352 . 
The emulsion used for :· ll recor din::;s of spectra 
was Kodak Spectrum Analysis I',o . l , v .hich has a high 
contrast and extremely fine grain . Its oain disadvantage 
I is the rapid 
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is the rapid chan(je in contrast with wavelen:-;th in the 
region 3000 to 4000 A, which necessitate~ separate 
calibration for virtually each element and internal 
standard line . 
After preliminary experiments, detailed in Part I I, 
section l, using Kodak D l9b developer i t was decided 
to use Kodak D 153 hi~h contrast deve loper, diluted 
1+1 with water. This developer is stored in two parts 
of which equal volumes are mi· ·ed immediately before use 
and diluted with the same volume of water . 
The formula of D 153 is as f ollows+ 
Souti on A. 
Hydroquinone 
Potassium metabisulphite 
Potassium Bromide 
Water to make 
Solution B. 
Potassium Hydroxide 
Water to make 
125 g . 
125 g . 
125 ' ~) . 
5000 ml 
250 g . 
5GOO ml 
Use solut i on A + solution B + water = 1 + 1 + 2 
Development time+ 4 min . at 21 . 5°0 (70°F ). 
The deve l oping solution was discarded ~fter use . 
This method had the advantat;e that f reshly mixed devel-
oper was used for each development , and hence , by care-
ful control of thE. temperature , re:9roducible conditions 
were assured . 
Kodak G.A . lfo . 1 plates , used in the study of the 
volatilisation of ths el ements ( Part III, section 9) were 
deve loped in plastic trays , using the 3low movem.8nt of 
a soft brush across the emulsion to provide agitation . 
By trial and 2rror tlw optimum time of develop-
ment for Kodak S .A. No . l e8ulsions in Kodak D 153 was 
found to be 4 uinutes at 2l . 5°C . 
I The reproducibility 
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The reproducibility of the slope of calibration 
curves obtained under these conditions is described in 
Part II, section 1 . 
4 . 1 . 35 mm BEectrographic Film. 
The advanta~,es of using 35 mm film instead 
of plates to photograph spectra are manifold. The film 
is usually supplied in 100 foot rolls, so that b~tween 
115 and 120 sets of seven- ste:)ped spectra or between 
230 and 240 sets of four-stepped spectr a may be r e-
corded on one roll . This obviates the necessity to 
carry out frequent calibrations , which are so important 
when working 1.1ri th different batches of spectrographic 
plates of the same emulsion . It is generally agreed 
that a 35 ffiffi celluloid film base may be coated more 
uniformly v:i th an emulsion than i s possible for thin 
glass plates, so that variations in the emulsion , such 
as thicknes and c:,uality, are less liable to occur in 
fi lms . The property of flexibility is a major attrac-
tionof films because all spectroscop i sts have suffered 
the exasperation of broken plates and the need to keep 
all pieces together so11ehm'l for densitometry and filinG. 
Film is much easier to s tore ir.L the refriserator and 
to file after proces~in~ , as it only has about a fifth 
of t he bul k and weight of glass . One choulcl also mention 
the convenience of havin~ any len3th of film r eadi ly 
available in the film stora:e drum (Din figure 2 .), of 
\vhich one or more e:x-posed len:::;ths may be wound into a 
small cassett e ( C in figure 2 . ) and cut off , ready for 
processing . Each plate has to be pl aced into an appro-
priate plate holder individually ; this O~)eration has 
to be carri ed out in absolute darkness , v~hile fi lm can 
be transported into position with the lic;hts of the 
I spectrographic 
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spectrogr aphic laborator y switched on . It i s often 
necess~ry to record only a few exposures ru1d evaluate 
these before deciding on a modif ication or change in 
methods or conditions of an analysis. This is more 
ec onomical when 35 mm f i lm is used , instead of develop-
ing one plate containin;::; two to three e:;..rposures, with 
three quarters of its useful surf ace wasted, film 
allows this operat ion to be carr ied out with the mini-
mum amount of waste . 
Hov..-ever , more often than not , a series of exposures, 
which can be accomodated on one plate, has to be re-
corded and eval uated . If filr,;. is used, this would in-
valve at least two seDarate developments of two lengths 
of film each, since the useful space of one length of 
film is 15 x 250 mm2 as compared to 70 x 250 mm2 for 
a 4" by 10'' spectro~r<:111hic plat e . Film is more suscep-
ti ble to scratches and marks , particularly duriws trans-
port into t he focal plane of the film adaptor and when 
cutting off lengths for development . It cannot be used 
when studying certain phenomena , such as the rat es of 
vo~ilisation of elements . In section 5 the difficulty 
of keeping a strip of 35 lll11l film flat in the densito-
meter for photometric evaluation vrill be mt:ntionec1 . 
Plates pos3ess greater dimensional Dtabili tJ, vvhich may 
be useful for very accurate wavelen:; th measurements 
but is not essential from the anal ytical point of view . 
From the above discussion it can be seen that the 
advantaces of usinc film to record spectra outweigh 
those of plates . However, both are essential in t he ir 
respective field s of applicatj_on . 
I 5. ThE D~iSITOMETER . 
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5 . THE DENSITOI'11JTER . 
A Steinheil Spectrum projector-densitometer, 
made by Optische W'erke C .A. Steinheil Sohne, GhBH, I"lunich 
"V~ est-Ge:rmany and fully described by Hollwagen ( 9), was 
used for measuring optical densities of analysis and 
internal standard lines . The optical arrangement i:..-
shown schematically in figure 7. 
By means of a selector slit a narrow beam of' light 
from a 6 volt, 50 watt bulb -vms focussed onto the film 
or plate and a twenty times macnified image of the slit 
projected onto the photocell slit . The l ight souJ:•ce was 
stabilised by means of a rilOdel 1001 Sorenson A.C. volt-
age regulator . The response of the photocell was 
measuxed by means of a sensitive mir.ror galvanometer 
and a 500 rom scale c;raduated linearly from 0 to 50 
( 0 to 10()7o transmission) and logarithmically from oo 
to 0 in densities. The galvanometer was placed approx . 
1.5 m away on a concrete stand . 
A special film holder (fi3 . 8 .) was constructed 
in the Rhodes lfniversi ty workshop in order to adapt 
the densitometer for use with 35 mm fi lm . This adaptor 
fits snus ly into the position normally reserved for 
4 11 by 1011 spectrographic plates . Preliminary experiments 
showe6 that by keepins the film strip fl at between two 
clear gl~ss plates a relatively large amount of the 
available light was absorbed , thus necessitating the 
use of a wider photocell slit opening . 
Although bulbs varying in output from 35 to 70 watt 
were used in order to t ncreo.se the illumination, the 
minimum slit width of the photocell which gave maximum 
deflection on a clear strip of film was 0.375 mm . For 
the mos t accurate measurement of densities of spectral 
I lines 
-- · -
-----
MIRROR 
GALVANOMETER 
CONDENSOR 
LAMP LENS 
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lines the theoretical maximum width of the slit should 
not exceed two thirds of the width of the magnified 
image of the spectrograph slit . Since t he magni fication 
of the Steinheil densitometer amounted to approx. 20 x 
and the spectro3raph slit was adjusted to 0 .015 mm 
( 15 fA) most precise readings should only be obtainable 
on usin~ a photocell slit of less than 2/3 x 0.015 x 20 = 
= 0.20 . mm width. Unfortunately this condition could not 
be adhered to , and reaulted in relative l y larger errors 
in the measurement of dense lines , and the apparent 
lowering of contrast of an emulsion by light scattering . 
A solution to this problem would be the replacement of 
the weak projection lens (Orthost i gmat f4 . 5/70 mm) by 
a stronger lens . Such a lens was not available . 
Since the film could n ot be placed absolutely flat 
in the foca l plane by means of the film holder conJider-
able delay in the eval uation of spectra was caused by 
the constant need for focuss i ng the imaGe of the lines 
at each region of the spectrum . The procedure adopt~d 
in order to obtain reproducibility in the densitometric 
evaluation was the following7 
The imase of a line of mediun1 density (0 . 5 to 0 . 7), 
usually one of the many lines of the iron spectrum, near 
the analytical line to be measured, was s lowly moved 
across the photocell slit by mean~ of the micrometer 
screw. The image was focussed by means of the projection 
lens until minimum deflection was obtained. The 
deflections produced by the analytical and internal 
standard lines were then measured and this procedure 
repeated for each region of the spectrum . 
For the qualitative identification of spectra a 
s i mple wavelength atlas was compiled. Using two openin3s 
of a Hartmann diaphragm the spectra of Raies Ul times 
/powder, 
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powder, containing 50 elements, and an iron globule arc , 
respectively, were recorded over a wavelength range 
f rom 4600 to 2730 A. These spectra , magnified twenty 
t i mes, were projected onto t he working desk of the 
Steinhe i l proj ector- densitometer. Al l i ron lines and 
th8 more persistent lines r~ the elemento contained 
in R .U. p owder vlere charted on fool s cap sizes of paper, 
using the wavelength atlas given by Brode (lO) 
6 . THE CALCULATING BOARD. 
A modified A.R . L. calculating board was used 
in order to evaluate densitometric neasurements . I n it s 
original vers i on the boar d was provided with a horizont-
a l sliding scale graduated locarithmically from 1 to 
100 ( Intensity scale) and a vertical sliding scal e on 
which the percentage transmiss ion was directl y converted 
i nto density (Density s cale). The modification adopted 
consisted of the replacement of the vertical scale by 
one on which t he densitometer readings from 0 to 50 
are directly converted i nto Seidel fw1ction val ues . An 
identical horizontal sliding scale was constructed for 
drawi ng prel i minary calibration curves . The evaluation 
of spectr a wil l be dealt with in section 7 . 
7. FILM CALIBRATION . 
In or der to obtain a relationship between the 
intensity of t he light emitted by atoms and ions excit ed 
in an el8ctrical discharge and the degree of blackening 
produced on a photographic emulsion by this r adiation , 
calibration curves have to bo plotted . 
As mentioned earlier the spectrographic emulsion 
Kodak S .A. Ho . l requires a separate calibration for 
short r egions of the spectrum due to rapid change s i n 
I c ontrast of the emulsion 
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contrast of the emulsion 1;,ii th wavelength, especially 
above 3200 - 3300 A. 
In principle the preliminary curve method of 
emulsion calibration originally described by Churchill(ll) 
was adopted. Using Seidel functions this method was re-
fined by Schmidt (l2 ) and is fully described by Feld-
mann (l3) 
The density of a spectral line i s given by+ 
D 1 Go = . og g 
where G0 is the galvo deflection for the clear film, and 
G the readin6 for t he spectral line . 
The transformed density or Seidel function 6 is defined 
by the equation+ 
6 = log ( go 1 ) 
IJ.1he great advantage of usint; Seidel functions in-
s tead of ordinary density values in plotting calibration 
curves is that approximately straj_ght lines are obtained. 
(fig. 9) Whereas the density vs . logarithmic intensity 
curve (al so called 11 H u" D11 curve) exhibits a marked toe 
at low and high intensity values, the use of transformed 
density or Seidel functions produces a curve which is 
straight over a much wider range, especially at low 
intensj_ty values. I n most cases, ho\•iever, a sli5ht cur-
vatlire in the opposite direction to the "H & D" curve 
is produced by the transformation . This led Kaiser (l4 ) 
to suggest a modification , combining density and Seidel 
values in such a way that a strai;::;ht line relationship 
between density and lo,;arithmic intensity is obtained . 
'.ra'ole s have been published which enable the dir ec t 
transformation of percentage transmission obtained from 
microphotometer readings to t he corresponding Se i del 
function values (l5 ). I n the ear lier part of t hi s work , 
/when the Seidel 
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when the Seidel scale modifi cation to the A.R.L . 
calculating board had not been made yet , these tablen 
were used . 
I n order to obtain the final emulsion calibration 
curve for a par ticular region of the spectrum a pre-
liminary curve has to be drawn first . 
7.1 . The Preliminary Curve . 
Some means of recording a spectrum of a line-
rich element , such as iron , with exactl y known intensity 
relationships between exposures have to be employed in 
order to draw the prelirJ.inary curve . This is most expe-
diently accomplished by the use of a s t ep sector or step 
filter of known transmittance val ues f or the different 
steps . Relative i ntensities of 1, +, l/4 , l/8 , l/16 , 
l /32 and l/64th of the l i Ght emitted from a Pfund type 
iron globule arc , run at 7 amps may be obtained by 
placing a sevenstep sector in front of the spectrograph 
slit. The plotting of the preliminary curve, however, 
only requi res the recording of two steps , usually 100% 
and 5~~ of the total intensity to be made . This was 
achieved by inserting a diaphragm in front of the spectro-
graph slit which allowed onlv li3ht from the first t0o 
steps to pass the slit (fig . 6) . Four such two-stepped 
spectra can be recorded on one length of 35 mm film . 
The ~eflection readin3s for the two steps of each 
iron line in the region of the spectrum to be calibrated 
were taken with the densitometer adjusted to give a full 
scale deflection of 50 em for zero density (clear film) 
and zero deflection for infinite density (photocell 
shutter closed) . 
The preliminary curve was plotted on the calculctting 
board with the vert ical and horizontal Seidel scal es as 
I ordinate and abscissa 
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ordinate and abscissa respectively . The Q value of t he 
first , mos t dense , step of a line (G2 ) was plott ed a s 
a f unct i on of the second, l ess dense step (G1 ) of the 
same line . Thr ough the points thus obtained for all t he 
i ron lines i n a particulan wavelength range the best 
fi tting curve was drawn. This ~ave the prel i minary curve 
for t he region of the spectrum chosen . I n order to obtai n 
a large number of values of G1 and G2 , generally four 
exposures of 2 , 5 , 10 and 20 seconds of a 7 ampere iron 
gl obule arc were made . The preliminary curve al lows the 
determinat ion of the G val ue for an i ntensity 2I from 
any Q value :;i ven by an intensi ty I. 
7. 2 . The Calibration Curve . 
The calibration curve was plotted as follows + 
The highest Q value ever to be ex9ectod in the densi-
tometric evaluation of spectra was assumed to be 48 . 5 , 
cor responding to 97% transmittance . To this value a 
relat ive intensity I of l is assigned . 'l'he Q value for 
the intensity 2I is now read off from the preliminary 
curve , and the relative i ntensity of 2 assi~ned to it . 
Knowing the latter Q va lue , the G value for an intens ity 
4I can now be read from the preliminary curve. In this 
manner the G -values for intensities I , 2I , 4I, 8I etc . 
or relative intensities l , 2 , 4, 8 , •••.. etc . are 
obtained which are plotted ~s ordinates on the vertical 
Seidel scale against l, 2, 4, 8 etc . on the horizontal 
logarithmic scale. In this way the final calibration 
curve is drawn , which is usually a s traight line vii th 
a sl i ght curvature in the re3ion of high Q values . 
Figure 10 shows a typical set of preliminary and 
calibration c urves obtained . 
Recently Strashoim (lS) sugges ted that instead of 
I plotting each val ue 
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plotting each value of the Seidel functions 61 and 62 
corresponding to relative intensities l and 2 respective-
· ly of a series of lines in an iron spectrum, the pre-
liminary curve should be drawn t hrough approx. eicht 
points which are the mean of ~range of values . The 
reproducibility of the contrast factor of Kodak S .A . 
No . 1 emulsion and the development using this method is 
discussed in Part II, section l. 
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P A R T II. 
INVESTIGATION OF SOME SPECTROGRAPHI C ERRORS . 
1. REPRODUCIBILITY OF DEVELOPMENT . 
Under the description of the development 
equipment it was mentioned that after s ome considerati on 
t :o.e X- ray f i lm developer Kodak D 19b was replaced by the 
high- contrast, two- solution developer Kodak D 153 
(al so known under the trade name Ilford ID 13) in order 
to deve l op Kodak S .A. No . 1 emuls ions. This is the 
developer used in the Nationa l Physical Laboratori es of 
the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research for 
the development of Ilford spectrographic emul sions , 
such as Ilford Thin Film Half Tone and Ilford Ordinary. 
Experiment s were therefore carried out to find the 
suitability of D 153 for the development of S .A. No . 1 
films . 
Three series of two stepped iron spectra were re-
carded as de s cribed in Part I , section 7 and developed 
for 3 , 4 and 5 min . respectively at 21 . 5°C in Kodak 
D 153. The contrast factor gamma of S .A. No . 1 film for 
the regions 4300 A and 3000 A obtainable under these 
condi tions of development was calcul ated in each case , 
using the method of preliminary curves . 
TABLE 1 . 
Contrast Factor Gamma . 
Development Time : 4300 A i 3000 A 
----·------·-t···- - - --·-··-··--·- ··---- ·!--·-- - ---- · -····-
3 min 
4 min 
5 min 
! 1 . 72 0 . 78 
I 1 .84 
1 .87 I -~--- --- -- - ·- ·· - ·-·· .. 
1 . 02 
1 . 09 
It will be seen from the above table that a longer 
I development 
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development than 4 min only increases the contrast to 
a slight extent. It did , however , increase the back-
ground c onsi derably. 
A comparison was made on the dens ity of background 
in the neighbourhood of the Cu 3274 .51 A line obtained 
when 100, 10, 1 , and 0 p .p .m. respectively of Copper in 
a 171 mixture of Lithium carbonate and National Carbon 
special spectroscopic graphite powder, grade SP 2 , here-
after referred t o as SP 2 graphite , were arced at 10 amp 
for 1 minute . These spectra were recorded t wice and 
developed in7 
a . ) Kodak D 153 for 4 minutes at 21 . 5°C 
b . ) Kodak D 19b for 5 minutes at 21 . 5°C . 
The mean background densi ties obtained were 7 
a . ) 0 .013, and b .) 0 . 032 . 
It was t herefore decided to standardise procedures 
by developing S .A. No . l emul sions in Kodak D 153 , 
diluted 171 vdth water for 4 minute s at 2l . 5°C. 
In order to determine the reproducibility of 
developoent and hence , of the contrast factor gamma 
obtainabl e , the following series of experiment s was 
carried out7 
Fourteen strips of f ilm, each containin~ four 
two- s t epped spectra of an iron globul e arc, run a t 
7 amp (exposures7 2 , 5 , 10 and 20 seconds , r espectively) 
were developed separately . The perc entage transmission 
of the two steps of al l iron lines in the r egion of 
3000 A was measured with the microphotometer and con-
verted to Seidel func tions by using tab l es (l5) . 
To establish the preliminary curve , the Seidel value 
of the " weak" step of a given line (6w) was plotted 
as ordinate against the corresponding value for the 
I "strong" step . 
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''strong" step (6 ) of the same line as abscissa . ]'rom 
s 
this preliminary curvE:. the calibration curve was 
plotted as described in Part I, secti on 7. This pro-
cedurs was repeated for each strip of f i lm and the gamr:.~.a 
values calcul ated usinc the slopes of the calibration curves 
between log . relative intensities of 0 . 9 and 1 . 8 resp . 
This work was carried out before the Seidel s cales were 
fitted to t he A.R .L . calculatin; board . 
A comparison was made be t ween the reproducibility 
of gamma obtainable when meln Seidel function values 
were plotted as described by Strasheim (l6 ) on the one 
hand and 1Hhen all values were used for plot tint; pre-
liminary curves . No significant diff~rence was obtained 
in the preliminary curves drawn by the two methods . 
Tabl e 2 shows an example of the c alcula tions involved 
i n plotting a pr eliminary and calibration curve , whil e 
figures l2a and l2b repr esent a plot of one of these 
curves . 
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TABLE 2 . 
Interval 
~ --- ------. -- -·--·- -·---- ------- ---·--!--~---- ----- --·- ·----- ··- --
,_ 1_~_29. .. ~ --~i_6o _____ _ :. ----·-\s?Q .... -; . ~62o _ _ i---- __ ~6?o -~ . .oA9Q ___ _ 
. s ' w s i w . s . w I ' • I ! 
,-··· --~- -- ... - ------ --- --- - ------- ---- .T . ·--· -- .... --: ··-- -------------
11.86 1 1 . 58 1 . 37 : 1 . 05 1 1 . 32 · o . 9o2 
1
1.77 1.48 1 . 34 1 .02 I 1 .22 o .88l 
, 1.89 1.62 1.39 1 . 09 1 . 19 0 . 047 j l . 8 l 1 . 53 1 .42 1 .10 I 1 . 05 o . 683 
' 1 . 79 1.50 1 .46 1 .12 1.08 0 . 733 
1 . 77 1 . 44 0 . 91 0 . 555 
1 . 72 1 .40 0 . 91 0 . 546 
1.62 1 .30 0 . 91 0 . 545 
1 .65 1 . 32 1 . 23 0 . 881 
, 1.63 . 1. 28 1 . 26 0 . 921 
: ----~-------- -- ____ J- - ...... 
Mean+!l . 75 : 1 .445 1 . 40 1.075 1 .10 : 0 . 750 
. . 
,--=--- - ~ ··::-· .... -·-· u---==t===-- - ... - - . . - -- ..... :s •. ; . . ·· - . t;;th . • ...•• c . .. .. _. ,.~ 
! _g_. 900 __ -__ Q_~50Q _  j_Q.. 5QQ __ - o . 2oo LQ_~ 200 q?;,oo i 
1 
__ ~s ----1--· 6w ! 6s _j _ _ ~ __ l /is · ! . ~-- ---i 
o . 716 i o.349 i o .447 ! 0 .027 1 0 . 153 -0 . 3351 
0. 751 · 0 . 373 I o . 385 i - 0 . 049 0 . 037 - 0 . 477: 
0 .887 0.527 I 0 .4 30 II - 0 . 006 0.077 - 0 . 4201 
0 . 853 0 . 477 0 . 252 - 0 .191 
0 . 713 0 . 332 I 0 .278 I - 0 . 181 
0 . 881 0 . 505 0 . 236 - 0 . 233 
0 . 695 0 . 295 I 0.320 :1 - 0 . 132 I 
0 . 725 0 . 320 I 0 . 263 - 0 . 181 I i I 
0 .695 0 . 260 j 1 ! i 
o . 540 o . 132 i i 1 1 1 
Mean+ I ~ :; ~: -l-- :~~: +-o~ 326-L~0.1l8+-o: os9-~- ~0 :-~ill 
-- --~- . ' 
- - . .. .. I 
J __ Q -~_9Q_Q ___ _ _:- ~_9---=-..?_Q..Q_ : - 0 . 200 - - 0 . 600 : - 0 . 600 - - 1 . OQQj 
6 s : 6 w ' 6 s ; 6 w i 6 s ! 6 w ! 
----- --·--;----------i --- --------1------ --·------+----- .... -+------ ----~ j 
0 . 054 I - 0 . 540 : - 0 .154 ,. - 0 . 744 I - 0 . 612 I - 1 . 2841 
- o . o86 - 0 . 694 1- o . 281 - 0 .870 
1
· I 
- 0 . 016 I - 0 . 545 l - 0 . 5?7 I --1 . 210 I! 
!- 0 . 527 I - 1 .177 I I I 
i-0 . 345 -1 . 016 I I: 
· - 0 .416 - 1 . 063 I 
- 0 . 572 -1 . 210 I 
I --0 . L~5'7 -1.117 I 
I I -0 .212 -0 . 807 I I 
I ~ - 0 .4-13 -1 . 103 I ! 
, - 0 . 345 -0 . 962 I 
rr1ean~ ~-. o52 , -o :593-:~0-: 39l -1 . 025 : - o . 612 : -1 . 284
1 
----------------------- ------~-------·~· I 
In Table 3 the results f or the contrast f actor 
of Kodak S .A. No . l fi lm at 3000 A obta i ned by the t wo 
different methods and their reproducibility are compared . 
/ TABLE 3. 
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TABLE 3 . 
Contrast Factor Gamma for the Region 3000 ~ 
1·-ivr~~~vai~::t~n~-~~-i-v~i;;;-
r· - 1 . o 38 · 1 . o 38 
1 . 033 1.022 
1 . 027 1 . 027 
1 .038 1.038 
1 .020 1 . 020 
1.010 1.010 
1.016 1.032 
0 .984 0 . 984 
0.987 0 . 998 
1 .029 1.029 
0.997 0 . 997 
1 . 014 1.026 
1 .019 1 . 019 
1 . 018 1 . 018 
Mean..;- 1 . 016 
.Standard 
Deviation..;- 0 . 0169 
Coefficient 
of Variation..;- 1 . 6~~ 
-. I 
1.018 
0 . 0160 
l . 56%* 
------~-- - --·-···---·-··-· · 
*) The Standard Deviation of the Mean is given by..;-
fc~- . =--·X) 2 . 
i· n - 1 
s = 
where X = Individual measurement , 
X = Mean of n measurements , 
n = Number of measurements . 
The Coefficient of Variation is c iven by..;-. 
c . v . = 100 X S 
- --
X 
The standard deviation was calculated on 13 degrees 
of freedom . 
There is a slight improvement in the repro-
ducibility of the contrast of an emulsion if the pre-
liminary curve is drawn as the best fitting curve 
through all the points of Seidel functions correspond-
ing to intensities 2I and I respectively . This is due 
I to the neglect 
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to the negl ect of widely scattered points in this method 
as compared with the case when the mean of a range of 
Seidel functions is plotted . However, the differ ence 
is i nsignifican t . St rasheim (l6 ), recording n i ne 
four-stepped iron spectra on a single plate , obtained a 
coefficient of variation of l.l ~fo for the reproducibility 
of gamma values . The considerably higher value of the 
standard deviation obtained above may be explained by 
the fact that each set of four spectra used for the 
determination of gamma was developed separately . It was 
found that a very critical control of the temperature 
of the developing solution used i s necessary in order 
to achieve repr oducibility of contrast factors. 
2 . THE EFFICIENCY OF MIXING. 
In spectrographic d . c. arc analysis the sample 
is commonly mixed with a suitable diluent or buffer 
before being filled into the electrode . This mixing 
is quite often carried out with the aid of a small 
agate mortar and pestle . In order to find the opt imum 
time for which the sample should be ground i n order to 
become homogeneous the fol lowing series o:f exper·iments 
was carried out7 
1 . 50 g . of specpure Lithium carbonate were care -
fully ground with 1.50 g . of SP 2 graphite for 15 min 
in a smal l agate mortar . 0 . 9 ml of a 1% iron solution 
and 0 . 6 ml of a 0 . 0 5'?.7 cobalt solution were added to the 
well-mixed buffer and l eft overnight in an oven set at 
ll0°C . The sample was then carefully ground for exactly 
5 minutes and placed into 14 electrodes . These were 
arced at 10 amp for 2 minutes , using a specially small 
diaphragm of approx . 1 mm2 openinr in front of l ens 
F' 997 in order to avoid overexposure . 1'he procedure 
I was repeated 
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was repeated after grinding the remaining sample for 
further periods of 5, 1 0 , 15 and 25 minutes r esp . 
The percentage t r ansmission of the Co 3453 . 51 A 
and Fe 3443 . 88 A lines was measured and converted t o 
Seidel function values using tables (l5) as discussed 
in section 1. From a calibration curve t he logarithmic 
intensities of the lines were read off and th8 r atio 
Intensity Fe 3443 . 88 A I Intensity Co 3453 . 51 A ob-
tained by subtraction. The inten sity ratio was ob -
tained from logarithmic tables . This work was carr ied 
out before Seidel scales were fi tted to the calculating 
board . The results are recorded in tables 4 and 5 . 
TABLE 4 . 
Intensity Rati os after 5 Minutes Mixins~ 
,.----------r----........._,..__ _ ____ ..---------- -! 
I Fe 344 3 . 88 A Co 34 53 . 51 A j I%T_T_6 ____  ;I;og---·r;:·- --~zT- j·--6--··--; Log-i2 - Log t -t 
27 . 3 . 425 . 737 67 . 9 1 -. 325t-·-.35~ ·-~-31'f5-- -- r:-- -2--.-4·2·ir 
22 . 1 . 547 . 808 59 . 0 ; -. 1581 .434 -378 2 . 366 
16 . 4 . 707 . 903 67 . 6 I -- 3~9 1 . 355 . 548 ? -532 18 . 4 . 647 .868 53 . 8 -. Oo6 .480 . 388 2 . 443 
20 . 7 . 583 . 831 57 . 2 i - . 126 . 448 . 383 2 . 41 5 
20 . 1 . 599 . 840 55 . 4 - . 094 .463 -377 2 . 382 
19 . 0 . 630 . 875 54 .0 -.070 .475 . 400 2 . 512 
27 . 8 . 414 . 732 64 . 8 -. 265 . 382 . 350 2 . 239 
25 .4 . 468 . . 762 G3 . 4 I - . 239 . 395 . 367 2 . 328 
33 . 3 . 302 . 672 72 . 1 I -.412 . 308 . 364 2 . 312 
25 . 2 .473 . 765 65 . 0 -. 269 · . 375 . 390 2 .455 
21 . 3 . 568 . 822 i 55 . 5! - . 096 . 465 . 35? 2 . 275 
26 . 6 . 441 . 746 I 64 . 2 ! - . 254 . 387 . 359 2 . 286 
33 . 6 I . 296 ! . 667 ! 70 . 1 ~ -. 370 . 330 1 . 337 2 . 173 
- --' --1.. ' ~ I------'-'------'----- ·· 
Mean7 2 . 439 
Standard Deviation7 0 . 3283 
Coefficient of Variation7 13 .4~~ 
The standard deviation was calcu l ated on 13 deGrees 
of freedom in each c ase except for the last series , in 
which only sufficient sample to fill 12 electrod es was 
available. In the following table (table 5) only the 
final intensity ratios obtained will be given . 
I TABLE 5 . 
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TABLE 5. 
Intensity Ratios of Fe 3443 . 88 A I Co 3453 . 51 A. 
Time of Mixing 
10 min . 15 ~in . 20 min. 30 min . , 
2 . 296 
2 .193 
2 . 323 
2 . 371 
2 . 317 
2 .443 
2 . 399 
2.259 
2 . 382 
2 .432 
2 . 228 
2 . 350 
2 .42? 
2 .432 
~------'-----~--+-------·---
2 . 259 
2 . 173 
2 . 339 
2 . 265 
2 . 296 
2 .460 
2 .410 
2 .291 
2 . 328 
2.328 
2 . 312 
2 . 328 
2 . 301 
2 . 382 
2 . 234 
2.193 
2 .254 
2 .138 
2 . 228 
2 . 239 
2 . 259 
2 . 254 
2.265 
2 .213 
2 .244 
2 . 203 
2 . 286 
2 .291 
2 .415 
2 . 366 
2 . 421 
2 .404 
2 . 382 
2 . 339 
2 . 432 
2 .449 
2 . 438 
2.466 
2 .421 
2 .495 
2.419 
I 
l"Iean-;- 2 . 347 
Standard 
DGviation-;- 0 . 0806 
Coeffic ient 
2 . 319 
0 .0692 
2 . 236 
0 . 0400 
l. 7o//o 
0.0429 i 
of Variation-;- 3 •. 43% 2 . 99% 1. 77'/o I 
--.l......----··-···. 
From tables 4 and 5 i t is evident that longer 
mixing than 20 minutes does not increase the homogene-
ity of the sample . Figure ll shows the dependence of 
the coefficient of variation on the time of mixing . 
3. PURIFICATION OF ELECTRODES . 
The unpurifi ed sample electrodes, shaped 
from 3116" National Carbon graphite rods (described 
in Part I, section 3 ) were examined qualitatively by 
use of the cathode layer techniq_ue (l7) and the follow-
ing elements were found to be present-;- Calcium, Magne-
sium , Silicon , Iron , Copper, Boron , Aluminium , Vanadium 
and Titanium. For this purpose the light from the arc 
( 10 amps short-circuited) v1as focussed directly onto the 
spectrograph slit by means of the l ens F 958 . The 
sample el ectrode was empty and made the cathode . 
I Since Iron and 
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Since Iron and Copper were amongst the elements whose 
conc entration in plant ash was to be determined, their 
removal f rom the electrode material was essential. 
Str ong heating of t he graphite rods in an oxy-
acetylene fl ame for appr ox. 30 seconds r esulted in 
al most compl ete removal of Copper and Iron . However , 
because of the rather thin diameter of the graphite 
rods us ed , considerabl e amounts of material were burnt 
away on i gniting to incandescence and t his method was 
therefore abandoned . 
Extraction of impuri ty elements by means of diff-
erent acids at elevated t emperatures was therefore con-
sidered . Cholak and Story (lS ) recommended heating of 
the shaped electrodes in a mixture of equal parts of 
redistilled Hydrochloric acid and Nitric acid at 70°C 
over a period of 48 hours , durin3 which time the bath 
was changed four to five t im.es . This treatment J,vas 
followed by a corresponding period of immersion in fo1IT 
to 5 changes of triple distilled water , after which the 
el ectrodes were heated at from 900 to 1000°C in a muffl e 
furnace . Cholak and Story claim that all impurities 
except Boron and Silicon and traces of Magnesium and 
Vanadium were practically removed . Staud and Huehle (l9) 
heated the cut electrodes with an oxy-gas flame in a 
silica dish and refluxed with 1 .;-1 Sulphuric acid for 
24 hours . The e l e ctrodes were washed by de cantat i on and 
boiled with two to four changes of water after which the 
heat treatment was repeated . The following elements 
were reported to be removed.;- Aluminium , Calcium, Copper , 
Iron , Magnesium, Hanganese, Silver, Sodium, ·:ritanium 
and Vanadium , v;rhile the Boron and Silicon concentrat ions 
in the graphite el e ctrodes remained unchanged . Vanselow 
and Liebig ( 20) purified gr aphite el ectrodes by 
I extraction with 
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extraction with 2ry~ HCl for three to four days followed 
by a simi lar extraction '-'Ti th concentrated Nitric acid 
using an all-Pyrex glass soxhlet apparatus . The elec-
trades were freed from acid by extraction with several 
changes of water . They claimed that only Silicon and 
Titanium were occasionally found in the purifi ed 
electrodes . 
An attempt was made to assess the dee;rec of purity 
obtainable f rom various acid t r eatments by usin~ th~ 
intensity of the Ca I 4226 .76 A line as a measure of 
the purification . 
For this purpose the purified electrodes 'Her e 
fill ed with a 1+1 mixture of Lithium carbonate arid SP 2 
graphite . Due to the low ionisation potential of an 
alkali matrix a considerabl e enhancement of the low 
temperature Ca 4 226 A line (Excitation Pot Gntial+ 2 . 92 v) 
is obtained . Very small traces of Calcium impurities 
in t he ~;raphi t e may thu s be determined . A qual i tat ive 
examination for contaminating elements-remaininG be -
hind after different methods of extraction, was carried 
out , using spectra recorded by burning the electrodes 
filled with a 1+1 mixture of spe cpure Lithium carbonate+ 
SP 2 graphite in a 10 amp d . c . arc for 1 mi n . '11hsse 
spectra were recorded under conditions identical to 
those subsequently adopted for the quantitative deter-
mination of trace elements . 
In addition t o the unpurified electrodes (T,ype A) 
e l ectrodes purified by the methods described below , 
wc:: re examined+ 
Type B+ El ectrodes were extracted with 2~~ HCl f or 3 
days, followed by extraction for a a imilar 
period with concentrated HN07 in an all- Pyrex 
:J 
I glass soxhlet apparatus . 
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glass soxhlet apparatus . This was followed by 
he ating the ele ctrodes for approximately 5 min . 
each in 12 chan3es of d istilled and deionised 
water (hereafter r eferr ed to as "pure" water) 
in a pyrex beaker. They were dried b;7 igniting 
them over a Meker ty~e burner in a silica cru-
cible for approx . 1 hour . 
~ C.;. .Electrodes were extr acted with 1-;.l Sulphuric acid 
in an all - Fyrex glass soxhlet apparatus for 3 
days and finally wa:Jhed free of acid as under 
B. 
Type D.;. Electrodes were reflu~ed with 1-;.1 Sulphuric acid 
in an all-Pyrex glass apparatus for 1 day, the 
acid was changed three times . They were freed 
of acid as under B. 
Typ~E~- Similar to D, but refl~~ing continued for 3 days. 
TYE~!± Combination of treatments B and C. 
~£~Q± Combination of treatments B and E. 
Fourteen exposures of each t}~e of purified 
electrodes were recorded and the percentage tr~nsmission 
of the Ca 4226 line measured in each spectrum and con-
v erted to Seidel function values , using ta-bles (l5). 
The corresponding rel ative intensities were interpolated 
from a calibration curve . The mean of the relative in-
tensities of one series was t aken as a measure of the 
purity attainable under the conditions of purification . 
The results are recorded in table 6 . 
/ TABLE 6 . 
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TABLE 6 . 
Co~arison of the ?urity of Electrodes . 
(Rel ative Intensities of the Ca 4226 A Line) 
Method of Purification 
...... ___ _ ..,___ ··- - ----r---· 
. A ; B: C .D ~ E. F : G . 
; I ~ --r--t----·-~---·-·l....._ ···--- i 
I 8 . 12 i 5 .20 : 5 .95 ; 5 .28 · 5 .10 14 .20: 4 .95! 
! ? . 30 / 4 . ~3 ,. 6 . 05 I' 5 . 28 5 .48 : 4 .35 ,4 . 50 I 
7 . 78! 5 . 23 5 . s2 5 . 30 (·13 ! 4.8: i ~ .48 I 
7 .60 , 5.05 I 6 . 15 5 . 70 +.68 . 4 . 98 I ,-.25 
8 .4o i 5.27 ! 6 . 2o 5 . 55 5 .4s · 4. 95! 4 .63 I 
8 .05 ; 5 .40 ,5 .62 5-55 5.20 4 .23,4 . 55 
7 .95 I 4 .60 5 .87 5 .42 5 .48 4 .48 4 . 55 
8 . 05 5 .40 ~ 6.15 5 .42 4 .80 4 . 58 I 5 .00 
8 . 55 5 .05 '15 .87 5 -23 4 .97 i 4.82 : 4 . 78 
7 .47 5 .08 6 .30 i 5 .6515 .42 )4 .43 I 4 . 50 
8 . 22 5 . 25 I 5 .55 ,5 . 30 5 . 13 i 4 .72:4 .90 
7 . 72 5 -53 6 . 55 I 5.42 5 . 35 I 4 .90 I 4 . 53 
7 .47 5 . 38 6 . 40 I 5 .42 I 5 .00 l 4 . ~~ I 4 . 9~ 
7 .1 0 5 .1 0 ' 6 . 0 5 I 4 . 7 8 4 . 88 I 4 . 8 5 i 5 .1_:> 
' I 
Mean+ 7 .84:5 .1816 . 10 5 . 38 5 . 15 I 4 . 66 ~. 4 .69 
Standard j 
* Deviation+ 0.422 0 . 269 0 . 283 0 . 225 0 . 2661 0 . 264 0 . 252 
Coef f . of I ! : . ! 
Variation+ 5 . 38%j 5 . 20t~j 4 . 63%1 4.1?~1 5 . 16%j 5 . 6?~! 5 . 38%1 ·- _ _____ ._______ ___. __ .. ···-··-
*) The standard deviation was calculated on 13 degrees 
of freedom in each case . 
It will be evident from the results in table 6, 
t hat com-9le t e removal of calcium from the electrode by 
different acid treatments was virtuall~r imposs ible , only 
a fractional reduction in the concentration of the 
Cal cium being produced. A qualitative examination of the 
spectra of the electrodes revealed that the follo~ing 
impurit ies could not be removed completely by any of 
the extraction processes tested+ 
Calcium (Ca 4226 . 73 A), Aluminium (Al 3961 , 53 A), 
Silicon (Si 2881 . 59 A) and Magnesium (I'1g 2852 . 13 A) . 
Iron and Copper, as juaged from the abs ence of the lines 
Fe 3020.64 A and Cu 3247 . 54 A were effectively r\3-
moved by extraction processes B, F and G, while Sul-
phuric aci d treatment appeared to leave traces of these 
elements behind, probably due to ir,:tpuri ties in the 
Anal ytical Heagent quc.: lity acid itself . Because of the 
wavelength range chosen (4600 - 2740 A) no qualit~tive 
examination for Boron (B 2497 . 7 A) 1·ms undertaken . 
All graphite electrodes were thenceforth purified 
according to method B ( 20) . 
/ P A R T III 
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P A R T III . 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPECTROGRAPHI C ANALYTI CAL METHOD • 
1. SAMPLE PREPARATION . 
In order to determine minute concentrations 
of el ements in any sample it is often necessary to con-
vert the sample into a form which vJ'ill eliminate the 
bulk of the material , and hence raise the relative 
concentration of trace and minor elements to a hit;her 
val ue. In the case of plant leaves this concentration 
technique is achieved in two stages , the first of which 
r emoves the organic constituents amounting to between 
80 and 95~G of the bulk of the matcsr i al, leaving behind 
the inorganic constituents which are mainly chemical 
compounds of Calcium, Silicon, r'lagnesium , Sodium, Alu-
minium and Potassium . This concentration step is usually 
sufficient for the spectrographic determination of minor 
elements, such as Iron and i.ianganese .• However , the quan-
ti tative estimation of trace elt<illent concentrations 
usually requires a s e cond stage in the concentration 
procedure which will remove the nain bulk of the a l kalis 
and alkaline earths in addition to Silica . The second 
stage will be discussed in section 2 . 
~['he plant sample is collected , washed with tap 
water containing 0 . 1% Teepol and finally three times 
in distilled water to remove any residual detergent. 
This washing process is essential for the removal of 
any traces of chemicals with which the leaves may have 
been sprayed hefore bein;s collected . 1:f.lhe plant sample 
is dried in a forced draucht oven at 65°0 for two days, 
the di'ied leaves crushed by hand and ground to a fine 
powder in an a;sate ball mil_l . 
I 1 .1 . Ashing of the samP-l e . 
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1 .1. Ashing of the Sample. 
The elimination of carbonaceous matter from 
plant leaves is effect ed by either dry ashing or wet 
ashing of the dried plant leaves . The latter method con-
sists o.:f treatment of the dried plant sample vii th com-
binations of acids, such as Aqua regia, Sulphuric, 
Nitric and Perchloric ac i ds , Sul phuric and Nitric aci~s , 
or Nitric and Perchl oric acids; the various COII].bina·cions 
are discussed by Smith ( 2l). The most commonly employed 
wet ashing procedure is that usin.=s Nitric and Perchloric 
acids for the destr uction of organic matter ( 22 ) . Its 
disadvant age , as far as spectrographic analysis i s con-
cerned, i s the limitation i n the s i ze of the sample 
which may be conveniently ashed, namely approx . 3 ::;; . , 
althou ch sampl es of up to 5 g . have been used ( 23 , 24) 
However , since larger samples necessitate the use of 
larc;er amounts of Perchloric acid , which is very diffi-
cult to purify, contamination of the sample ,.Ji th some 
of the trace elements to be analysed for is a ser ious 
consideration acainst this method . 
'l'he advantages of the dry- ashing method are its 
simplicity and conveniGnce in handling sampl es of 
between 10 to 20 g ., amounts of sample required for the 
second stage of the enrichment procedure . Important 
disadvanta~es to be considered are possible loss of 
ash- forming constituents by vol atilisation and by 
mechanical entrainment in the walls of the vesse l used 
for ashing . However , by careful control of the ashing 
temperature , these losses may be minimised to a large 
extent and even eli minated . 
Dry-ashing of 10 g . samples of Dri ed and crushE:d 
plant leaves was ado~tcd as the first stage of the 
I concentration procedure 
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concentration procedure . The ashing was carried out 
in a muffle furnace by s l owly raisin3 the temperat\ITe 
to 450°C ~nd stirring the sample contai ned in a silica 
basin from t ime to time during the early stages of 
burning off the carbonaceous matter, in order t o avoid 
local overheating . A slow draught of air was allowed 
to pass through the muffl e furnace during this sta3e . 
I gnition was completed by leaving the sample overnight 
in a thermostatically regulated muffle furnace at 
450°0 . The necessity for strict control of the ignition 
temperature at 450°0 was confirmed by the f ollowin~ 
series of experiruents-:- Two 10 g . samples of dried plant 
leaves were ignited at controlled temperature.:i of 450°C 
and 550°0 r e spectively and analysed as described later . 
I gnit ion at 550°0 resulted in a loss of approx . 40;v of 
the Zinc as compared to that obtained by i gni tion at the 
lower temperature. 
1 . 2 . Solution of Plant Ash . 
As mentioned earlier , dry- ashing is in many 
cases sufficient for the spectrographic deter11ination 
of some minor elements i n plants ( 25 , 26 , 20, 3 , 4 ). 
In order to determine traces of elements spectrographic-
ally, r educing the bulk of material by ashing is not 
suff icient to enrich the concentration of manJ elements. 
The second stage of the concentration procedure 
generally requires that a sol ution of the pla~; dSh be 
made. As the name implies, wet ashin.3 methocis obviate 
the necessity for an extra step in order to obtain t he 
p l ant solution. 
Solution of the ash is achieved by either of two 
main methods . Hitchell ' s ( 27) Sodium carbonate fusion 
I procedure 
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procedure and Piper ' s ( 2B) Hydrochloric-Hydrofluoric 
acid treatment . 
In the former method the ash obtained from the 
ignition of approx. 10 g . of dried plant leaves is 
thoroughly mixed with 2 g . of specially purified an-
hydrous Sodium carbonate and fused in a platinum crucible. 
The melt is taken up i n 50 ml redis ·t: illed constant 
boiling point Hydrochloric acid ( approx . 6N) and evapo--
rated to dryness on a steambath to dehydrate the silica . 
The latter is filtered off on Whatman No . 40 filter paper 
aft er addition of 50 ml approx. 6N HOl to the dried 
residue . The filtrate is made up to 100 ml in a volu-
metric flask. 
A modification of t he above procedure proposed by 
Mitchell ( 29) consists of first extracting the plant 
ash with Hydrochl oric acid and filtering off the residue . 
The reoi due is re-ashed and fused with 1 g . anhydrous 
Sodium carbonate in a platinum crucible , dissolved in 
Hydrochloric acid and filtered to remove any silica. 
In the earlier part of t he work described Hitchell's 
orig inal me thod was used in order t o obtain a plant 
solution . 
For this purpose Sodium carbonate used in the 
fusion was purified as follows7 
200 g . of Analytical Reagent quality Sodium carbo-
nate were dessoved in 1 litre of hot "pure " water and 
fil tered throu:h Whatman No . 40 filter paper, using a 
Buchner funnel. The solution was extracted three times 
with 50 ml 0 .0~~ Dithizone in chloroform and finally 
washed with 3 portions of 50 ml chlor oform. Na2co2 .1o H2o 
crystallised out on cooling in an ice- salt mixture and 
was f iltered off in a Buchner funnel . Gradual heating 
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to 300°0 in a muffle furnace finally produced anhydrous 
Sodium carbonate . 
2 g . of one bath of the purified .salt extracied 
and analysed spectrographically as described in later 
sections, was found. to contain traces of Molybdenum, 
which, of course, cannot be removed by dithizonc extract-
ion. Using a different brand of anh~rdrous A . B.. Sodium 
carbonate as starting material , satisfactory purifi cation 
was obtained , obviating the necessity f or blank 
corrections for Molybdenum . 
It was found that plant solutions obtained in the 
manner described above retarded the development of 
colour in the spectrophotometric determina tion of iron 
as described in section 3. Also, because of the rela-
tively high concentration of Sodium salts present in 
the solution, retardation in th~ separation of phases 
in the concentration procedure discussed in s ection 5. 3 
and sometimes the formation of an emulsion "ras experien-
ced . For these reasons Piper ' s method of obtainin~ a 
plant solution was adopted . This method lends itself 
more easily to t he treatment of a large number of 
samples simultaneously . 
The ash obtained from the ignition of exactly 10 3 · 
of dried plant leaves was transferred to a 100 ml Pyrex 
beaker , moistened with a fe"' ml of "pure" water and 
20 ml of approx . 6.5N (constant boiling point) re-
distilled Hydrochloric ac id were slowl y added down the 
side of the beaker. 'l'o prevent l oss of material in t he 
ensuing reaction of the acid with the carbonates f ormed 
during dry ash ing the beaker was alr.uost completely 
covered with a watch3l ass during the addition of the 
acid . 
I The resultant solution 
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The resultant solution was evaporated to dryness 
on a hotplate adjusted t o a suff iciently low setting 
to prevent boiling and spluttering. To the dry residue 
10 ml 6.5N HCl and 10 ml "pure" water were added , t he 
solution warmed on the hotplate until all soluble salts 
were dissd ved and t ht.n filtered through a 9 em Whatman 
No . 41 filter-paper into a 100 ml volume t r ic fl ask. 
The beaker was washed twice with 2 ml of warm 6 .5 N HCl 
and 10 ml "pure" water. The fil ter paper and contents, 
consisting mainly of dehydrat ed s ilica and some incom-
ple t ely ashed plant material , were transferred to a 
platinum crucible and car efully ignited over a Meker 
burner to destroy the filter paper and any carbon present 
in the ash. Ignition was continued until the r esidue 
was nearly white , and, after cooling , 3 - 4 drops of 
c oncentrated A.R . Sul phuric acid and approx . 3 ml of 
A.R. Hydrofl uoric acid were added . The latter addition 
has t o be carried out very carefully because of the 
violent reaction occurring between t he acid and the 
silica . Elements occluded in or adsorbed onto the silica 
were recovered by evaporating off the Hydrofl11oric acid 
on a hotpl ate in a fume cupboard until white lumes of 
Sulphuric acid were evol ved . Actual boilin~ of the 
Hydrofluoric acid was avoi ded and care wan t aken not 
to remove the Sulphuric acid compl 0te ly . After coolin~ , 
2 ml 6 . 5N Ifydrochloric acid and 2 ml "pure" water i.o~ere 
added to the platinum crucibl e which was then gently 
heated on a hotplate and the contents were filtered 
through a 9 em ~Vhatman No . 41 filter paper into a 100 ml 
volumetric flask contai ning the f iltrate pr eviousl y 
obtained . This procedure was r epeat ed twice , care bein~ 
taken to avoi d prolonged heating of th~ Hydrochloric 
I ac i d in the 
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acid in the cr ucibl e because of the slow attack of the 
acid on the material of the crucible . 
Filteri ng was n0cessary in ~any cases since all 
carbonaceous matter could only be removed by igniting 
for a consider abl y long time . 
The p l ant material was now in a convenient form 
for the second stage of the concentration procedure . 
During the early part of the work described here 
the solution was diluted to 50 ml in volumetric flasks . 
This practice was discontinued for several reasons as 
mentioned in later sections . 
2 . THE CONCENTRATION STEP. 
It was mentioned in section l that removal 
of the bulk of organic material from plant leaves by 
ashing is in most cases not sufficient to raise the 
relat i ve concentrati on of some trace elements to ~bove 
the limits of spectrographic sensitivity . Several 
methods for the enrichment of truces prior to spectre-
graphic analysis have been proposed . Electrolysis '!,vas 
used extensively ir.. the early days of S)ectroc;rapb.;y ( 30 ' 
3l, 32 ) but is only rarely applied in modern work (33, 
34 ) . Ion exchange chromatogr aphy i s s;aining in i llip or·t-
ance , especially in the investir;ation of Hdre Earths ( 35) 
and other geol ogical specimens ( 36 ) , but its application 
to biological materials is still limited ( 37) 
Enrichment techniques of main interost, as far as 
the spectrographic analysis of trace elements in plants 
and soils is concerned , are carrier precipitation and 
solvent extraction. The pioneerin:, work in the former 
field of application was carried out by Mitchell and 
Scott (3B), who precipitated trace elements in the 
I nresence of 
41 
presence of Aluminium as carrier by the use of mL:ed 
organic reagents (8- Hydroxyquinoline, Tannic acid and 
Thionalide) at pH 5.2 . The enduring success of this 
early method may be judged from the fact that it has 
been adopted, sometimes with slight modifications , as 
standard practice in many laboratories all over tbe 
world (39 , 40 , 41 , 42 ) . A criticism of Mitchell ' s con-
centration method is the amount of time spent on the 
preparation of the sample until Lt is in a form suit-
able for spectrographic analysis . 
Solvent extraction has been applied with great 
success as a means of enriching traces of metals in 
agricultural samples for subsequent spectrochemical 
determination . In all solvent extraction procedures 
one or more organic complexing agents are added to the 
solution of the plant sample, buffered to an optimum 
pH value , and the metal complexes for med extracted with 
organic solvent s immiscible with Nater , such as Chloro-
form or Carbontetrachloride . wark (4 3) extracted Copper, 
Cobalt and Zinc with dithizone from a plant solution 
buffered at pH 8 . 3. However , in order to concentrate 
as many trace metals as possible, mixtures of organic 
r eagents are quite often employed and successive ex-
tractions carried out at different pH values . Gorbach 
and Pohl C44 , 45) succeeded in the quantitative enrich-
ment of traces of Cadmium, Cobalt, Indium, ~fickel, Lead, 
thallium, Zinc , Bismuth, Gold, Copper, bercury and 
Palladium by the use of dithizone extractions at pH 
7 and 9 resp . followed by the recovery of Aluminium, 
Titanium, Vanadium, Gallium, l'lolybdenum , Cerium, 1v1an-
ganese , Ant imony, Yttrium and ~irkonium on extracting 
with a 0.1% 8-Hydroxyquiholine solution in Chloroform 
I at pH 5 and 6 .5 resp. 
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at pH 5 and 6 . 5 resp . This concentration procedure was 
shortened and improved by Strasheim and Eve ( 46 ) using 
Dithizone , 8- Hydroxyquinolin6 and Cupferron and ex-
tracting at pH values of 9 . 5 - 10, 2 . 9 - 3 .0, 1 . 5 - 2 . 0 
and 0 . 5 resp . . Pohl (47) described a lensthy method by 
which twenty trace elements were enriched by extraction 
with a mixture o:f diethyldithiocarbamate , 8 - Hydroxy-
quinoline and Dithizone at pH values of 3, 5, 7 and 9. 
Doll and Specker ( 48 ) investigated the possibility of 
extracting precipitated trace metal complexes using 
Pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate and Cupferron . 
In all these methods stress was laid upon the 
elimination of I ron from t he final extract , which len~th-
ened the enrichment process consider~bly in may cases . 
The removal of Iron was achieved by Wark by carrying 
out Dithizone eAtraction at pH 8.3, while Gorbach and 
Pohl precipitated Iron along with a number of other 
elements with a buffered solution of Ammonium Benzoate 
followed by Oxine extraction at pH 2 and Ethyl ether 
extraction . Strasheim and Bve found that after a pre-: 
liminary extraction with Dithizone at pH 9 . 5 , Iron could 
be transferred to the organic p~1ase on shaking with a 
1% solution of Oxine in Chloroform at pH 2 . 9 - 3 . 0 . 
Doll and Specker advocated the use of high concentrations 
of either Hydrochloric acid or Lithium chloride 
followed by extraction with iso-Butyl l"lethyl Ketone . 
However, quantitative recovery of some elements such 
as rlolybdenum, Cobalt, CoDper and Zinc was not achieved . 
Pohl described a procedur e by means of which Iron to-
gether with several other elements was extracted into 
Ethyl Ether from a G. 5i'-l Hydrochlo::'ic acid solution and 
reduced to Fe (II) v,·ith Sodium dithionate . After the 
I addition of 
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addition of Ammonium thiocyanate, elements c oex tracted 
with Iron, e . g . Molybdenum , Gallium, Indium, Tin, Vana-
dium and Zinc may be recovered by a second ether ex-
traction, which lef t the Iron in the aqueous phase . 
The main criticism of enrichment methods employ-
ing mixed organic complexing reagents and extractinG 
at different pH values and all methods of ren ovin3 
Iron is the amount of tim6 spent in order to obt ain the 
final extract in a convenient form for spectrograp~lic 
analysis . 
The partial or complete elimination of Iron from 
the final concentrate is, however, advisable if spectre-
graphs of low or medium dispersion are used since t he 
line- rich spectrum of iron may cause interferinG co-
i ncidences . 
It was shown by Strashe i m, Eve and Fouric ( 49), 
that the Iron concentration in a sample excit ed by means 
of a d . c . arc has a profound i nfluence on the analytica l 
cal ibration curves of soue elements,. and that i t should 
therefore be kept constant if a removal of Iron i s not 
envisaged as part of the enrichment scheme . 
Mitchell ( 50 ) concentrated Iron alonG with all 
other trace el ements . Usinc Iron as internal standard 
for most of the precipitated traces necessitated the 
pl otting of a series of working curve s for each e l ement , 
covering the usual concentration r an6es , but making 
allowance for the Iron concentration (between 2 - l~t ) 
in the final concentrate . This concentration was deter~ 
mined cal orimetrically on 5 - 10 mg of the concentrat e 
and the appropriate working curve referred to in order 
to det~rrr~ine the particular trace element concentration . 
This is the basis of the variabl e internal standard 
I method of analysis . 
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method of analysis. 
Scharrer and Judel ( 24 , 5l) suggested a method 
obviating the necessity for different working curves 
for the same element .• Also using iron as internal stan-
dard they determined its concentration in the plant so-
lution colorimetrically on a small aliquot of the so-
lution. hn appropriate aliquot of a standard Iron 
solution was then added to the plant solution to give a 
predetermined constant amount of Iron in the samDle . If 
the Iron concentration in the saillple was hiGher than the 
predetermined value a correspondin::';ly smaller aliquot 
was used for subsequent enrichment methods . 
In order to avoid the necessity for several ex-
tractions to be carried out to concentrate the trace 
and minor elements Cobalt, Copper, I1anganese, I'wlybdenum 
and Zinc prior to spectrographic analysis, the con-
centration method originally proposed by Stetter and 
Exler (G) was adopted in principle . Iron was concentrated 
wi th the other trace elements and used as internal 
standard. 
Since Stetter and E::~ler ' s concentration procedure 
forms the bas is of the method adopted for t he enrich-
ment of trace elements it will be 6escribed in wore 
detail . 
2 .1 . Stetter and Exler ' s Method . 
The above authors proposed the use of 
i3 odium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate (or Na-t-carbate) 
for a rapid method of concentrating trace elements . 
The heavy metal traces were i solated from the main con-
si:ii tuents of agricultural sam-oles ( alkalies , alkaline 
earths and Aluminium) by precipitation with Sodium 
I pyrrolidine dithiocarbam~te 
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pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate and subsequent chloroform 
extraction. Silica apparently interfered with the method 
and had to be removed . The precipitation of hydroxides 
during the enrichment procedure was prevented by the 
addition of Sulphosalicylic acid . This complexing agent 
appeared to be particularly suited for this purpose 
since it did not interfere with the precipitation of 
the carbamates . In addition the intense colouration of 
the Fe (III) - Sulphosalicylic acid complex served a s a 
useful indicator for the quantitative precipitation and 
extr action of Iron and hence also of the other metal 
traces. 
Stetter and Exler carried out the extraction as 
follows-:-
1 g . of a plant or soil sample, from which silica 
has been removed \:i th Perchloric and Hydrofluoric acids 
was taken up in a small amount of Hydrochloric acid 
and transferred to a 100 ml separating funnel . After 
addition of 20 ml l35o Sulphosalicylic acid the pH of 
the solution was adjus ted to 4 . 8 with dilute Ammonium 
hydroxide and diluted to approx . 80 ml . Vd th vigorous 
shaking of the contents of the separating funnel, 15 ml 
of a 5~S Na- t - carbate solution were slm1ly added and 
the solution heated to 50 - 55°C, i n order to coa~ulatG 
the precipitate formed v:hich collected at the surface . 
The solution was c_·uickly cooled and the precipit.J.te 
extracted three times v:ith 10 ml of Chloroform each . 
Leavins the last Chloroform extrac t in the separating 
funnel , 1 ml 2l. Hydr ochloric acid \va3 added . iJ.'he ph 
of the f..)Olution, which increase d as a result of th~ 
hydrolysis of the Na- t-carbate , thus agnin dropped to 
between 4 . 8 and 5 . 0 . The precipitated Di thioca.rbamic 
I acid , in addition t o 
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acid, in addition to the remaining heavy metal carba-
mates were then extracted with the Chloroform r emaining 
in the extraction funnel . The trace me t als nay be iso-
lated froi t the combined Chl oroform extr acts in a form 
suitable for spectrographic anPlysis . 
Stetter and Exler claimed quantitative enrichment 
of the following clements-;- Silver , Copper , Cadmium, Zinc , 
Gallium , Indium , Lead, 'rin , Vanad ium, Bismuth , Holyb-
denum, I1anganese , Cabal t, Nickel, Iron and Palladium. 
All chemical manipulations were car ried out in silica 
vessels and platinum crucibles to ~void contamination . 
'l1he time required for one complete extraction was claimed 
to be 20 to 25 Bin . 
Scharrer and Judel ( 24 , 5l) and Strashei~ , Eve and 
Fouric ( 49) reported the successful applica t;ion of t his 
concentration method to the spectrographic determination 
of trace clements in agricultural sa..lplc:J. Pohl ( 5::? ) 
used a related compound , Awmonium p;yrrolidine di thio·-
carbame1te in conjunction ·;.rith Dithizonc to cffLct similar 
enrichments . The former reagont obviated the pH adjust-
ments nGccssary when the Sodium salt was employed in 
inadequately buffered solutions . In ::td~ition, the 
.Ammonium s.J.l t w:J.s cl:timed to be :o.orc: sta.ol (_ at lower 
pH-v 1lucs than tile corr!L1crcially available Sodium 
pyrrolidinc dithiocarbamate . 
Scharrer and Jud~l ' s application of Stetter and 
Exler ' s concentration method will b2 di..scribed in more 
detail in section 2 .3 since most of the work reportcJ 
below is a dev~;lopmcnt of their proc..:dure . 
2.2 . The Or~anic Precipi~an~ 
The structure of the organic prccipitnnt, 
I Sodinm pyrrolidine dithiocarbamatc 
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Sodium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate or Na-t-carbate is 
:.; iven belo1t1. 
Under the correct conditions of pH, chelate type 
metal-organic complexes of the type 
are formed, which arE s oluble in Chloroform . A s ome-
what better known disubstituted dithiocarbamate is 
Sodium diethyl dithiocarbamate , frequently us r::d as a 
colorimetric reagent for Copper (53) 
According to Gl eu and Scnwab (54 ) Na- t-carbate may 
be prepared from P;yrrolidine as follows -:-
Eighteen ml of pure Pyrrolidine and 12 ml re-
distilled Carbon disulphide are added to 200 ml denatured 
Ethyl alcohol. After the addition of 30 ml BN Sodium 
hydroxide the white substance Sodium pyrrolidine dithio-
carbamate crystallises out on cooling . After allowing 
to s tand for 2 hours the crystals are :2 iltered o.ff at 
the pump, washed \vit h l ml each of Ethyl D.lcohol and 
Et:b.yl acetate . Dried between filter paper~ the yie ld is 
approx . 32 ::!; · 
Both Sod ium and A.ID.lltoni um sal ts of Fyrrolidine di-
thiocarbamic acid have oeen successfully applied to 
concentration procedures i n the field of ,1nalytical 
chemistry . Koch (55) used NH4-t- carbate in conjunction 
with Dithizone to concentrate trace impurities in 
I Zirconiu~ and its 
., 
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Zirconium and its compounds prior to spectrogr aphic 
analysis. Jones and Watkinson (56 ) carried out spectro-
photometric determinations of Vanadiug in plant material 
using NH4-t-carbate . Yamamoto (57) applied an e~traction 
method using Cupferron and Na-t-carbate to the simul-
taneous polarographic determination of Iron, Zinc and 
1"1anganese i n biological materials . 
Since an aqueous soluti on of Sodium pyrrolidine di-
thiocarbamate i s s lowly decomposed , a fresh solution 
should be made up whenever required. 
2 . 3 . Scharrer and Judel ' s l"lethod . 
After wet-ashing of 5 g . of b i ological material 
wi th 2 ml Sulphuric acid , 5 ml Perchlor ic acid and 40 ml 
Nitric acid the resultant plant solution was made up to 
100 ml in a volumetric flask. An aliquot of from 1 to 
10 ml, depending on the concentration o.f Iron was trans-
fcrred to a 25 ml volumetric flast. for the spectrophoto-
metric deternination of I ron using a-a ' -Dipyriuyl (5B) . 
Iron (40 me; . per sample) was used as the internal stand-
ard for the spectrographic determination of Cobalt, 
Copper , Manganese , I"lolybdenUI:l , Hickel , Silver and 
Vanadium , whil'e Gadmium (200 1-A-g . per sample) served as 
internal standard for Zinc . 
Depending on the result of the colorimetric Iron 
determination, a concentration of 40 ~g. Iron in the 
plant solution wo.s obtained either b;v- the addition of 
an appropriate amount of a standard Iron solution or 
by tdkinc; a correspondingly smaller aliquot of the 
plant solution , as WJS described in section 2 . In 
ctddition 200 fJ G· Gadmiu1n as a solution of Cadmium ace-
tate was added to each sample . 
I For the separation 
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For the separation and enrichment of trace ele -
ments the authors used a modification of Stetter and 
Bxler's method . The plant solution, analysed for Iron 
and containing the correct amounts of this element and 
Cadmium, was transferred to a 250 ml beaker and 30 ml 
12 . 5% Sulphosalicylic acid and 2 ml Sodium acetate -
Acetic acid buffer (pH = 4 .8) were added . Using a pH-
meter, the pH of the solution was adjusted to 3.8 by 
addition of dil ute Arrunonium hydroxide. The solution 
was then heated to 68°0 and transferred to a 250 ml 
separ~ting funnel. Immediately, 15 ml of an aqueous 
5% Sodium pyrrolidine di thiocar·bamate solution waG 
poured into the se·oaratin:::; funnel, which vias then shaken 
viGorous ly for 15 - 30 seconds and cooled under running 
tap water. The blacl: carbaminate precipitate , the colour 
of which is due to the excess of the Iron carbaminate, 
coagulated on the surface , leaving the solution itself 
clear. The presence of appreciable amounts of 'l'i ta:nium 
resulted in a yellow coloration of the solution due to 
the Titanium- Sulphosalicylic acid complex . The appearance 
of turbidity indicated that insufficient Sulphos ali cylic 
acid had been used . This could still be corrected by 
addin3 a small volume of the 12 . 5% reagent and heating . 
Aft2r coolin=; , the extraction of the precipitated heavy 
metal carbaminates was carried out by shaking for aJ:)pr-ox . 
15 seconds \vith froL. 5 to 10 I'll portions of re-dis t illed 
Chloroform until dtrring one ez traction the organic 
phase r 2mained li:;htly yellow to colourless. 'rhis 
extract was not run off, but shakin3 of the separating 
funnel was repeated for 15 to 20 secondJ after the 
addition of 1 ml of 1~10 r e-distilled Hydrochloric acid 
(approx. 0 .6N) . A white precipitate of free carbamic 
I acid was formed 
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acid was formed when the acid was added . 
1
.rhe combined Chloroform extracts were collected 
in a 100 ml porcelain dish and freed of the solvent by 
infrared radiation. The residue was ignited at 450° C 
in a muffle furnace overnight. The ashed Chloroform 
extract, consisting mainly of Ferric oxide, was finally 
used for the spectrographic determination of the co- ex-
tracted trace elements. 
2 .4. Purification of Reagents . 
The hich degree of purity of reagents required 
in trace an0lysis cannot be str essed enough. Especially 
when the spectrograp~:..ic analysis is preceded by chem-
ical mani; ulations, care must be taken not to intro-
duce impurities of elements to be determined . The water 
used in all chemical operations was distilled and passed 
throu~h a mixed Cation- Anion exchange resin column to 
remove the last traces of ions like Copper and Zinc, 
dis~1olved from the brass vessel in which the clistil l ed 
water is coll e cted . Al l vessels used in the chemical 
pre- treatuont of the sample, such as beakers and seps.-
rating funnels, were cleaned vii th hot Aqua Regia, 
follov.red b,:.r at least three to four rinsings with 
distilled a1.1d deionised, or "pure" water . ~vhcnever 
possible, acids and cJ.lkalis '·rere employed which could 
be conveniently purified by redistillation . All solut-
ions were kept in polythene bottles , with the excc~tion 
of Chloroform . 
I 2 .4 .l~~drochloric Acid. 
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2 . 4. 1. Hydrochl oric Acid. 
Approximately 6 . 5N Hydrochloric acid was ob-
tained by distillation of a 171 solution of A.R. HCl 
and v.rater from an all-Pyrcx glass still. The first 
fraction of the distillate was rejected . The concen-
trated ac id was used in the preparation of the plant 
solution (Section 1 .2.) while 1710 HCl, employed in t h e 
solvent extracti on, was obtained by diluting the 6. 5N 
acid ten- fold vil.th trpure" water. 
2.4 .2 . Ammonium Hydr~2_xide. 
An approximately 8N solution of Ammonium 
hydroxide wa s produced by re-distilling A.R. concen-
trated Ammonia at as low a temperature as possible and 
absorbing the gas in 11 puren water contained in a poly-
thene bottle cooled in an ice-salt mixture . The h i3h 
concentration was achieved by continuin~ the disti llation 
for two days and r eplacing the cooling mb~ture from 
time to time. Part of this solution was diluted four-
fold for more accurate adjustr.ient of pH values . 
g.!.4 . 3_. __ Su1_:e.!!osal icylic Acid . 
Two hundred and fifty gram of A.H. quality 
Sulphosalicylic ac id were dissolved in approx . 200 ml 
"pure 11 -vmter and 8N re-distilled Ammonium hydr oxide 
added until a pH of approx . 4 . 8 ''as measured on a 
pH-meter. Accurate adj ustment of pH was carried out 
after cooling the solution . After diluting to approx. 
800 ml with 11 pure 11 water, the Sulphosalj_cylic acid 
solution \vas warmed to 68 °C, transferred to a cl ean 
1 litre Fyre:x: separating funnel ancl 20 ml 5% Na-t-carbate 
s olut i on added . The funnel was shaken vigorously fvr 
I approx . 30 seconds, 
c. \)q 
~ . , . 
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approx . 30 seconds, tho contents cooled under running 
tap vmter, and extracted thres times with 20 1111 portions 
of r·e-distilled Chloroforr.t. After leaving to 3tand over-
:1ight, the extraction was repeated with a furt:rwr 20 ml 
of Chlor oform . The solut ion was then transferred to d 
1 litre beaker and heated to approx . [:)0°C in order to 
driv e off any remaining Chloroform a~1d also to (,ecom--
pose any un-used carbaminate reagent . The cold sol utioni uN:Lj~iT\ 
' Ll ~~1.l~P ' 
wis f inally stored in at callon polythene bottle . '~ 
......... _.. ~ 
2 .4. 4 . Sodium Pyrrolidine Dithiocar~amate S_Q.].uti on. 
Before ev2ry extraction a 2 . 5~;; aqueous s olution 
of ,Sodium pyrrol idine dith iocarbamate was fre shly pre-
p ared froill the Ana lyt i c a l Reac en t quality p roduct 
available commercially . 10 ml of thi;:; colution wa . .:; used 
for each precipitation and extr:1ction. Since large Iron 
concentrations , as reconm1.ended by Scharrer and Judel, 
were avoid ed (see section 5 .1.), 0 . 2 5 g . of the reagent 
vms found to be sufficient to precipitate all heavy 
metals. Six extra c t ions could conveniently be carried 
out simultaneously so that 1 . 5 g, of the re3.gent were 
dissolved in 60 ml 11pur e 11 water before each ser ies of 
s olvent extractions. 
~4 ·5 · Sodium Acetat e Buffer . 
Sev en parts of a 10% Sodi um acetate solution, 
made up f r om .A.R . quality r eagent , were add. :;d to t hree 
p arts of N Acet i c acid , y i e l ding a buffe r solut i on of 
pH 4 . 88 , which was che cked and corre c ted t o pH 4.8 
us ing a pH-meter . The buf fer was purified as described 
und e r section 2 .4 . 3 . and 3t or ed in a p olyt hen e bottl'e. 
Two ml wer e used f or each de t erminati on . 
L_~- TF''E)_S:r?_~Q~ROPIIOTOijEr:RJC D:!!:TERMINATION OF IRON. 
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3 . TH!~ SPECTROPHOT•OJ""lliTRIC DET:C:,"'RHINATION OF EWN . 
Since a constant amount of Iron was u.:;ed .J.s 
i nternal standard for the elements Cobalt, Copper, 
l'1olybdenum and hanganese , its concentration in the 
sample mus t be accurat ely kn own . For thi s pur pose t he 
standard method used i n the Chemistry Department of 
Rhodes University for the colorimetric det erJ ination 
of Iron in pl ant and soil samples, \vas al..opted o I'his 
method employs a-~' -Dipyridyl to form a stable coloured 
complex vli th f errous ion s hovTing ma.-:imum absorption at 
522 m ,_. and is a 1aodification of the one described by 
I1oss and :Melon (59). One ml oJ': plant solution was 
pipetted into a 50 ml volumetric f lask and then shaken 
to reduce the ferric ion after the addition of 5 ml 
1'1 ~3odium acetate and l ml 10;-' Hydroxylamine hydro-
chloride o The a-osm-:-bance of the solution a t 5~·~2 ID J-< vras 
measured on a Unican spectrophotometer one hour after 
the additior_ of 5 ml. 0 . 15-; a-a ' -Dipyridyl in 0 . 2N 
Hydrochloric acid . 
Since the concentration of Iron in citrus leaves 
varies from dpprox . 50 to 300 p . p.m . of oven- dr y 
material , correspond.ing to 500 - 3000 f) g . in a 10 ~ . 
srunple of leaf poweder ashed and 11ade up to 100 r:1l, 
a calibration curve for 0 to 50 fA g . Fe was dra1·m up 
uaing matched 4 em absorption cells . This ca libration 
curve is reproduced in figure 13 . 
Usin~ plant solutions obtained accordinG to 
lii tchell ' s Sodium carbonate fusion method, it 1,vas found 
that the development of the colour was considerably 
retarded . No equilibrium conditions were attained even 
when the solutions were allowed to stand overnight . lJ.'hc 
use of a freshly prepared solution of a - a '-DipyriCyl 
I improved matters somewhat , 
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improved matters somewhat , but the full development 
of col our still did not occur until after approx. 8 h . 
Aliquots taken from plant solutions prepared acc ordin:; 
to Piper ' s Hydrochloric acid extraction method led to 
the attainment of steady absorption readincs after 30 
minutes. 
The re~son for the slow development of colour in 
the case of plant solutions obtained b:' l1i tchell' s 
method could not be ascertained . pH measurements re-
vealed that the acidity of the coloured solution was 
well 1.;ithin the limits recommended by !'-.loss and iwllon . 
A very convenient method of determinin(j Iron vlould 
be a utilisation of the colour of the Iron-Sulpha-
salicylic acid complex producc:C.: v1hen Sulphosalic;jlic 
acid is add ed t o the plant solution prior to che ex-
tr:::tction. Koulter-Andersson (SO) des cribed a procedure 
using Sulphosalicylic acid for the determination of Iron 
in soils. No experiments regardinc the application of 
this method were, however, undertaken, because o.f 
possible interfe:tence of added re c.J.zents wi t h the sub-
sequent solvent extraction . 
Scharrer aJd Judel (5l~ in their proposed 
method of soil analy:..., ic; , recommended the use of stc_n-
dard solutions of the trace eleraents covering the range 
of concentrations normally encountered . These solutions 
should s imulate the composition of the soil extract 
as closely as nossible , as far as the concentration of 
macro- elements is concerned, and are extracted in 
exactly the sa.rr;.e way as the actual soil extract . lor 
this purpose Scharrer and Judel prepared t r,vo solutions , 
I A and B, 
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A and B, both of ~Thich. contained t~1e aver a 3e con-
centr ation of macro-elements 1~ ound in a coil extract . 
The highest concentration of trace elemen ts expected 
to be met vli th in soil anal ysis was adO.ed to solution B 
and thi s diluted in vary in~; proportions \vi th thE.. blank 
A , thus yielding a graded ~eries of soil standards . 
·~'he c~oice of ::;raded standard solutions ·Has 
o.dopted in the work c~cscri bed ":::Jelo'~d . !.L1lle u se of standards 
similar in cowposition to the samples ~~3lysed and 
t~eated in identical fashion has the adv~nta~e thdt any 
errors aris i ng out of the cher11ical treatEent are vir-
tually eliminated . :!!'or inr.;;t :-nce, w-.:chanically mixed 
stan:lard::;, contair.L1~ trace elcL.:ents in the r.mtrix 
chosen for spectroL~rap:1ic analysis do not take account 
of possible incomplete extrc.ctions . On the ot~er ~land , 
if great care is not exercised, t~:..ese solutions ..JJ.ay 
introduce errors duu to imp uri ties cont(.ined in the 
blank .d. . 
!i·he average co.ncEntr3.t ions of nacro-elemonts in 
dried CitrUS plant leaves ~-Q[; :.: stiLiCJ.ted f rOTil 0)reViOUS 
an3l yses carried out in the Chemistr~ De~artment , 
Hhcdes Universj_ty, amounting t o-;-
Calcium-;- 4 . 5'1o 
Potassium-;- 0 . 5~-· 
Ha~nesium-:- 0 . 55~ 
AlurJ.inium-;- 0 . 035~ 
Pho.Jphate-;- 0 . 2~" 
Two litrcs of a synthetic plant leaf solution 
containin~ only the macro-elements, hereunder re~ er-
red to as 11 plan t blank11 , were made UJ:I and purifit.:. d as 
described below . ~he amounts of macro-elements c on-
tained in 10 11.1 of L:his plant 1Jla~: were equivalent to 
the average OJ!lOU...YJ.ts of Cialcium, Fo-L; as::;ium , 'ha,Jnesium , 
I Aluminium and Phosphorus 
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Aluminium and Phosphorus in 10 g . of dri ed citrus 
l eaves . 
!l'wo hundred and twenty five grams of A .B. . Calcium 
carbonate (equivalent to 90 G· Ca) and 29 .8 S · A.H. 
ha;nesium carbonate (equivalent to 10 g . ll.--;) were 
wei5hed out i nto a t1.10 litre beaker and dissolved by 
th-:: careful addition of l-:-1 Hydrochloric acid. Vihen 
everything was dissolved, lS . l g . A.H. Potassium chlo-
ride Ce1uivalent to 10 g . K) , 10 ml Sodium acet~te 
buffer and 30 ml 12 . 55o Sulphosal icylic acid Here added 
and the pH of the resultant solution adjusted to 4 . 8 by 
the addition of 8N and 2N Ammonium hydroxi de . Dilution 
to more than 1 litre was n ecessary, since it was found 
that at lmver dilutions some Cal cium hydroxide s-!Jarted 
to precipitat~ out because of the relatively hi3h pH of 
4 . 8 . The solution was her,ted to approx . 65°C and quickly 
transferred to two 1 litre separating funne l s . Aft er the 
addition of 10 ml freshly prepared 59S Na-t-carbate 
solution to each fu~~el they were shaken vigorously for 
approx . 30 seconds, cooled under rQnn ing water ~nd ex-
tracted four t imes vvi th 10 ml portions of Chloroform . 
The pH of the s olution was found to have increased to 
5 . 3 . After the addition of 2 i:ll 0 . 6N Hydrochlor ic 3.cid 
the extraction was repeated with 10 ml Chloroform. 
Since the pH had only dropped to 5 . 0 , two further ex-
tractions ~dth 10 ml portions of Chloroform were 
carried out , in each case acidif.:-ins vri th a further 
] ml of Hydr ochloric acid . 
An amount of A . 33 . • Dis odium phosphate ( 31 . 2 :3 . oi 
na2HP04 .12 H2o ) co:rresponding t o 4 13 · of Po43-, w~s 
purified in a similar· way d.1.1d combin.c<" ·,ii th t l1e above 
solution after acidifyin;:; with approx . 20 ml 6J:1 Hydro-
I -chloric acid 
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chl oric ac i d to prevent prec i pi tation of Calcium 
phosphate . Any re11.:: ining Chloroform was evaporateo. off 
and any unused ca.:!.. ba..tD.inate reagent ·~e composed by heat-
i ng the co~bined solution to Jp~rox . 80°C . 
An amount of ;'specpure" Aluminium oxide (1 .132 g . 
Al2o3) , correspondin-5 to 0 .6 g . Aluminium was dissolved 
in 6N Hydrochloric a c i d and added to the purified plant 
blank . After coolinz and d iiuting to two litres the 
solution was stored in a polythene bottle . 
In additio.n. to the plant blank , five more sol utions 
were prepared , containinc the trace elcwents in a 
3raded series of concentrations . For this purpose 
ttitchell ' s su3gestion was followed . Mitchell ( 6 l) pro-
posed the use of a seri es of Gtandards in which the 
ratio of concentrations of trace elements of one 3tep 
t o the neJ'~ t was 10-;.VlO . l'his assured an e CJ.Ual spacin.j 
of points plotted for analytical workin::, curves for 
each el3ment . 
The following concentrations w.:...re ClJ.osen to cover 
the ra1~e normally encounter ed i n. plant J.ncJ.l ysis..;. 
Iian .... anese and Zinc-;. 316 to 3 .16 p . p .m. 
Copper-;. 100 to 1 p . p .m. 
Cobalt and Iwlybdenum..;. ) .16 to 0 . 0316 p .p . Ll . 
In order to preTL~re the above pl3.nt sta.llG.ard::; , 
100 ml of the follo':' in:; solutions uere made up from 
tlspecpure 11 chemicals, by dis3olving in 1-;.1 nydr ochloric 
a cid , except for :uolybdenum trioxide , which vJas first 
diss olved in dilute Sodium i1ydroxide and then acidified 
with 1-;.l BCl . 
1;. Zinc solution-;. 1.2448 g . ZnO I 100 ml 
1% Manganese solution-;. 1 . 3884 g . Iu:t.3o4 I 100 ml 
1% Copper solution-;. 1 . 2510 b · GuO I 100 ml 
0 . 1% Cobalt solution-;. 0 . 13~2 G· Co3o4 I 100 ml 
0 . 15~· Holybdenum sol uti on-;. 0.1500 8 . ho03 I 100 ml . 
I One htmdred millilitres 
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One hundred millilitres of 0.01% s olut i ons of Cobal t 
and Mol ybdenum were prepared by dilution of tt:e re -
spective 0 . 1~- s ol utions . 
Two hundred ml of the plant s tandard with tne 
highest concentration ( 1 ) we~e obtai ned by pipetting 
the following volumes of standard solutions into a 
200 ml volUli1etric fl ask and making up to t he mark with 
the plant blank~ 
l"langane be and Zinc-:- 6 . 32 :wl of 1~& solution, 
Copper-:- 2 . 00 ml of 1% s olution , 
Cobalt and Molybdenum-:- 6 . 32 ml of 0.01~.) solut i on . 
In addition to the average concentrati on of macro-
el ements, plant standard 1 contained per 10 ml-:- 3 . 16 ru~ . 
of Hn and Zn, 1 .0 mg . Cu and 31 . 6 fA g. of' Co a .. nd r'10, 
corre spond ing to 316 p .p.m . of l'1.n and Zn, 100 p ·. p . m. 
Cu and 3 .16 p . p .m. of Co and 11o in 10 g . of oven-dry 
plant leaves . 
63 . 2 ml of plant standard 1 were buretted int o a 
200 ml volumetric fl ask and :·1ade up to the mark '.1\j:L th 
plant blank s olution , y i elding pl ant s tandard 2 . 
Similar dilutions were c : rried out in or der t o nrepare 
plant s tandards 3 , 4 and 5 resp .• The concent rations of 
t race el ements in the diff erent solutions are t abul ated 
below . 
ll'ABLE 7. 
Concentration of Trace El ements in p .~m . 
··---· ··--·-···--
:,. Plant Standard ! 1 ; 
- ---· .. __ . __ .. _ __ .I·- ··-·-.. -~ . 
! r'la.ngane~ e 1 316 
I Zinc 1 316 
Copper 
Cobab1t 
. I'io1ybdenum 
100 
!3 .16 
j3 . 16 
2 3 4 ; 5 0 
. ·-- : ---- .. . ....  __ _ --1-·----:--- !-- .. 
1oo : 31.6 ; 1o . o 3 . 1~ I o 
100 · 31 . 6 : 10 . 0 3 . lo 1 0 
31 .6! 10 . 0 ) .16 ,1 .00 0 
l . 00 : 0 . 316 i 0 .100 i 0.0316 . 0 
1 . 00 : 0 . 316 j 0 . 100! 0 . 0316 i 0 
I Duri ns a l ater stage 
1 
I 
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During a later stage of the work described here 
these solutions were diluted in the ratio of 5 . 6 ml 
plant standard to 4.4 ml plant blank (0) in order t o 
obtain another series of intermediate concentrations 
tabulated below7 
TABLE 8 . 
Concentration of Trace Ele~ts in ~~ 
Plant Standard la 2a I 3a 4a 5a 
Manganese 177 56 17.7 5.6 1.77 
Zinc 177 56 17.7 5.6 1 . 77 
Copper 56 17.7 5.6 1.77 0 . 56 
: 
l Cobalt 1.77 0.56 0 . 177 0 . 056 0.0177 Molybdenum ' 1.77 0.56 0.177 0.056 0 . 0177, ; 
The necessity for duplicating the average compo-
sition of plants in plant standards was checked by 
omitting the main constituents Calcium, Magnesium, 
Potassium, Aluminium and Phosphate from some of the 
above plant standards and plotting a series of working 
curves . Six modified synthetic plant solutions of 200 ml 
each were prepared by pipetting the appropriate volume s 
of 0 . 1% and 0.01% solutions of Copper , l"'Ianganese and 
Zinc and 0 . 00l5o and 0 . 0001% s elutions of Cobalt and 
Molybdenum into 200 ml volumet ric fl asks and oaking up 
to the mark with 11 pure 11 water . 10 ml of each solution 
wer e t herefore equi val ent t o a pl ant solution obtained 
from 10 g . oven- dry plant material c ont aining the con-
centrations of trace elements listed below7 
TABLE 9. 
Concentr ations of Trace Elements in_Q~~ 
~"1?1 t s t d d : 1 b 2b 3b I 4b 5b 6b [ an an ar I I 
' 
I ! 
Mang ane s e 100 56 I 31 . 6 17 -7 10.0 5 .6 
Zinc 100 56 31 .6 17 . 7 10 . 0 5 . 6 
Copper 31.6 17 . 7 10 .0 5 . 6 3 . 16 1 . 77 
1 
Cobalt 0.56 0 . 316 0 .177 0.100 0 . 056 0 . 0316 
l"Iol ybdenum 0 . 56 I 0 . 316 ~ 0.177 0 .100 0.056 0 . 0316 ' 
I Each modified 
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Each modified plant standard was made up 
separately by pipetting the volumes of solutions 
t abulated below into 200 ml volumetric flasks and making 
up to the mark . 
TABLE 10. 
Volumes of Trace Element Solutions 
used for modified Plant Standards . 
·- · ---·--~---I 1Std . J:ro . i l"'n and Zn Cu Mo and Co :· - · 
i 
lb 20 ml 0 . l;j soln 6.32 ml 0 . 1)~ 11.2 ml 0 .00l5o 
2b 111 .2 II II II 3 . 54 II II 6 . 32 " II 
3b j6 . 32 " " II 20 .0 II 0 . 01~~ 3 • 5L~ II II 
4b 13 . 54- " II II 11.2 II II 20.0 II 0 . OOOlo/o 
I 
5b 120 . 0 II 0 .01% II 6 . 32 II II 111 . 2 II II 
111 . 2 
I 
6b II II II 3 . 54 II II i 6.32 II II 
·- ----···------- - ---- -~ 
All plant s tandards were stored in pol ythene bottles. 
A comparison of the workin~ curves obtained by using 
the synthetic plant solutions on the one hand and the 
modified standard solutions on the other will be given 
in section 10. 
L TH~ MODIFI"SD SOLVENT EXTRAC·:riON l'IETHOD. 
~!~. Addition of Internal Standards . 
Scharrer and Judel ' s (5l) method of preparing 
the sample for solvent extraction was adopted in 
principle. However , several modificat ions were intro-
duced and examined . The above authors extracted the 
trace clements bn , Zn , V, Cu , Hi , Pb , Sn, B, Co and 
ho together with a l arge excess of Iron , ntliilely 40 m:; . 
Fe per sample . Strasheim , Eve and Fourie ( 49) r eported 
that there was no necessity for as much as 40 m~ . of 
Iron to be present for satisfactory recovery of the 
I trace elements . 
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trace elements . Scharrer and Judel ( 24) obser ved 
that due to the high concentration of Iron in the ex~ 
tract a weak Iron line, not l i sted in any wavelength 
table, seriously int erfered v-Ii th the use of the 
Zn 3345 .02 A l ine for the analysis of this element . In 
order to obtain a standard deviation of 57h in the 
quantitative spectrographic determination of Zinc under 
the i nfluence of this disturbing Iron l i ne, amounts 
exceeding 7C p g . of Zn had to be present in the elec-
trode . Since concentrations exceeding 500 p .p.m . Iron 
(i . e . yielding more than 5 mg . Fe on extraction of a 
10 g . plant sample) are unlikely to occur in citrus 
plants, it was decided to use this amount of Iron as 
carrier and internal standard . One litre oi a standard 
0 . 1% Iron solution was prepared by dissolving 1 . 4297 g . 
11 specp1..1.re " Ferric oxide (Fe2o3) in appro:..;: . 20 ml of 
171 redistilled Hydrochloric acid and dilutin6 to the 
mark with "pure 11 water . 5 ml of thi.3 solution was 
added to each 10 ml of pl ant standard bef ·:)re solvent 
extraction . The Iron concentration in a plant sample 
was determined calorimetrically as described in section 
3 and a correspondingly s".1allcr aliquot of the 0 . 1~~ 
Iron solution measu:rec1 out by :r12ans of a 5raduated 
pipette . E . g . if the Iron det erhlination yielded a 
re sult of 150 p . p .m. in 10 g . of oven-dry plant 
material , 3 . 5 1nl standard Iron solution w~re added . 
An internal standard of 200 fJ g . Cadmium was re-
commended by Scharrer and Judel for the determination 
of Zinc . 100 ml of a 1% Cadmium solution were prepared 
by dissolving 2 . 2816 g . A.R . Ca.drflium Sulphate 
( 3 CdS04 . S H2o) in 11 pure 11 water . A 0 .015~ Cadmium 
solution was obtained by diluting 2 ~1 of this stock 
I solution to 200 ml 
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solut i on to 200 ml in a volumetric flask . Using 400, 
200 and 100 tu g . resp . of Cd in the el ectrode (c orres-
pond i ng to 4, 2 and l ml O. Ol?o CadmiULl solution added 
before extraction) t he optimum concentration for the 
excitation conditi ons chosen vras established. The amount 
used in all subsequent work , namel y 200 f.! g . Cd, was 
that recom.c:ended by the above authors . 
The introduction of internal standards to the 
plant solution before extraction has the advantage that 
mechani cal losses of the extract , due to bumping on 
evaporation, spilling , etc. , r educe the amounts of 
an lysis and i nternal standard elements pr oporti onally, 
thus minimisin:; errorrs due to imcomplete extract ion and 
allied losses of material . 
2 . 2 ._Preparation of Plant Solution for Solvent Extraction . 
Standards and sample solutions wer·e treated in 
exactly simil ar manner throu;:;hout . Ten millilitres of 
eo..ch plant standard (or 99 ml of plant solution , re -
mainin~ after the Iron deternination) were transferred 
to 250 ml Pyrex beakers . Five millilitres of 0 . 1~; Iron 
solution (correspondingl y less in the case of the sample 
solutions , see section 5 .1 . ) plus 2 ml 0. 017'~ Cadmium 
solution , 2 ml Sodi um acetate buffer and 20 ml 12 . 5~~ 
Sulphosalicylic acid were ~ipetted into the beaker and 
the contents diluted to appro:;;: . 150 ml with 11pure" 
water. By o.ddin::_;; concentrated (8N) and dilute ( 2l: ) re-
distilled Ammonium hydroxide drap by drop the pH of 
the solution was adjusted to 4 .8 ( ± 0 . 05 pH units) 
usint; a Beckmann , model H- 2 pH meter . ·rhe correct p~l 
could be judged fairly accurately from the colour of 
the Iron (III ) - Sulphosal:i..cylic acid com.plex , \vhich 
I changes rapidly 
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changes rapidly from a deep purple at pH < 3 to lit;ht 
yellow at a pH of approx . 6. The pH ad,justmcnt was 
therefore changed some\oihat by adding 8N Ammonium 
hydroxide drop by drop until a li3ht purple to ye l low 
colour was obtained, indicating a pH of between 5 and 6. 
Final adjustments to pH 4 . 8 were effected by the 
addition of 0 .6N fiydr ochl oric acid . Contact of t he sen-
si tive gla ss and calomel electrodes of the p~{ meter 
vii th solutions of pH lower thail 1 was t hereby avoided. 
It should be mentioned at this ~tage that it was 
found inadvis able to leave plunt solutions or .standar ds 
in contact v.Ji th Sulphosal icylic acid for longer than 
l to 2 hours, since a slow decomposition of the acid 
appeared to take place, which Has accelGrated at pH L~ . 8 . 
Colloidal Sulphur was deposited on the walls of the 
vessel and \ilien attehlpting to extract the precipitated 
metal carbamates with 10 ml portions of Chloroform, a 
clear , colourl~ss or:::;anic -r>hase could never be obtained. 
The resultant combined extracts s~luttered violently 
on evCLporation . 
The Solvent Extraction . 
The standard or plant colution , ~fter <.1djust-
ment to pH 4 . S , 1.vas washed into 250 ml separating 
funnels and heated to between 50 and 60°C over the 
open f l ame of a bel:Gr burner , no thermometer bein5 
used . Immediat ely , 10 ml of freshly prepared 2 . 5'?~, 
Sodium pyrrolid.ine di thiocarbamate were added t.~.nd the 
separating funnel sha~.:cn vigorously for approx . 15 sec . 
It vas found convenient to carry out six extractions 
simultaneously; while the firs t separating funnel was 
a llowed to cool half-submerc ed in a basin filled with 
I \·.rater and provided with 
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water and pr ovided v.ri th an overflow , the second pre-
cipitation could be carried out . After coolinG, the 
outside of the separatinc funnel was wiped dry with a 
clear.. towel, the outflow washe<l with 11 pure 11 water and 
the interior of the stem dried with a small roll made 
fro~ filter pa~er . 
The extr action was carried out by sh~ =ing vi3orous-
ly with 10 ml re - distilled Chloroform for approx . 30 
seconds, running off the e::..:tract after allowin;s ap9rox . 
1 minute for the phases to separate, and repeatin~-: the 
procedure with bv-o portions of 5 :nl Chloroform each . 
The last extract w~s in wost cases light yellow to 
colourless . The pH of the aqueous phase was re-adjusted 
b] the ~,ddi tion of 2 ml 0 . 6:: Hydrochloric acid and a 
final extraction carried out with e. f urther 5 ml portion 
of Chloroform . 
In the earlier part of the work described here, 
plant solutions W(;re L&de up to 50 ml in volunc tric 
flasks, Jnd, after preparation of the solution as 
described under section 5 . 2 . in a 100 ::nl be:::tker, the 
solutions \'Jere extracted in 100 ml scparatinc; f1LYlr .. t:ls . 
~hGn the precipitat ed mctal-or3anic complexes were 
ohaken v.Ji th 10 ml portio!ls of Chloroforr.! , the phases 
only separated with great difficulty after allowinG 
to sta!ld for exc~ssively lon~ p(;riods of time . In 
approximately 5(Y,J of the separa tions attempted in 
100 ml separating funnels, emulsions were, produced . 
This difficulty was overcome to a certnin e~te~t by 
slowly pouring 10 ml voluL1cs of Chloroform dov:n th-:: 
inside 't;Ifl lJ.s of the separettinG funne l s . The "lc-:.;::;s of 
precipitated metal carbam.ates, floatine; on the surface, 
was dissolved in the organic phaoe . However, excessive -
I -ly large volumes 
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ly large volumes of ChloroforB had to be employed, 
sometimes up to 50 ml. When the .Linal extraction was 
attempted by shakin~ with small volumes of Chloroform, 
emulsions were still obtained quite frequently . This 
difficulty was experienced when using either standards 
or plant solutions. PlGnt samples ashed and dissolved 
accordin13; to llitchell ' s Sodium carbonate fusion method, 
were particularly prone to emulsion formation on ex-
traction , probably due to the hi~her concentration of 
salts in the aqueous phase . 
5 .4. Com£!eteness of ~xtraction . 
The quantitative recovery of trace elements 
was investisated on the aqueous phases remainin3 after 
the metal carbamates were e.,;:tracted . 
According to Sandell ( 62 ) precipitation of Iron, 
!'!anganese and Nol.ybdenliD. with 8- Hydro::;:;yquinoli.ne is 
quantitative at a pH of approximate ly 6 .5, while Gad-
mium, Cobalt , Copper and Zinc may be precipitated \· ith 
Dithizone in the presence of Am1 onium citrate at pH 
9 . 7 ( 46) . 
The followin3 concentration scheme was therefore 
applied to the e~:tracted plant standards 1, 3 and 5-;-
The pH of the solution was adjusted t o 6 .5 with dilute 
Ammonium hydroxide, extrac t ed ·,Ji th 10 ml of a 1~:; so-
lution of 8- Hydroxyquinoline in Chloroform and washed 
with two portions of 10 ml pure Chloroform. 
To a duplicate set of extracted standards· 20 ml 
of purified 0 . 5h Ammonium citrate were addeci , the pH 
adjusted to 9 . 7 and the solutions extracted with 20 ml 
0 . 025~ Di thizone i n Chloroform . The organic phase re-
mained pure 3reen. 
I The Chloroform extracts 
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The Chloroform extracts ·v;ere c ombined and eva-
porated onto 40 mg. SP 2 .:;raphite, ashed, mixed with 
L~O mg . Lithium carbonate and J.n -- lysed spectrographically 
in duplicate . 
At t h e same time 10 ml of the plant b l ank w~s 
extracted and an~· ~ .ysed in a simil ar way . 
It was- found that Copper was not quanti t uti vely 
recovered with Sodium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate . 
Subtracting t he reas ent blank, approximately 10 ana 
2 i1g. resp . of Copper were found in the extracted plant 
I 
solutions 1 and 3. This corresponded to between 97 and 
98% recovery of Copper . ·rhe analysis was semi- quanti-
tative , cor:parinc; the intensities produced by stan.J.ard 
mb; t;ures of the oxides of t h e e l ements ·in a 171 mix-
t1.1.re of Lithium carbon~3.te and SP 2 graphite . 
Cobalt, i lol;ybdenum and Zinc v.rere e:;:tro.cted qu<:m-
ti tati vely vThil.3t tracE.:s of Iron were found in all 
extracted plant standor ds . Approximately the same 
amount of I'langaneGe remained behind in t!J.e most con-
centrated plant standard 1 . 
Fortunntely the extraction err()I'S app<;ared to be 
proportional to the concentration of Copper and could 
therefore be virt v.a lly e lir.J.inated by treating both 
standards and plant solutions in exactly similar 
f :1shion. 
5 . 5 . Evapor ation and Ashi.np.; of the Extrac t . 
Various e::.~peri:.nents vlere carried out in ~)I·der 
to determine the most suitable and conv enient pro-
cedure for the evaporation of Chloroform extracts of 
t 1H·: heavy me t al c a rbamates . When the extracts were 
collected in 100 ml silica basins and tbe Chloroform 
I was evapor ated 
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was evaporated by the use of an infrared lamp, as 
t d b S h d J d l (24) . sugges e y c arrer an u e , excess~ve 
"creeping" of the black extract up the sides of the 
vessels occurred. When attempt ing to carry out the 
evaporation in 50 ml pyrex beakers on a steam bath, the 
same difficulty was experienced. vlark ( 43) prevented 
creeping by directing a jet of air against the outside 
of a l ml beaker in which the final evaporation vms 
carried out. Eve ( 63) proposed a relativel y simple 
sol ution to this probl em . The extract \'Tas evapor ated in 
one inch diameter thick-walled Pyrex test-tubes cut 
to a l ength of three inches and mounted in a \vater-bath 
in such a way that during the final stages of the eva-
poration the liquid level inside the test-tubes was al-
ways slightly above that of the water level outside . 
Partial condensation of the evaporated Chloroform takes 
place on the lon3, relatively cooler walls of the test-
tubes vJhich dissolves any extract which may have crept 
up the sides . In order to achieve the conf iner.·1ent of 
the extract to as small a volume as possible , the test-
tubes have to be raised out of the waterbath from time 
to time in order to keep the respective liquid levels 
in the same relative position to each other. 
Eve 's suggestion was followed ~nd a simple water 
bath, consisting of a 3 litre Pyrex beaker heated on 
an electric hot-plate, was cons tructed . Th e top of the 
beaker was cut off and snugly fitted with a wooden lid 
into which six circular openings were drilled of 
diameter slightly larger than the outside diameter of 
a Pyrex boil inc; tube. These tubes were cut dovm to a 
l ength of approx . 3 inches and prevented from slipping 
through the openi ng by putting a tiGht-fitting rubber 
I band around the outside. 
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band around the outside . The arranscment is shown 
diagrammatically in figure 14 vv·hile f i gure 15 shows the 
actual vrater bath used . The technique of evaporating 
extracts in these vessels proved to be ver y satisfactor~ 
However , constant attention has to be paid to the po-
sition of the liquid level i nside the test-tube ivi th 
respect to the water level of th~ bath, particularly 
d\ITing the l a ter stoges of the evapor ation . If, t hrough 
neglect, the extract did creep up the side of the test-
tube, the tube 1,·ms dip:;:;ed into a beaker of cold water , 
resulting in condensation of Chl oroform on the cold 
walls of the vessel and solution of the extract. 
Ini ti.:tlly it was ::tttemi>ted to evaporate th(; extract 
onto 40 mg . SP 2 gri1phite. However , serious spl uttering 
occurred in many cases durin6 the last s t ages of the 
evaporation . Another reason for discontinuing this 
prJctice is discussed in section 8 . 
Vihen extr acting six samples simul tans ously a 
consid erable amount of time was saved by adoptin::; the 
following procedure+ The first 10 ml Chloroform extract 
~rms run into 3 inch to:Jt- tubes , supported in numbered 
100 rn.l Pyrex bec:l:-.ers, and allowed to evaporate on tho 
specially constructed. waterbo..th while the second ex-
traction was carried out . This was repeated for all 
subsequent extractions so that only the evaporation of 
the final small volume of Chloroform run off from the 
separ.J.ting funnels (5 ml) h ::..d to be attended to with 
tho precaut i ons described above. fihen all the Chloro-
form had been rekoved , ( judged by the smell of the 
vapours) the tubes were in~erscd as far o..s possible 
into the water ba th for approx . 15 minutes t o dry the 
extract . Drying was cou0letcd in an electric oven f or 
I approx . 1 hour at ll0°C . 
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approx. 1 hour at ll0°C. Por this purpose th<:: t e st-
tube was placed into an appropriately numbered 100 ml 
beaker, the rubber band slipped off a...YJ.d the opening of 
the test-tube loosely covered with a 20 ml beaker. 
The arrangement is shown in figure 16. After drying, 
t he extract was converted to the oxides of the metals 
b:y placing in a muffle :Lurnace and slowly raising the 
temperature to 450°C, leaving the residue in the muffle 
overnight. By taking all the precautions described above 
no sputtering vms ever observed to occur on ignition 
to 450°C; the added prec.J.ution of leaving a 20 ml beaker 
over the mouth of the test tube while. in t he muffle 
furnace was therefore unnecessary . The practice was, 
however, adhered to in order to avoid possible Iron 
contamination from the open-element f urnace used. iJ.1h e 
oxides formed could be easily removed from the test-
tube by means of a spatula . Further treatment of the 
i gnited extract will be described in section 7. 
The test-tubes were thoroughly cleaned after use 
by boiling them in Aqua Regia for approx . 10 minutes, 
fol lowecl by a smilil ar heatin3 in 3o;; Sod.i tLJ. hydroxide . 
' 
After final ly placing the tubes in boiling Aqua Hesia 
for a few minutes they were rinsed three times with 
dj_st illed water, twice with 11 pure 11 vmter and dried in 
an ov en at 65°C . 
Six samples can be concent rated comfortJ.bl y by one 
operator in apprmdmately l t hours, from t he; additi on 
of i nternal standard solutions up to the ~vw.po:t:'ation 
of the fina l extr act . The extraction itsel f, including 
precipitation of the trace metal s , cooling and sha~:ing 
•Hith small volumes of Chlor oform, does not take longer 
t han approximately 45 minutes . 
/ 6 . CHOICE OF DILUENT OR NATRIX. 
----
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6. CHOICE OF DILUENT OR f~TRIX~ 
In addition to effecting a high relative con-
centration of trace el ements so that they can be deter-
mined by spectrographic methods, chemical enrichment 
techniques serve several useful purposes. The campo-
sition of the major constituents in ash obtained from 
different varieties of plants may differ considerably 
and if a direct spectrographic a.J.'lalysis is carried out 
on the ash it i l3 t he composition, or matrix , uhich 
determines the nature of t he emission of radiat ion from 
minor constituents excited in a d.c. arc .C 65) Chemical 
concentration methods, however, separ ate the trace 
e l ements from a variable oase s o that one set of s p ectra-
gra"9hic standards can be used for a large variety of 
materials. A constant matrix is obtained by add ins a 
suitable buffer to the enr i ched elements and, finall~-, 
the effects of differences i n the chemica l composition 
of trace elemc;nts is eliminated since; the ;:· i nal arcing 
n:tixture consiDts of all t he elements in the same type of 
chemical coTibination. 
The most i mportant propcrtic::;::-J governj_nc the choic e 
of a good diluent or buffer arc.-;. 
1.) It must be free f rom t~1e elements to be deterwined 
and readil y availabl e . 
2 .) It must have a s i rup l e spectrum . 
3. ) It must be chemical l y inert and not hygroscopic . 
L~ . ) It must have t he abili ty to carry the sampl e into 
t he arc over t he entire arcing per i od. 
I n addition, a g ood buf fer should elli~ance the 
lines of other element s and suppr ess the intensity of 
the Cyanogen band spectrum , which is a lways obtai ned 
I in the excitation of samples 
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in the excitation of samples contained in carbon or 
graphite el ectrodes . These bands emanate from t heir 
respective band heads at 3590 , 3883 and 4216 A. They 
cJ.re very dense and their fine line structure extends 
throughout the 3500 to 4216 A region . 
Harvey ( 65) listed the following elements in 
order of decreasing ability to enhance the lines of 
other elements·-=- 1 . ) Lithium, 2 . ) Zinc, 3 . ) Bismuth, 
4 .) Barium, 5 . ) Tin, 6 .) Cadmium, 7.) Lead, 8 .) Silver , 
9 . ) Copver and 10 . ) Platinum and recomm8nded the use 
of Lithium carbonat e as buffer for arc excitation o£ 
samples . As early a s 1921 de Gramont (66) employed 
Lithium carbon.:J.te as a flux i n the ·)reparation of 
sample s for spectrographic analys is . Hovrcver, van 
Rooyen ( 67) claimed that Lithium carbonate is unsuit-
able for the determinat ion of Cobalt, Molybdenum and 
Zinc because of its inabi lity to enhance the lines oJ. 
these e lements. 
Lithium carbonate , mixt.d in t he ratio 1 ..;-1 v.ri th 
SP 2 graphHi e p owder, was chosen as t he matrix in all 
the work described here . It is inadvisable to empl oy 
a Itlatrix of th~... pure compound, sinc e samnles mixed with 
it were found to be rapidly ejected frorr th~ electrode 
during t he first f.::;vl seconds of the exposure . Lithium 
ca:~.:bonatc is available in r; specpure" form and has a 
very s i mpl e spectrum . Because of its low ionisation 
potential ( 5 . 37 volt)? Lithium p1·ovides an cxc E;l l ent 
buff8r against temperature f luctuations in t he nrc. 
Like all alkali metal salts , Lithium c<.,rbonatc causes 
a sup"9rGssion of the Cyanogen band spectra by lowering 
the potenti al of the arc . This lowerin:~ is accompanied 
bv a drop in the arc stream temperature which is then 
I insufficient to excite 
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insufficient to excite the Cyanogen radical to the 
level attained in a normal arc . 
Heavy buffering with a 171 mixture of Lithium 
carbonate and ;:n: 2 graphite was found to produce a very 
stea~y burn of the el8ctrodes in a 10 ampere d.c. arc 
during the first 60 to 90 seconds , while a certain 
amo1-mt of arc wander ~;ra;;, usually experienced after this 
period . This was not the case w~en the trace elements 
l'lere contained in a. 172 mi:~ture of t.he alkali 11i th 
graphite, as proposed by Btrasheim, Eve and Fourie (49) 
During the first 20 to 30 seconds of the burn the arc 
was relatively steady; however, after about 60 seconds 
very erratic arc wanderinG persisted until the sample 
was consumed. This may be U.ue to the weaker buffering 
capacity of such a mixture, most of the low boiling point 
alkali being volatilised during t he earlier atages of 
the burn, leaving virtually only a zraphi te m~1trix . 
'l'he effects of such errat ic arc wander on the rate of 
e@ission of minor el ements are demonstrated in the 
volatilisation curves, section 9 . 
7 . MIXING 01? THE ASH:.:.:D EX'l'RACT WITH BUFF:8R . 
In preliminary experiment s the Chloroform 
extract was evaporated onto 40 mg. SP 2 · 3raphite and 
ignited in a muffle furnace at 450°C . After cooling , 
40 mg . 11 specpure" Lithium carbonl.lte vJere added to the 
ignited sample contained in 3 inch lencth Pyrex test-
tubes . Preliminary mixing was carried out by means of 
a Nicke l spatula. This spatula was used for the trans-
fer of the sample into a one inch perspex vial , con-
taining a 3/8 i nch nylon ball pestle . ~inal mixing was 
effected by vibrating the vial and contents for 20 
I seconds in a Wig-L-Bug 
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seconds ·in a VJ ig-L-Bu~ amalgamator . The resultant m.L~-
ture was sufficient to fill two electrodes . 
The practice of evaporating the extract onto 
graphite powder was discontinued, however, because s1ch 
samples caused serious spluttering out of the electrode 
during the first sta;es of the arcin3 period . The ejec-
tion of sample material occurred especially when stan-
dards containing hisher concentrations of trace ele-
ments, c . g . Standards l, la and 2 (see section 4) V>rere 
arced . This problem ~ill be more fully discussed in 
section 8 . 
In all subsequent experiments , the extract was 
i c;ni ted on its ovm and subsequently mb:ed with 80 m2; . 
of a 1-;-l mixture of Li thiurn carbonate and GP 2 c;r 2.phi te 
as described above . 'i'he buffer mixture was weighed out 
on small sheets of clazed paper . In a few cases it was 
necessary to scrape the i3ni t ed o::ides from the bottom 
of the Pyre:.c test-tube , in whicb. t he i gnition was 
carried out. The nickel spatula used for thi s operation 
and also for the transfer of material was thorou~hly 
cleaned by wipin::; several times ·.vi th cottom•rool swabs 
soaked in Ethyl alcohol and drying \-lith cottonvwol . 
Since the internal standards are incorporated in the 
ignited oxide3 of the extract, a compl ete recovery is 
not essent i al . 
S . FILLTNG Q:;::' :c;LECTRODES Ar D ARCING. 
The purificu saLJ.ple elE:ctrodes, dcscril•ed in 
Part I , section 3. were stor ed in a polythene container 
and transferred to an 8lectrode stan<.l I:.lude of bakcl i te 
for fill in.~ . 'rhis stand, shown in figur e 17 , had 
provision for storing 28 electrodes prior to arcin~ 
I and vas protected 
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and was protected from dust nnd other contamination 
by means of a perspex lid . 
The packing of e l ectrode s with the sample was 
accomplished as follmm7 
A tight fitting polythene funne l , available 
commercially as an adjunct to t he :J.utomatic "Elpac" 
electrode packin3 machine for the fil ling of e l e ctrode s 
of 4 mm outer diame t er, vias sl i pped over the part of 
the e l ectrode containing the sampl e cavity . By means 
of a small platinum spatula, only used for this purpose , 
the sampl e lJaterial was transferred in small porti ons 
i nto the pol ythcne funnel and tightly stamped into the 
ele ctrode cavi ty with a stainless steel s t runper . This 
stamper consisted of a rod of stainless steel, 5 em 
long Jnd 6 mm diame t er , t urned down to a diame ter of 
just less than 2 mm over a length of approximately 12 ~ 
This part of the rod, employed i n packinc the sample 
material , snugly fit ted the inner dimensions of the 
electrode. :B'igure 18 chows the equipment u sed for 
filling e l ectrodes . 
:Mitchell (SS ) particularly stressed the import -
ance of packin~ electrodes evenly and tightl y for the 
attainment of reproducible results . §rom the experience 
gained during the vJork undert akon thi s p oint cannot 
be overemphasised . Initiall y tho electrodes wer e 
fil l ed b;;r l_) lacin~ a s l i r.:;ht excess of the sample into 
the funnel and st.J.~··p inc; it down i nto the cavity by 
means of the stainless steel rod . Very s oon it was 
found , however , that electrodes filled in this fashion 
sometimes caused ejection of th:; sample to t ake place 
during the arcine; period. Subccquently the fil ling 
operation was carried out with great care , by trans-
I -ferring small amounts 
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ferring small amounts of sai!lple in·.;o the funnel at a 
time and stamping i t down tightly before the next 
portion was added . Although from 2 to 2-} minutes were 
spent in thus filling one el ectrode , the time expended 
was well worth while in view of the reproducibility 
of the burn and the final results obtained . 
In order to check the reproducibility of t he amount 
of material packed i nto the el ectrode s by the method 
described , 21 el ectrodes were accurately wei~hed on 
a semi-micro balance , filled wi th 171 Lithi1rn carbonate 
SP 2 buffer and i;Jei;hed again . 1J:he weigh~cs, in r._ :::; . , 
packed into the electrodes are tabul ated below . 
TABLE 11 . 
·-··- - - - ------
Weight vieight vfeight 1 VJeight j 
--------- - ~-- ------ --- - ·--- --- --- -----'---·--- . ---·- i 
31 • 7L~ 
29 . ?1 
31;.40 
32 . 25 
32 . 15 
29 .14 
31 . 32 
:51 . 56 
31 . 94 
30 . 93 
j 0.96 30 . 92 I 
31 .43 30 . 83 ' 
31 . 74 31 . 59 
31 . 04 31 . 59 
31 .86 31 . 09 
31 .18 
- ------· ---- - ·- ·--·- - - -·--·-- --- -·---·-·---- ·- - .. 
l"lean7 :~1.26 
St andard 
Deviation7 0 . 749 
Coefficient 
of Variation7 2 .4% 
From the coefficient of variation obtained it may 
be seen that electrodes can be packed uniformly and 
evenly by hand if tl1e necessary care is exercised . 
After filling , the sample ele ctrode was clamped 
in the lower position between the water-cooled jaws 
of the arc stand and a purified carbon counter-ele c-
trode was ins ert ed in the top clamp • .Anode e}:ci tat ion 
was employed in all cases . By means of the projection 
system described in Part I the position of the sample 
I electrode was adjusted 
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electrode was adjusted to 4 mm below the optical centre 
of the outer lens system of the spectrogr aph . The 
carbon counter- electrode was then brought into 
contact with the lower electrode and adjusted to touch 
only the electrode itself and not the sample . This 
alignment caused a slight lateral shift of one electrode 
with respect to t he other, which did not affect the 
characteristics of the burn, such as arc wander . 
Before making an exposure , the sample v.ms heated 
for 30 seconds in the position described above , using 
a current of 20 aLlps . Sufficient resistance vro.s t hen 
placed in seri es to reduce the current to appro:\.. 6 amp~ . 
and the electrodes s l owly separated to a total arc gap 
of 8 mm, while at the same time increasing the current 
slowly to its final value of 10 amps (shortcircuited) . 
The arc gap was continuall y readjusted to 8 mm during 
the complete arcing period . Comparison of exposures oi 
sample electrodes preheated in this manner and of elec-
trades arced without preliminary heating revealed that , 
with the limits of experimental erl or, no loss of 
volatile elements , such as Zi nc, occurred during t he 
initial h eating period. 
As mentioned in section 7, difficulties Kcre ex-
perienced when extracts iGnited with graphite powder 
and mixed with Lithium carbonate, were arced . 'l1igb.t and 
uniform filling of the e l ectrodes vli th t he sample thus 
obtained did not produce any improvement , neither die 
a preliminary heating of the electrodes with the sample 
for approx. 1 hour at ll0°C. In order to f ind the 
causes of the ej ·SCtion of material in th(;.. arc the 
following three sampl es were prepared..;-
1 . ) 7 . 2 mg . Ferric oxide (correspondins t o approx . 5 
I mg . Iron) 
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m:; . Iron) vlere mixed with 40 mg . SP 2 e;raphi te in 
a 20 ml beaker and heated a t 450°C in a muffle 
fur nace overnight . When mi xed wi th 40 mg . LithiUI.u 
carbonate and fi l led into an el~ctrode a perfect 
burn was obtained . 
2 . ) 5 ml of 0 . 1% Iron solution were pipetted onto 
40 mg . SP 2 graphite contained in a 20 ml beaker 
and evaporated t o drv·ne:::s in an air-oven at ll0°C 0 
To f acilitate wetting of the Gr aphite powder by 
the ~queous solution, two drops of Tecpol were 
added . After drying , the mixture was si~ilarly 
i gnited at 450°C overnight, mixed with 40 ms . 
Lithium carbonate and arced. No splutterin~ of 
the sample took place . However , the 3ame mixture, 
when allovwd to stand for one dn;v, was viol ently 
ejected frOLJl the s ample eL:ctroC:, e . 
3.) Similar treatment to 2 .) but the Iron solution was 
cvapor e.ted onto 20 mg . graphite and mixed 1,v-ith 
60 m~ . of 171 Lithi um carbonate7SP 2 Graphite 
buffer after i2;ni tion to 450°C . :i.'he sample ht.U'ne<l 
smoothly, even after allowi!lg to stand for one day . 
v~·hen an actual i 3ni t ed pl,:;.nt extract 1. ·a.s 
found to splutter , 10 rJlg . SP 2 3raphite powder 1tlore 
added to t he remaining oample and, after mixing, D. 
smooth burn result~d . 
The behaviour of extracts , ignited vli th grapbi te 
powder , was so Grr atic , t hat no definite conclusions 
as to t he reasons f or s~luttering could be drawn . 
It was, for instance , observed , that the ejection of 
sampl e in the arc \,'as more pronounced on a humid day • . 
Pro- heating of the el ectrodes in the manner descri -~d 
should have prevented spluttering if the presence of 
moisture in the sa!:lple material had been the cause . 
/ ~-?ATE OF EIIJSSION OF :.i'J.'?.ACE EL.d.Vf~_,.":TS , 
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9. RATE OF EMISSION OF TRACE ELEMENTS. 
In spectrographic analysis it is important 
to know the rate at which elements are volatilised 
in an arc in order to determine the suitability of 
internal standards . Using a direct current arc for the 
excitation of a sample has the d isadvantage, amongst 
others, that due to the intense heat produced in t he 
arc, elements placed in the electrode are sel ectivel y 
volatilised. The rate at \-rhich an element emits 
radiation over a complete arc.ing period is proportional 
to the r ate of volatilisation of this e l ement into the 
arc stream , since mainly thermal excitation of the 
elEments is produced with a direct current arc. The 
rate of volatilisation of an element is dependent on 
many factors, such as the chemical combination of the 
ele.110nt, strength of the current, type of electrode and 
to a l arge extent on the nature and cor!lposition of the 
diluent. These considerations a_ce less important 1.-:hon 
the so-called 11 1l'otal Ener3y" nethod of analysis is 
used? the fundament a l requi.rcm.ent of which is the arcin:; 
of a specimen to com-pletion. l'lodern spectrographic 
analysi s , however, usually employs cut-off procedures 
in conjunction with internal standards. In this l)ro-
cedure the integrated intensities of radiation 
emitted by the excited elGmcnt and i nternal standard 
are recorded over a limited period of the arcinG cycle, 
\:hich does not take account of the rate at which both 
elements emit during this period . However, one of the 
basic requirement s of a suitable internal standard for 
a particular e lement to be quantitatively determined 
is, t hat the rates at which both are volatilised out 
I of the electrode 
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of the electrode (and hence, emit radiation) shoul d be 
similar . To take an extreme example7 It would be in-
advisable to use the highly involatile element Zir-
conium as an internal standard for the determination of 
the very volatile Zinc . Ideally, therefore, emission of 
radiation irom minor elements and internal standards 
in the matrix should take place uniformly durin3 the 
total period for which the samplC::. is excited . This ideal 
condition is never realised in practice, however , i..rhen 
v-wrking with the direct current arc ; it may be 
closely approached by the correct choice of conditions 
of excitation, particularly so when employing an inter-
rupted arc to volatilise the sample ( 63) 
In order to study the rate of volatilisation of 
the trace elements <L~d their respective internal stan-
dards, so-c:?J..lled vol~tilisation cUI·ves are plotted for 
each from intensity mcn.suremcmts during sui table f r ac-
tions of the total arci~g time . The nethod generally 
adopted is to initiate the arc , keeping the spectro-
graph shutter open, e:cposing a photographic plate for 
a certain interval, cl osing the shut·bcr for a definite 
time while the plate is Boved to a different position, 
exposing again for the sar:1c interval and repeating the 
procedure untj_l the sample is consumed, this bcinc 
si;nified by a ch.anc;e in the colotU' and sound of the 
arc . Per this purpose it was found to be advisable to 
prepare a special mixture of the oxides of the trace 
elements and internal standards in the diluent under 
consideration, wf'j_ch , under the conditions of exci--
tation and exposure chosen, would produce measurable 
spectral densities over the complete arcing period . 
The foll owing concentrations were found to be 
I suitable , when 
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sui t able, when incorporated i n a 1-:-l Lj_ t hium carbonate-:-
SP 2 graphite base -:-
1000 p.p.m. Cobalt and 5000 p . p.m. Cadmium 
100 p .p .m. Copper 1000 p .p.m . Iron. 
1000 p . p .m. !'ianganese 
1000 p .p.m . Molybdenum 
20000 p . p .m . Zinc 
The following i3 a summary of the conditions used 
in recording vol~tilisation curves-:-
Exposure Interval-:- 10 seconds 
Shutter closed for-:- 5 seconds 
Diaphragm opening-:- 2 mm 
Arc gap-:- 8 mm 
Fish-tail di aphrag11 (used i n front of spectrograph 
slit)-:- 2 mm 
11ovemcnt of photographic plate -:- 2 mm at a tLte . 
Current strengt h -:- 10 c.,mps (short-circuit value ) 
Photographic Plate-:- Kodak S .A. No . l 
DLveloper-:- Kodak D 153, ~ilutcd l-:-1 
Development time and temperature-:- 4 min ~t 2l . 5°C, 
Brush developDent . 
Since no automatic unit was available for thr 
develop~ent of s~ectrographic Dlates , this operation 
was carried out in plastic trays as described in Part I , 
section 4 . The plates were calibr~ted by recording four 
two-stepped Iron S~?ectra of var yin3 exposure on th.em 
and evaluating them by the preliminary curve method 
given in detail in Part I, section 7. 
'l'hree conditions of excitation and _latrix were 
investigated-:-
Condition 1 -:-
The oxidE ·3 of ~hG elGmcnts of interest \·ere in-
corporated in a base of 1~-3 Lithium co.rbonc1te -:- SF 2 
graphite and aL'ced at 10 a.Iilps , usint; a s elenium rec-
tifier. Froffi t he observations it was obvious that the 
buffer ins ~apaci ty of 257b Lithium carbonate was 
I insuffi cient to 
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i nsuffic i ent to stabil i se the arc and volatilise the 
element s evenly . Pronounc ed arc l,vandering occurred 
appr ox . 30 seconds after the electrodes were slowl y 
separated and pers i s ted unt il the srunple was consumed . 
Duri ng this per iod the anode spot descr ibed erratic 
ci rcul ar lilotions ar ou..11d t he elect rode, stri kin;_; lower 
and l ower while electr ode walls and r,1aterial were c on-
sumed at uneven rates . After approx imately two minutes 
a pure car bon arc \'l)'as obtained , whi ch did, however, 
not si3nify the co:.'plete consum:;_Jtion of sample since 
at irregular intervals the ch.J.racteristic re<l colour 
of Lith i um r eappeared f or short periods of Gine . The 
uneven nature of the burn is illustrated by the erratic 
character of the volatilisation curve3 (fig. 19) . 
SincE it was thought, that the ~rratic behaviotrr of the 
arc was an exception and not 2 general phenomenon, 
several electrodes filled with the same sample were 
nr ced befor e the time- int ens i ty curve was recorded . 
Gimi lar irre ::':ular burnin13 characteristics were, however , 
cbser~red in each case . 
A particularly serious exa~ple of an uneven bv~n 
wo.s provided when sor'le of the sample 11ater ial 1··:1s 
ejected durin3 the initidl 3 to 5 seco~ds (fif3 . 20 ) 
The rates at which elements v:ere voL,:tilised in this 
case hardly bear any r-esemblance to those of a rela-
ti,vely smoother burn in figure 19. 
Condition 2-+ 
The oxides of the clcnents 'tiere mi: :cd v;ith 171 
Lithium carbonate SP 2 graphit2 buffer and ::1rced 
at 10 amps, using a selenium rectifier . An even burn-
inG arc was obt~ined throu=hout the arcing period ex-
cept for the last 15 to 20 seconds before the sample 
I was consumed, 
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was consumed, when erratic arc wanderin; occurred. 
Except for the very volatile elements Zinc and Cadmium 
and the hi:::;hly involatile element l'Iolybdenum the rates 
of emission of radiati on of the elements Cobalt, Copper, 
Iron and ~·lan:anese were comparatively uniform . 1·1N3t of 
the Zinc ond Cadmium appear·ed to be vola tilised during 
the first 60 seconds, but strong volatilis~tion of these 
clements acain a:->peared to tal:e place towards the end 
of the arcins period. An explana tion for this pheno-
menon could not be .:ound. The intensity of radiation 
emitted b~ Molybdenum Kas very small initially, but in-
creased con3iderabl y durinG the l ater sta~es of the 
arcin~ period . Therefore a considerable increase in the 
sens i ti vi ty of the determination of r·.~.olybdenum may be 
obtained by r ecordin= only the later part of the a1c 
burn . The volatilisation curves are shown in figure ;~ 1. 
Similar to condition 2, hou: v-.)r, , t const'lnt currm1t 
rectifier, described in Part I, section 2, was e t t-
ployed for the excitJ..tion of t he SD.laple, whicb ~ll s o 
produced a smoothl y burnins arc. The interes t inB re s ult 
obtained in comparin;3 the tv.·o s ource units was th~·t an 
electronicall y controlled current s trength froduceJ 
l itt l e or no difference in the volatilisation of cle-
ments from the eJ ectrode . The volatilisa·::, ion curves f or 
this condition arc shovm in figure 22 . 
9 . ~_. ___ C_hg_i_c_c __ o_f __ I_n_t_er __ n_a1 Standards . 
As mentioned earli er , modern s-p..;ctrocraphy 
employs internal standards for quantitative anal~rse s. 
Instead of measur ing intensities, intensity ratios are 
I determined, 
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determined, that is, the ratio of the intensity of the 
analysis line to that of a line of an element present 
in constant amount . The use of the latter elenent, or 
internal standard, has the advanta~e that sources of 
error, such as incorrect development , poor control of 
arc wander across the spectrograph slit, variation of 
arc gap and failure to tine the exposure exactlyj are 
minimised to a l arge extent, while the necessity of 
arcing a weighed quantity of material in the electrode 
is eliminated . In addition to simil~r volatilisation 
rates of element and interna l standard, sEveral other 
factors Govern the correct choice of a suit~ble internal 
standard . Of these, only simiL.:1.rity in the excitation 
potentials of the respe ctive lines and their separation 
(69) will be mentioned • Generally speakin~ , an arc or 
atom l lne of an element should not be coi!l::_>arod uith a 
spark or ion line oi' the interndl st.J.ndo.rd and vice 
versa, so that variations in the temper.J..ture of the arc 
affect both lines to more or les s the same r;X"t~snt . 
The second factor wentioned , nruaely a similarity in 
wavelencth of the analysis pair, is important when 
measuring lines in rc::;ions of rapidly chans ing c;amna . 
One way of assessing the quality of an analysis 
pair is to plot the intensity ratio vs. time curve 
from the volatilisation curves of both el ement and 
internal standard . In t he ideal case , t his plot vlould 
be a straight line parallel to the time ~~is, indi-
eating that an;y f luctuations in t he vol atilisati on 
affect the emission of radiation from both el ement and 
internal standard to the Lame extent . From an excnl-
ination of fi ::::;ures 23 a11d 2LJ- , showin3 ti.1e inten3itv 
ratio vs . tiBe relationship for the excitation 
I conditions 1, 2 and 3 , 
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conditions 1, 2 and 3, it may be seen that this i deal 
has been closely approached in the case of the Coba l t I 
Iron pai r . This fact was confirmed by Mitchell (70) 
who reported close agr eement in the relative inten-
s ities of the line pair Co 3453 .51 A 7 Fe 3451 .92 A, 
although their absolute intensities varied appreciab-
ly . From a consideration of the difference in the ion-
isation potentials of these two el ements (Co7 8 . 50 volts , 
Fe7 7.83 vol ts) , this close agr eement appears surpris -
ing, whil e t he volatilisation curves show close s i milar-
ity . This is an example of practical c2~erienc e out-
weighin~ the oretical condition3 ~hen considerin~ the 
suitability of an inter~al standard. 
In the case of t he Zinc I CadmiU& pair, more uni-
form vola t i lisation occurred when a constant current 
r ectifier was employed to excite the sample' . Unf or-
tunately this instrurr.ent was only acquired and put into 
opera tion t ov.rarda th3 end of the 11ork described here . 
The same did not apply in the case of the inten-
sity relationship of the I"'olybdenum I Iron anal ysis 
pair . The relative constJncy of intensity ratio of 
t his pair with tir:n.e during the later stae5es of the 
a.rcin::; peri od , when compared with condition 3, is 
apparent fr om figur e 24 . 
On examinin:; vol atilisation curves and intensity-
ratio 7 t i me plots the followin3 excit&tion ~nd re-
cordi n3 conditions were chosen for the spectrographic 
analysis of trace elements7 
~atr!x7 l 7 l Lithium carbonate 7 SP2 [5raphite . 
Ex~itati9n~ 10 ampere ( short circuit value ) d . c . arc , 
obtained from a s elenium rectifier, slow 
separation of electrodes . 
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Re cor d i ng-:- 1. ) Four- stepped spectrogram from 0 - 60 
sec onds and on the same film , racked down 
6 mm, -:-
2 . ) Four-stepped spectrogram from 120 -
180 seconds . 
The intensi ties of the vol atile elements Zinc and 
Cadmium were measured in t he first spectrogram while 
tho second was u sed for the determination of the re-
mai ning less voJatile elements Cobalt , Copper , Manganese 
and Iwl ybdenum, using Iron as internal standard . 'fhe 
incr ease in s ensi ti vi ty obtainable, especially for !'lo-
lybdenum, more than outweighed the dj_sadvantace of 
having to record two exposures of the same electrode. 
1he r eduction in background of the se cond exposure as 
co@par ed with the first was considerabl e , so that it 
was possible to ueasure the density of the Co 3453 . 51 A 
line at low concentrat ions of Cobalt without having to 
take recourse to backsround corrections. 
The wavelGngths of e l ement and internal standard 
lin2s used i n the quantitative evaluation of spectr a 
ar e t abul a t ed belO\v-:-
TABLE 12 . 
- - ---- ------------·----
;___ El:~_ent ·- L~nt~rn~=-- S~-~~~o.rd _l_~P~~ox. 
i I I I Col 3453 . 51 A j Fei 3450 . 53 A ! 0 .. 03 
! ' . -i Cui 3273 . 96 AI Fe! 3286 . 76 A · 0 . 0~ 
' (Cui 2824 . 37 A, Fe! 2335 .46 ~ 10 
( t~ 2798 . 27 AI Fe 2808 . 32 A 0.5 
(Mn 304L~ . 57 A: Fe 30LJ-5 .0L A 1 . 
I 
Mn 2933 . 06 A ; Fo 2918 . 03 A 5 
(l m 2914 . 60 A . I :B'e 2918 . 03 A 30 
l'1o 3170 . 35 A ; F e 3166 .44 A 0.03 [ 
Zni 3 3L!-5- : 2 A . Cdi 3261 . 06 A 5 
' · - ·- - ---- - -· - ---------· ---
* Referred to 10 e. of plant material . 
-- - --~-
R t-n [, t.. , p . p. ill . ' ; 
-
3 
10 
100) 
5) 
100) 
300 
1000) 
3 
300 
I T~~ spectrum lines 
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The spectrum line s given in brackets are alter-
natives , which may be used for higher or l ower con-
centrations , respectively. The concentration r an: e over 
which a particular analysis pair may be used, is only 
approximate . 
Additional information on recording condit i ons 
adhered to in all subsequent work , is summarised i n 
table 13 . 
TABLE 13 . 
Recor ding Conditions . 
Diaphragm·Opening7 l mm 
Spectrograph Slit Width7 15~-t calibrated, 9 }-A on s cale . 
Arc Gap7 8 mm , kept constant durinj arcing period. 
Emuls i on7 Kodak S .A. ~o . l, 35 mm film. 
Development7 Kodak D 153, d iluted 171 , automatic , 
4 min at 2l.5°C . 
Fixing7 "Amfix" , 90 seconds . 
·w ashing7 30 min , running 1t1a t er . 
Densitometer Slit rJidt h7 0 . 375 mm . 
10. THE ANALYTICAL WORKING' CURVES . 
In se ction 4 the preparation of plant stan-
dards was described in detail . These:: standard3 were 
used in the construct i on of wo~king curves for the tra ce 
e l ements Cobalt, Copper, l''lan""anese, Ilolybdenum and Zinc. 
ior this purpose, 10 ml of ~ ach standard were 
extracted in duplicate as described in section 5 . 3 . 
and f our serie s . of spectra were recorded. The defl~ ct-
ion of each andlyois pair was mcJ.sur ed on tl1c densi-
tometer, us int, as :Jmny steps of t he four - stepped 
sp~ctra ~s possible and tabulating the readings on 
spGcially printed work in6 shsLts , an exampl e of which 
is shown in tabl6 14 . 
; 
j 
! 
~tep Element 
l Co 3453 
2 11 
1: 
l It 
2 It 
I 1 Zn 3345 ! 
--· 
2 II 
.. ' 
3 It 
---·-
1 II I j '" 2 II 
I 
3 11 
3 Cu 3274 Fe 
4 11 
I 3 II 
4- I I 
1 ho 3170 :B,c 
-
' 2 II 
. 
1 II 
1--· 
2 It 
1---
1 i'-ln 2933 Fe 
2 II 
•·u • 
-, 
? II 
l II 
1--· 
2 11 
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TABLE 14. 
Example of w·orking Sheet . 
(Exposures C3I and C3II) . 
II 1 ~3·3 1 ~c-;;g :no j5·4b ·4qs-' ~Co·ill· 32. i):?~J·<'o" " ·k\'l5 
11 j!S·S :t;·<DS' ! l 1·l ; \1·2S ! ·S'o:l 
-
II 131-(o ( 2.· 73 j lf,·~ l S·5o ·4q(O 
II 
:45-3 1 1·4~ ~ ~\·3 ! A:~O ·50~ I I ' . I 3287i .l. os i4&5 ! ~-.> l \0 ·3o. A-t·52. I · ·-+-
II : ~,.7o j :t~-5 ~ \S·5'!4·<n . 4·74 
II ! l·C\o j50·5 do·5' I\\· G,o i l+~t:> 
II I , I t 4 ·:24 1 ~·L.fO J.lo ·O! 14·7 (o· \5 1 _._~ ~
3166i !I·S j 9·SO ! 1ca-~p· S5' ! ;{-47 
~-3~ II F~:3 14· rPS" ; 'i:~ -0 I \ · <\~ I 
" l 8·7 1 \:l ·?s- l ~\·3 4-~& ! ;:l· (o )_ 
II q .;.._ : G> ·ts- :·sTCO :l.-3~ ! ~s~ 
' ~---=:--=+ 
2918, 11·9 q-?>5 ; \/·:1. ' <P-20 \· s; I 
II I I I : \·So 1 :;(2-] i 1.1· S.:l. j '31·~ i lo~ ' 
II !?7-Q _i i--?<,_: 44·'31 I· S'(o ! l · 5( 
I I l (l2_ \:{};~ : 14·3 ; 7 {s,Q ~ (· "" l · lO ·~ 
i 
··- · 
.. -
' I 
---- ---J ·4'17 3J ·0 
" ··-- · 1-·- - ·-· .. - · 
' 
.l 
-- . -· 
i 
--I 
· --- - -···~· I 
4··4~ \ (HQ I -~ 
I 
~-J j ! _ ___
l 1 ·-l . I 
.2:!ft 1 o-~\6 . ! ~ I 
I 
-t---i I I I 
- --· ···· 
I 
-----·-· · i 
' 1·58 3\-b I 
I 
------
- ·-
- ~- -~ ~:.-w !Z&-:<. i :S-8o i 
3 11 1f ·3l·4. : ~·Cl{) iLfl·5l 1-{~C, ! l·hs-r,- £-_.___ - : ----_ j _______ _J_ ___ _ 
f_l cu 2824 J.•'e 2835
1
!4?.-:<.j \-OS" : 110 ii0-75 : ·lo3 II , i __ ._ 
I. 21 --~~-- II . i I I l .. ·\05" ! IOj~ ___ l 1·-· -- I I ---~~_jt-\1-1 ' ~_ :2.?. . \D·:Q~~O j ·\07 I I~-· . 
: 2 1f II I I I I L __ 
The spectrogram of an actual plant sample extract , 
showin~ the position of analysis and internal standard 
lines , is reproduced in figure 25 . 
I the relative 
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The re l ative intensities of each el ement and inter-
nal standard line wer~ read off from the calibration 
curve and inserted into the appropriate column of tho 
worki ng sheet . Intensity ratios of eac.l:'.t mee.sured step 
of every analysis pair were obtained with the a id of 
a slide rule . The me3.n int0nsity ratio from a number 
of steps was noted down under the appropriate headinG. 
A gener al averaB~ of the mean int~nsity ratios of the 
four suz..ctra were taken for each p lant stand.:-.rd and 
plotted on 2 cycle vs . 3 cycle logarithmic s r aph paper 
against the concentrati on of the particular el ement . 
One workins sheGt was sufficient to contain al l the 
density measurements and calculated intensity ratios 
f or a duplicate determina tion. 
From the int~nsity ratios obtained the use 0f 
the analysis pair ~m 3044 . 57 A I Fe 3045 .08 A and of 
:Ym 291L~ . 60 A I .lc 2918 . 03 A resp . was immediately 
elimin~ted . The gamma value for these two Mansancsc 
lines and h~.-nce the calibration curves , differed con-
siderably from tho f.)::..mma of this ro3ion of the spectrum. 
An explanation for this diffcrcnc0 was found in 
Harrison 's Table of Wavelen0ths (7l) in which both 
lines arc classified as "wide: and hazy" . I'he dcv:Lation 
of intensity r atios for these two Mang:::mcse I Iron 
an~lysis pairs from th~ mean was considcr 3.bl e . 
The working curves for all elements vlere strPi ght 
lines with more or l ess unit slope , sometimt-s exhibit-
ing a slight toe, except in the cas: of Copper. The 
working curves for the elements are reproduced in 
figures 26 and 27. 
When using the Cui 3273 . 95 A I Fei 3286 . 76 A 
I analysis pair 
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analysis pair to plot the analytical curve , the slope 
of this plot \·;as found to be considerably smaller than 
unity. The working curve i s linear up to a value of 
appr ox . 10 p .p .m. , then it devi ates sharply to become 
nearly parallel to t~e l og . concentr ation axis . ~wo im-
portant factors may contribute to 1·ror kin3 cu.rves havj_n3 
slopes differing from unity-;- Firs tly, the incoi'lplete ex-
tra c t ion of this element , mentioned in Jection 5 .4 . and 
secondly , t he r eversal of the Cu 3273 . 96 A line at 
higher concentr ations of Copper . Both factors , however, 
have opposite effects on the value of t he slope , so 
that it may be concluded that the large deviati on fr o; .. , 
unit s l ope was due to self-reversal of the analysis l ine. 
The difficul ty of determining trace and mi nor 
constituents of plants simultaneously when chemical 
concentration methods ar e employed, has 2lready been 
mentioned . This problem is l ess serious in the case of 
Han:::;anese, whose line-rj_ch spectrum al lows th<::- choice 
of sever al spectral l ines for analysis. Eowever , Copper 
has a relatively simpl er spectrlli!l , of which only two 
self- reversed l ines, nanel y Cu 3273 .96 A (3000 R) and 
Cu 3214-7 . 54 A ( 5000 R) may be used at low concentr.::d:; ions 
of Copper in the concentrnte. This was found to be. 
possible by measuring the density of the Cu 3273 . 96 A 
line only in the 4th step of the four-stepped sp ectro-
:_sr am lor amounts above 50 f1 r:; . and belovl 100 ]J. g . Copper 
in the el Ectrode, corresponding to concentrations of 
5 and 10 p.p .m. in 10 S · of plant sample , since the 
intensity of the Copper line i s considerable in this 
concentration region . However, i n practice , the 3rd 
step of this line was also measured and used i::.. cal-
culating the average intensity , if the density was 
I smaller than approx . 1.5 
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smaller than approx. 1.5 (corresponding to deflections 
larger than 1.5). At concentrations lo'lrer than 5 p . p .m. 
more steps can, of course , be measured . 
Unf ortunately the problem of deter~ining Copper 
simultane ous ly with the other trace elements in the 
concentrati on range above 10 p . p .m. may only be partial-
l y solved by measuring the intensity of the very much 
weaker , but non-reversed Cu 2824 . 37 A (1000) line . Thi s 
line becomes measureable , although onl y just, at apprqx . 
lOO; ~g . Copper in t he electrode , corresponding to 
! -
10 p.p .m. Copper in 10 g . of dried plant leaves . 
A second solution to the problem would be , f or 
instance , to make the Chl orofor m extract obt~ined in 
the chemical concentration step, up to a certain 
volume , say 20 ml, and to determine Copper on a small 
nliquot of 2 ml . However , this would involve separo.te 
isnition to the oxides and the recording o.f a separate 
spectrum for Copper alone . The alternative mentioned 
above vias not investigated . Relatively lart;er errors 
may therefore be encountered in determining concen-
trations of approx . 10 p . p .. m. Copper when duplicate 
Jrcings of the complete extract are recorded . 
The initial working curve for Molybdenum was fom1d 
to exhibit a marked toe at low concentrations of Ilo . 
Plant standards l, la, 2 , 2a, etc . were used for its 
construction . The appearance of a toe in a 1,wrlring 
curve at low concentrations is often due to either or 
both of two factors.;- The presence of a constant amount 
of this el ement in all standards, i . e . contamination 
of the plant blan..lc, or of one or more of the rea~ents 
used in the chemical enrichment procedure . ~he second 
factor is the neglect of a correction for background , 
I when measuring the 
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when measuri ng the line density of this element . 
The second set of working curves drawn up , eliminating 
the plant blank and usi n3 only aqueous solutions lb, 
2b etc. , revealed that the plant blank was contaminat-
ed to the extent of approx . 0.03 p.p .m. Mo. Re-exam-
ination of a spectr um obtained from the plant blank 
led to the discovery of a very l ow- density Mo 3170.35 A 
line , which had previously been overlooked . 
Although a slight difference was also obtained 
in the two Zinc working curves ,for all the other 
elements close agreement exist ed betwe en the two sets 
of ru~alytical curves . 
These observations would suggest t hat synthesis 
of plant solution with respect to the major elements 
is not necessary when preparing plant standards for 
extraction; aqueous solutions of the trace el ements 
in graded concentrations being suf ficient for plotting 
working curves . In fact, it is preferable to employ 
aqueous solutions for this purpose , since the danger 
of contamination v:ith one or more of the elements to 
be determined is minimised . 
The old and the new analytical working curves of 
the el ement s , pertaining to fully synthesised plant 
s t andards and aqueous solutions of the elements, r esp ., 
are compared in figures 26 and 27 . All analytical 
results for the elements were at first obtained from 
the first set of working curves. Those for Zinc and 
Mol ybdenum were subsequentl y r e- calcul ated using the 
second set of analytical curves . 
The average values of intensity ratios for each 
element at different concentrations , are listed in 
table 14. These averages were obtained from four 
I spectra for each 
0 ; 
: 
10 
ANALYTICAL WORKING CURVES 
FOR COBALT AND MOLYBDENUM 
-o- Standards I to So 
-- Standards· lb to 6b 
-- Coinciding Point 
Mo 
Co 
0··,~---;:;~----;~------;;;!-;o- ---+-----..1;;:-----
<>0I 0.03 0·1 0·3 3 
Conccntro\lon <ppm) 
FIGURE 26. 
ANALYTICAL WORKING CURVES 
10 FOR COPPER, MANGANESE AND ZINC 
-o- Standards 1 to Sa 
-- Standards lb to 6b 
-- Coinciding Point 
Mn 
Zn 
Cu 
2824A. 
O·•;-, ---)3----~,on--=~!--oi~----!;;._-------=-"!=----~ 
0.1 0·1 I pplll Mn, Zn 300 1000 ppln Cu 30 100 
Concentration 
FIGURE 27. 
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spectra for each concentration level , corr esponding to 
duplicate extractions . Each extract waE. arced in 
duplicate . In cases where spectral linEs could be 
measured in all four steps of a spectrogram, the mean 
of 16 density me asurements for ea ch e l ement and intern-
al standar d line yielded the average i ntensity ratio . 
TABLE 14 . 
- ------- --------- . 
Cobalt i ----· Ol~~!l:Ybg~nu~ew-·- · ' I Cone . - ---Old ! New I 
p.p .m. Sta::1dards i Standards I Standards i Standa_: ds I I 
.. 
--1 
I I I 3 . 16 5 .40 16 . 4~) 
I 
1.77 :3.43 11 . 5() 
1 . 00 ;2 .02 6 . 9? 
0 . 56 1 .25 1 . 20 3 -75 3 .40 
0 . 316 0 . 730 0.735 2 . 4~) 2 . 10 
0.177 0 .441 0.463 I 1 . 5:i 1. 30 0.100 0 . 283 0.285 0 . 912 0 . ?95 
0 . 056 0 .195 0.195 ' 0 .6)0 0 . 490 I 0 . 0316 0.150 0 .150 0 . 4:)6 0.315 0 .0177 t 0 . 369 ------· Zinc l'-1nngane s e 
-- -- -
----. 
316 3 . 65 I 16 . 1:j 177 2 .12 8 . G:s 
100 1 . 32 1 .45 4 . 7? 5 .00 
56 ·:) . 841 0 . 864 2 . 8<) 2 . 85 
31 . 6 :).495 0 . 540 1 . 5n 1 . 61 
1? . 7 0 . 301 0 . 335 0 . 8<35 0 . <:;20 
10 . 0 :) .220 0 . 210 0 · 5L~5 0 -559 
5 . 6 :) . 154 0 . 132 0 . 3b8 0 . 352 
3 .16 0.127 0 . 2?~3 
Cu 3274 A Cu 2824 A 
100 1 . 06 I 56 0 . 51+-7 31 .6 0 . 2?7 0.268 17 . 7 5 .40 5 -45 0 .165 I 0 . 160 I 
10 . 0 4 .47 4 . 52 0 .105 ! 0 .110 5 . 6 3 . 02 3 . 05 
I 3 .16 1 . 85 2 .08 1 . 77 1 . 38 1 .35 
1 .00 0.928 ! i 0 . 56 0 . 610 I 
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11. SUT'1MARY OF THE ANAI1YTICAL PROCEDURE . 
11.1. S~le Pr eparation . 
Weigh out exac t ly 10 . 000 g . ( ± 0 .001 g . ) of 
washed, oven- dri ed and crushed pl ant material i nt o a 
100 ml silica basin . I gnite the sample ov ernight at 
450°C in a muf fle furnace . (Se ction 1.1 .). After cool -
i ng , t ransfer the r esultant ash t o a 100 ml Pyrex 
beaker, moisten with a few droys of water and careful-
ly add 20 ml constant boiling point (6 . 5N) HCl 
(secti on 1.2 . ) . Evaporat e to dryness on a hotplate 
(avoid boiling). Take up residue i n 10 ml 6 . 5N HCl and 
10 ml water , war m and filter through No . 41 Whatman 
filter paper into a 100 ml volum~tric flask; vTash wel l . 
Transfer filter paper and contents into a platinum 
cruci ble and ignite . Take up ignited r esidue in approx . 
5 ml A.R. HF and 3 to 4 drops cone . A.R . H2so4 • 
Evaporate to so3 fumes on a hotplate . Add 2 ml 6 . 5N HCl 
and 2 ml water and filter into the sar.1e 100 ml volumetric 
flask mentioned above . l"'ake flask up to volume. 
11 . 2 . Iron Determination . 
Pipette 1 ml of the plant solution into a 
50 ml volumetric flask, add 1 ml 100;0 Hydroxylamine 
hydrochloride and 5 ml l M Sodium acetate . Pipette 5 ml 
0 . l)b a.-a. ' - Bipyridyl in 0 . 2N HCl into the f l ask , make 
up to volume and allow to stand for 1 hour . Measure the 
absorbance of the solution on a spectrophotometer a t 
522 m~ in 4 em absorption cells . Interpolate the Iron 
concentration from a calibration curve (Section 3 . ) 
11 .3 . The Extraction. 
From the colorimetric Iron determination 
I calculate the volume 
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cal culate the volume of standard 0 . 1% Iron solution 
necessary to produce a final concentration of exactly 
5 mg . Iron in the plant solution . Fipette this volume 
into the remainder of the plant solution (99 ml), now 
contained in a 250 ml beaker . Add the followin~ 
reagents (purified as described in the appropriate 
sections)-7-
2 ml 0 . 015b Cadmium solution 
20 ml 12 . 5% Sulphosalicyli c acid (Section 2 .4 . 3 . ) 
2 ml Sodium acetate buffer (Section 2 . 4 . 5 .) 
Using a pH meter , adjust the pH of t he solution 
to 4 . 8 by adding cone . and dilute NH40H drop by drop 
(Section 2 . 4 . 2 . ) . Transfer the solution to a 250 ml 
separating funnel , heat over an open flame to between 
50 and 60°C ( t he temperature is estimated wi thout a 
thermometer) and add 10 ml of frLshly prepared 2 . 5% 
Sodium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate solution , sho.king 
t he funnel vigorous l y . Cool the separating funnel under 
running water and dry the outside with a clean towel . 
Wash the inside of the stem with 11 pure;' water and dry 
with a rol led- up piece of filter paper (Section 5 . 3 . ) . 
~:!:xtract the precipitated carbamatcs once with 10 ml 
rEldistilled Chloroform, running the extro.cts into a 311 
long , 1" diameter Pyr ex boiling tube and pl:J.cing the 
tube into the waterbath (figure 15) between extractions . 
Add 2 ml 1710 ( approx . 0 . 7N) HCl to the solution in the 
separatint5 funnel and carry out a f inal extraction wj '·1. 
5 ml of Chloroform . Carefully evaporate the combined 
extracts on the waterbath (Section 5 .5. ). Remove the 
rubber band, place the boilin3 tube into a labelled 
100 ml beaker (figure 16) . Dry the extract for 30 to 
GO minutes in an oven at 110°C and ash the dried 
I residue overnight 
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residue overnight in a muffle furnace at 450°C. 
(Secti on 5 . 5 . ) 
Weigh out 80 mg . of a l+l mixture of 
Lithium carbonate and SP 2 graphite on a sm~ll piece 
of glazed paper m1d transfer to the a shed extract in 
the boil ing tube. Carry out preliminary mixing with a 
Nickel spatula , used only for this purpose , if 
necessary scraping the bottom of the tube to loos en 
as much of the i gnited oxides as possible . Transfer as 
much of the material as possible into a l" Perspex 
vial containing a 3/8 11 Nylon ball pestle and vibrate 
for 20 seconds in a Wig-L- Bug amalgamator . Fit a plastic 
funne l over a purified electrode and stamp the sampl e 
tightly into the cavity using a small platinum spatula 
for the transfer of the material and a stainless s teel 
stamper for the filling operation (Section 8 . ) . The 
equipment used in this procedure is shown in figure 18 . 
Fill two electrodes with the sample . Clamp a purified 
carbon counter-electrode and the sample electrode in 
t he arc stand , align their position on t he scale ~nd 
move the counter el ectrode down to touch the rim of the 
el ectrode containinG the sample . Do not allow a direct 
contact with the sample itself . Chose a diaphra=:;m 
opening of l mm , select the opening of the Hartmann 
Diaphragm allowing four steps to be recorded, switch 
on the step sector and open the spectrograph shutter 
and the dark slide of the film attachment . Check the 
pl ate holder r ack reading (42 ) . Heat t~e electrodes 
to a red glow >·vith a current of 20 amps f or 30 to 40 
seconds , decrease the current to 6 aups . Slowly 
I separate the electrod es 
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separate the electrodes at 6 amps , while at the sa~e 
time increasing the current gradually to a final value 
of 10 amps (short-circuited) . Expose for 60 seconds 
from the time of separation of the electrodes, close 
the spectrograph shutter ~~d rack the film attachment 
to position 48. After 120 seconds (timed from the 
separation of the electrodes) open the shutter and ex-
pose the second half of the film for 60 seconds . Switch 
off the current , close the spectrograph shutter and 
the dark slide of the film attachment . Unclamp the film 
holder and wj_nd the exposed strip of fi l m into the 
cassette, clamp it in the slotted tube of the cassette 
and turn the sprocket whee l 2-t t imes with the left hand 
while at the s~e time turning the base of the cassette 
in ~ ant i clockwise direction. AGain clamp the film 
into the focal plane and carry out a second set of 
similar exposures with t he duplicate sample electrode , 
unclamp and turn the sprocket wheel 3-t turns, clamp 
and cut off the strip of film 
Measure out 50 ml each of solutions A &nd B of 
the developer Kodak D 153 into the developing t.ray and 
add 100 ml of wat er, check the temperatt~e of the 
developing solution and the levels of both stop- bath 
and fixer in their respective trays . Set the automatic 
timer to 4 minutes . In absolute darkness 2tretch the 
exposed length of film across the film holder, iumerse 
it in the developer and start the timer . \lhen the alarm 
rings , transfer the film into the stop-bath tray for 
10 to 15 seconds and then immerse it in Amfix fixing 
s olution for 2 minutes . Place the film, still on its 
holder , into the automatic Hashing unit and w2.sh for 
30 minutes . After a final rinse with dir.;tilled water , 
I remove the film from 
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remove the film from its holder and stretch it out 
across the 3lass surface of the infrared drier . Dry 
the film for 2 to 3 minutes. 
When dry , cut the two exposed l engths of film and 
insert one strip into the film adaptor of the densito-
meter . Focus the spectrum and measure the galvo deflec-
tions for both analysis and internal standard lin<::s 
(Part I, section 5). Measure as many steps as poss i 'ble 
of the following line pairs in the s econd spectrogram 
(i.e . recorded from 120 to 180 seconds.)-:-
Co 3453 . 51 A I Fe 3450 . 53 A 
Cu 3273 -96 A I Fe 3286.76 A 
Mo 3170 . 35 A I Fe 3166 .44 A 
fm 2933 . 06 A I Fe 2918 .03 A 
Cu 2824 . 37 A I Fe 2835 .46 A 
and the following line pair in the .first spectrogram 
(recorded from 0 - 60 seconds)+ 
Zn 3345 .02 A I Cd 3261 .06 A. 
Record the deflection readings in a working sheet 
(table 13) and read off the corresponding rel:ttive 
intensities from the approprir.te calibration curve . 
Find the intensity ratio of element to internal stan-
dard by means of a slide rule , for all steps of tile 
sp~ctra . Obtain the mean intensity ratio for each 
an::..dysis pair and interpolate the concentration of 
the particular e l ement from the appropriate analytical 
\'Torking curve . Take the mean of a duplic~te determin-
at ion. 
I 12 . ACCURACY AND REPRODUCIBILITY OF ANALYSIS i'1.E'J:HOD 
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12 . ACCURACY AND REPRODUCIBI LITY OF ANALYSIS I"i:e:THOD. 
--------- -
12.1. Reproduc i bility of the Analysi s Method . 
In order to examine the errors involved in 
each step of the spectrographic analys i s for trace 
elements such as sampling , extraction nnd spectrographic 
errors , a bulk sample of citrus l eaves was obtained 
f rom Richardson Citrus Ltd. , Kirkwood , and used i n all 
subsequent experiments . This sample of approxim~tely 
10 lbs was washed and dried in an air oven ru1d crushed 
by hand . Dry ashing of the drh,d plant leaves ltJaS 
e ffect ed in staces in large silica basins , taking all 
the precautions enumerated in section l.l. For this 
purpose the muffle f urnace had to be placed i nto (). 
fume cupboard since copious fumes were produced j_n the 
early stages of the ashing process, i . e . when the 
temperature was slowly r aised . 
From 2072 .1 g . of dried plant l eaves , 301 . 3 C· of 
ash were finally obtained , when most of the organic 
constituents had been vol atilised by completing the 
ashing for 48 hours at a controlled temperature~ 450°C . 
The ash content of the sample of citrus leaves 
corresponded to 14 . 541% , so that for each solvent ex-
traction 1 . 4541 g . (± 0 . 0005 g . ) were wei3hed out and 
treated as described under the appropri.J:t;e headinc . 
12 . 1 . 1 . The ££ectrographic Error7 Eliminution of 
S~~£!igg_and Extraction Errors . 
This series of experiments (Seri es I) , was 
designed to investi gate purely spectrogr aphic P~rn~J , 
i . e . the roproducj_bili ty of the final , inst:rurnentnl 
analysis step , which included the following sources 
I of errors7 
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of errors.;-
1 . ) I"Iixing of the ignited extract v.1i th 80 ::.:.;s . buffer , 
2 .) Filling of electrodes, 
3. ) Excitation of the sample electrodes in a d . c . arc, 
probably t he most serious source of error, 
4 . ) l".{ecording and De-rrelopment of spectra, 
5. ) Densitometric eval uation of spectral lines~ and 
6 .) Interpolation errors involved in converting densito--
meter defl ection r eadings into r e l ative inten s i t ies 
and intensity ratios, and reading off concentrations 
from the '.vorking curves . 
Some of these errors have already been in-
vestigated separately and re} orted on, such a s the 
reproducibility of intens ity ratios with time of mi xing 
(Part II, secti on 2) , lfhen t he sa"uple 11as mixed i n an 
a~ate mor tar. The effectiveness of mechanical mix i ng 
using plastic vials and ball pe s t l es and its dependence 
on time of vibration in a Wi g-L-Bug J..I:la l gama tor 1·;as not 
examined. It is claimed that the use of pl astic 
materials , s uch as Perspex viJ..l s and :Nylon ball pe s t l es 
l eads t o t he generati on of elc.~ ctrostatic chare;e ~; '·Thien 
pr event efficient homogenisation of some samples . 
The r epr oduc i bility of f illing electrodes, ab 
i ndicated by t he standar d deviati on of t he lWOunt 
packed int o the ele ct :-ode, \ JaS investi gat ed i n Par t I I I, 
section 8, v.Ihile the r eproducibility of deve lo:p--1ent, 
meas ured by t he s t andard deviation of t he contras t 
f actor gamma , was exa'11i ne0. i n Part I I , s ection l. 
For this S 9r~ es cf a:-~eriments , fiftc ~~ ~~ ~n­
the wei~ht of plant c.sh cor respondi'1.g t o 10 g . of 
dried citrus l eaves , i . e . 15 x 1.4541 g. = 21 . 8115 g . 
were weighed ou t on glazed paper 2nd dissolved 
I according to Piper ' s 
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according to Piper's meth od, described in section 1.2 . · 
The filtrate was diluted to 750 ml, using 500 and 250 
ml volumetric flasks. 50 ml of filtrate therefore 
corresponded to 10 g . of dried plant material . After 
mixing the contents of the flasks in a 1 litre beaker, 
exactly 625 ml were measured out, using volumetric 
flasks and pipettes and transferred to a second one 
l itre beaker . The Iron concentration in the plant 
s olut ion t hus obtained was deter mined calorimetrically 
(see section 3) on three 1 ml aliquots of the remaining 
125 ml. The deter mi nati ons yielded a mean of 195 p . p .m. 
Iron, calculated on 10 g . of dried plant l eaves . This 
corresponded to 1 . 95 mg . Iron in 1 . 4541 g . of plant ash . 
Therefore, for each aliquot corresponding to the above 
amount of plant ash , 3 . 05 mg . I ron had to be added. 
In other words, 12t x 3 . 05 ml of C. l % Iron solution 
(= 38 .1 ml) were buretted into 625 ml of plnnt solution . 
Twelve and one half times the following amount s were 
added.;-
2 ml 0.01% Cadmium solution, 
2 ml Sod i um acetate buffer , and 
20 ml 12~/o Sul phosalicylic a cid, 
and the resultant solution was diluted to .. lp.proximately 
1500 ml . The pH of this soluti on was adjusted to 4.8 
with concentrated (8N) re- d i stilled Ammoni um hydr oxi de . 
The dilution was carried out to avoid any possible 
formation of an emulsion in the subs equent solvent ex-
traction, because of the relatively high concentrations 
of macro- elements (see section 5 .3.). The enrichment 
of trace elements was ef fected in t wo 1 litre 
separuting f unnels , addin~ 70 ml of freshly prepared 
2 . 5% Sodium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate solution to 
I each funne l 
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each funnel to precipitate the trace metals . The 
organic c omplexes were extracted with 20 ml portions 
of Chloroform, the extracts combined in a 250 ml 
volumetric flask and diluted to t he mark with re-
distilled Chloroform. 
Twelve aliquots of the Chloroform extrac t of 20 ml 
each were pipetted into Pyrex boiling tubes (section 
5 . 5 . ), the Chloroform evaporated off and the remnin-
ing organic metal complexes ashed overnight at 450°C . 
To each ignited extrnct 80 mg . of a 171 Lithium 
carbonate 7 SF 2 graphite buffer vJerc added, SUI)er-
ficially mixed in the test tube with a nickel spatula 
and transferred to 1 inch plastic vials containin3 one 
3/8 inch Nylon ball pestle . l:t' i nal mixing was effected 
by shaking each vial for 20 seconds in a Wig-L-Bug 
A.ma.l e;am :::1 tor . 
~wo electrodes could be fill ed comfortably with 
the contents of one vial, ~ith some material to spare . 
•.rwcnty-~· ou _· sets o·_' spectra were r ecorded, using the 
excitation conditions given i n section 9 . 1 . and th: n 
evaluated . ~he results obtainLd , in p . p . m . of the 
respective element, ar c tabulated in table 16 . The mean 
of a duplicatG analysis w.J.s used in ce..lculating the 
standard deviation from the overal l mean of all 12 
r esults . ·rho r E; sul ts of a dupl icate analysis were re -
corded on one working sheet, simil3r to that described 
in s e ct ion 10. An exampl e of a t ypical working sheet 
used in the calculations is reproduced in table 15 . 
A typical ~:!Jec t ..... ,ct.:.> .• :arn -::-~ ·t:i~..1. i.:c.ed in thi s series of 
experiments (Series I), and shovling the analysis and 
internal standard lines used, is r eproduc ed in 
figure 25 . 
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TABLE 15. 
Exam£1e of a Working Sheet. 
(Series III, Exposures 33 a and. 33 b) 
/ TABLE 16 . 
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TABLE 16 . 
Results of Series I - Concentrati on of Trace Elements . 
-- -- --- -·- I 
I • · 
I 
COBALT ZINC 1 COPPER 
- ---------'-----------!+- - ----. ----·- .. I 
I"Iean !'lean ! Mean I 
I cone. i cone . cone. cone . cone . i c one "j 
: p . p . m. ! p . p.m. . p . p . m. p .p . m. p .p.m. I p . p . m. 
~--r-----r----+----· -t---- I 
II 0 •088 ! 0 0880 ! l9•2 19 .25 6 •9 ~ 6 50 1 . 0 . 088 I • il 19 . 3 6 . 1 ! • I 
: o. 086 o 0875 18 .1 17 . 95 6 . o c. 25 I' i 0 . 089 . ! 17 . 2 6 . 5 ° . -
I 
0 . 0869 0 .0875 197.0 18.00 66 . 41 6.25 0.08 1 . 0 • 
0 .085 0 . 0855 18 . 6 18 . 55 6 .1 0 . 086 18 . 5 6.5 
0.085 0.0825 19.9 18 . 35 5 -7 0 . 080 17 . 8 6 . 3 
0 .077 0 . 0795 19 .3 17 . 50 5 -5 0 . 080 15 . 7 6 . 3 
0 . 080 0 . 0820 17.7 17 . 50 7 .4 0.084 17.3 6 . 4 
0.085 
0 . 086 
0.090 
0 . 086 
0 . 087 
0 . 086 
0 .086 
0 . 088 
' 0 . 087 
0.088 
0 . 0855 
0.0880 
0 . 0865 
0 . 0870 
0.0875 
Mean.;. 0 . 0855 
Standard 
Deviation.;. 0.00275 
Coefficient 
of variation.;. 3 . 21% 
14-. 4 
19 . 8 
14.7 
19 . 3 
17.4 
17 .1 
18.7 
19 . 2 
15.9 
17.9 
17.10 
1? .00 
17 . 25 
18 . 95 
16 . 90 
17 .86 
0 . 771 
4 . 31% 
5 . 8 
5-7 
6 . 3 
6 . 9 
6.8 
6 . 0 
(10.0) 
6 . 8 
' 5 -5 
6 . 1 
I TABLE 16 . (contd . ) 
6 . 30 
6 .00 
5 . 90 
6 . 90 
5 -75 
6 . 60 
6 . 40 
6 . 80 
5 . 80 
6 . 29 
0.376 
6 . OCf;b 
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TABLE 16 . 
Results of Ser ies I - Concentrati on of Trace Elements. 
- -- -~- · - - I 
COBALT ZINC COPPER 
;·-- - - - - - -------f-- ---.-------!~---------·- -· I 
i I"'e :tn j 1'-Iean 1 Nean 
cone. I con e . cone . i cone. 
p . p .m. ! p . p . m. ! :p . p . m. 1 p . p . m. f-----t- --·+----t-
Il 0 . 088 ! 0 . 0880 I 19 . 2 I 19 2 5 ! 0 . 088 I I 19 . 3 . 
! o .o86 0 . 0875 I 18 .1 17 95 
II 0 . 08 9 ! 1 7 . 2 • 0 . 086 0 .0875 17 . 0 18 .00 
1 0.089 19 . 0 
1 0 .085 0 .0855 18 . 6 
I 
0 . 086 18 . 5 
0. 085 0.0825 19 . 9 i 0 . 080 17 . 8 
I 
i 0 . 077 0 . 0795 19 . 3 
0 . 080 15 . 7 
0.080 0 . 0820 17 . 7 
0 . 084 17.3 
0 . 085 0 . 0855 14 .4 
0 . 086 19 . 8 
0.090 0 . 0880 14 . 7 
0 . 086 19 . 3 
0 . 087 
0 . 086 
0 . 086 
0 .088 
0 . 08? 
0 . 088 
0 . 0865 
0 . 0870 
0 . 0875 
Mean-;- 0 . 0855 
Standard 
Devi ation-;- 0 . 00275 
Coefficient 
of variation-;- 3 . 21% 
17 .4 
17 . 1 
18 . 7 
19 . 2 
15.9 
1? . 9 
18 . 55 
18 . 35 
17 . 50 
17 . 50 
17 .10 
1? . 00 
17.25 
18 . 95 
16 . 90 
17 . 86 
0 . 771 
4 . 31% 
cone. l conc.j 
P • P • m. l~~_:_~_: 
! I 6
. 9 ! 6 . 50 ,. 6 . 1 
6 . 0 !' 6 . 25 II 6 . 5 
6 .4 ,, 
6 . 1 6.25 
6 .1 I 6 . 5 6 . 30 
5 -7 
6 . 3 
5.5 
6 . 3 
7.4 
6 . LJ.. 
5 . 8 
5. 7 
~ 3 o. 
6 .9 
6 . 8 
6 . 0 
(10 . 0) 
6 . 8 
5.5 
6 . 1 
6 .00 
5 . 90 
6.90 
5.75 
6 . 60 
6 . 40 
6 . 80 
5.80 
6 . 29 
0 . 376 
6 . OCf!/o 
/ TABLE 16 . (contd . ) 
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TABLE 16 . (contd~ 
Results of Series I - Concentration of Trace Elements . 
---- ----- --· 
1'10LYBDEN1Jl'1 MANGANESE 
- - ---·- --·--I I I l"'ean ! I Mean I i conc~conc. cone . cone . I I p .p.m. p .p.m . p . p .m. p .p.m. ; 
t- --1 
I 0.113 30 .0 29 . 25 i I o . l30 I o .l215 I I 28 . 5 I 
I 0 .140 
I 29 . 0 I 0 . 1335 30 . 00 I 0 .127 31.0 
I 0.140 0 .1315 30 . 5 31.25 
I 0 .123 32 .0 0 .126 30 .8 
0 .136 0 . 1310 29 .0 29 . 90 
0 .120 0.1350 34 . 3 33 . 00 0 . 150 31 . 7 
0 . 146 0 . 1480 32.0 30 . 65 0 . 150 29 . 3 
0.127 0 .1355 37.2 34 . 10 0 . lLJ-2 31 .0 
0 . 150 0. 1500 29 . 2 29 . 50 0 .150 29 . 8 
0.118 0.1290 31.5 31 . 50 0 .140 31 . 5 
0 . 133 0 .1300 33 .0 32 .15 0 .127 31 . 3 
(0 . 073) I 0.1290 (55 . 0) 29 . '70 0 .129 29 . 7 
0 .132 0 .1395 33 . 2 32 . 35 0 .lLJ-3 31 *5 
l'1ean7 0 . 1345 31 . 18 
Standard 
Deviation7 0.00809 1.546 
Coefficient 
of Variation7 6 . 020,0 4 . 96% 
The standard deviations from the mean con-
centration, calcula ted on ll degrees of freedom, for 
each element , are shown in t able 16 . The coefficient 
of variation, which is a measure of the reproduci-
bility of the analytical r esults , is a l so listed in 
-the same t able . The r eproducibility of the instrument-
I - a l analys i s step 
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a l analysis step ther~fore lies between 3 .~~ (for 
Cobalt) and 6 . ~~ (for Molybdent~ and Copper) 
During the arcing of one of t he electrodes of this 
series considerabl e spluttering occurr ed , the results 
obtained f rom the spectrum are Given i n brackets . They 
were rejected when taking the me an of a duplicate ana-
lysis . It was notl=;d in cases wher e the sample v-ms ~...je c-
t ed during the later s tage s of the burn, that the 
results f or Manganese and Copper were always consider-
ably higher and those for Molybdenum appreciably lower 
than those obtainable from a smoothly burning elGctrode , 
while those for Cobalt and Zinc usually remained un-
affected, within the limi ts of experimental err or . 
12 . 1 . 2 . The Spe ctr0.€5£.§-phic and Extraction Errors-;-
El imination of the ~ampling Error . 
The fol l owing series of experiments 
(Series II) was designed in order to determine the 
variD.bilities inherent i n the combined extraction and 
::;pectrogr aphic steps . The r csul ts of t his serie B will 
therefore give a measure of the reproducibility of the 
complete ana lytical method , including the chemical 
concentration step . 
]~'or this purpose aliquots were taken of a standard 
plant solution and separate extractions carri ed out . 
The details of the procedure will be described briefly . 
Since a certain quantity of t he plant solution 
was subsequently required for tests of the acc1ITacy 
of the analytical m~thod (section 12.2 . ), 25 times 
1 . 4541 g . of plant ash w~re dissolved in two lots of 
21 . 8115 g . each as described in section 12 .1.1 . The 
filtrates were diluted to 1250 ml in 500 2nd 250 ml 
volumetric fl asks , so that -J.gai.n 50 ml of the plant 
I solution corresponded 
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solution corresponded to 10 g . of dried pl ant leaves. 
After mixing the solutions in a 2 litre beaker , the I ron 
concentration v.ras again determined colorirnetrically on 
three 1 ml aliquots , yielding a mean of 193 p .p.m . Iron. 
Twelve 50 ml aliquots of the plant solution \'Tere 
pipetted into 2.?0 ml beakers and the following reagE:nts 
were added to each bcak8r7 
3.07 ml 0 . 1% Iron solution, 
2 . 0 ml 0 . 01% Cadmium solution, 
2 . 0 ml Sodium acstate buffer and 
20 ml 12 . 5% Sulphosalicylic acid . 
After dilution to 3.pproximatel y 150 ml , each 
:1liquot was extracted separately in 250 ml separ :?.ting 
funnels and the extracts wer e dried, ashGd and arced 
i n duplicate as described in section 12 .1.1 . 
The results of the evaluation of spectrograms 
of series II are listed in table 17. 
\Vhen comparing th€ results of the standard de-
via tions from the mean and especially the coefficients 
of variation of series II with the corresponding values 
of sE:ries I, it wil l be apparent that a decrease j_n the 
reproducibility was obtained. This decrease was in all 
c~ses very small and insignificant and it may therefore 
be concluded tha t tho chemical enrichment procedure 
\'TnS accurate and reproducible, if all samples are 
treat c::d in e::actly the same way . 
Scharrer and Judel ( 24) , using a similar en-
richment procedure~ but different excit~tion con-
ditions, r eported t he following coefficients of 
variation, o"bto.ined in duplicate det erminations on 
140 plant samples ~ Tho values of series II arc shown 
in bracke ts . 
I Co7 3.2% ( 3 .5%) 
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Co-;- 3 . 2% ( 3 . 5%) 
Zn-;- 4 . 6% (4 . 5%) 
Cu-;- 4 . o/;b ( 6 . 57b) 
fl0 7 2 . 55~ (6 . 7%) 
r·1n-=- 2 . 87b (5.77~) 
TABLE 17 . 
Resul ts of SGrios II. 
Concentrat i on of Tr ace El ements. 
' COBALT ZI NC COPPER ' 
----·' 
I i··---· Mean I f'lean I"lean I I r/~~~ : cone . I cone ·I cone . cone. c one . ~ p . :p .m. i p .p.m . p . p .m. p . p .m. :p . p .m. I t I -+- ---t I 0 . 097 
I 
18 . 5 I 6 . 1 0 . 0895 ' 18 .15 I 5 . 70 0 . 082 17 . 8 I I 5 -3 I I o . o85 I 0 . 0860 19 .0 ! 18 . 35 i 5 . 8 6 . 10 I o . 087 17 . 7 I 6 . 4 
I ! 0.084 0 . 0830 16.8 17 .40 6 .2 6 . 60 0 . 082 18 . 0 I 7 . 0 I 
0 . 085 0 . 0840 15 . 3 18 .40 I 8 . 5 6 . 70 0 .083 21 . 5 4 . 9 
I 
0 . 081 17 . 2 ' 5 -5 
0. 084 0 . 0825 19 . 8 18 . 50 5 -9 5 . 70 
0.078 0 . 0810 17 . 8 18 . 90 7 -1 6 . 45 0 . 084 20 . 0 5 0 . o 
0.088 0 .0880 19 . 5 18 . 40 5 . 6 6 .00 0 . 088 17 . 3 6 .4 
0 . 087 0 . 0850 18 . 7 17 . 70 5 . 8 5 .85 0 . 083 16 . 7 5 . 9 
0 . 078 0 .0790 19 .0 18 .40 6 . 2 5 . 90 0.080 17 . 8 5 .6 
0 .082 17 . 3 (-: 5 0 . 0805 17 . 30 o . 6.25 
1 0 . 079 17 . 3 6 .0 
I 0.090 0 . 0840 19 . 8 19 . 80 6 . 5 6 . 55 0.078 19.8 6 . 6 
i g : g~~ 0 . 0830 19 . 0 20 .00 7 -7 6 . 85 21 . 0 6 .0 
---
He an-;- 0 . 0846 18 .44 6 . 22 
Standard 
Devia tion-;- 0 . 00296 0 . 828 0 .406 
Coefficient 
of Variation-;- 3 . 5~o 4 . 4o/;b 6 . 53% 
/ TABLE 17 . (contd . ) 
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TABLE 16 . (contd.) 
Results of Series II. 
Concentration of Tr ace El ements . 
I MOLYBDENUM l""LANGANESE j·-· 
Mean I"iean I 
I 
I cone . , cone . cone . cone . I p.p.m. 
I 
p . p .m. p . p .m. p.p .m. 
I 
i 0 . 136 0 . 1370 32 . 5 29.65 
1 o . 138 26.8 
I 0 .145 31 . 5 I 0.1410 30 . 25 I 0.137 29 . 0 
I 0 .130 32 . 5 
1 o .150 0 . 1400 35 -5 34 .00 
I o .142 0 . 1395 29 .• 5 29-. 75 
1 a . 137 30 .0 
I 0.143 0 .1485 32 . 5 30 .50 0.152 28 . 5 
0 .126 0.1340 31 . 5 29.75 0 .142 28 . 0 
0 .118 0 . 1300 33 .0 31 . 50 0.142 30 . 0 
0 . 093 0.1250 38 . 0 34 . 50 0.157 31 . 0 
0 . 123 0 . 1340 33 .0 31.50 i 0 . lL~5 26 . 5 
! 0 .143 0.1425 33 . 0 32 .. 75 ; 0 .142 32 . 5 
I 34 . 0 1 0 . 123 0.1150 33 . 25 l 0.107 32 . 5 
i 0 . 136 0 . 1270 26 .8 29 . 40 
. 0 . 118 32 . 0 
I'18an-:- 0.1345 31 .40 
Standard 
Deviat ion-:- 0 .00901 1 .801 
Coefficient 
of Varia tion-:- 6 . 7Cf/o 5. 7LV; j 
In an earlier publication ( 51 ) the same 
author s examined t he reproducibility of thsir method 
by carrying out 33 duplicate analyses on a soil 
sample . The following coefficients of variat ion 
wer e obtained -:-
I Scharrer and Jud~l 
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Scharrer and Judel did not , however, 3t~te what con-
centrations these standnrd deviations r eferred to . 
Cons idering the very low concentrations of some of the 
trace e l~ments det ermined, e . g . Cobalt and riolybdcnum, 
the reproducibility of the an2lytical method as judged 
from the r esults of s eries II , was good . 
Examination of s everal S(; t S of duplicate doter-
ruinations of some of the cl ements , particularly Zinc , 
r eveals thnt, al thou;:;h .1 single exposure uny vary con-
siderably from its duplicate , the mc::tn of the two usual-
ly fr.J.lls within th.:.: standard deviation of the ovGrall 
average for this p.:ll'ticulo.r elt,mGnt . ':Chis is exompli-
fied by the coefficient of variation obt~ined on c on-
sidering each sin~le dctermin~tion, which is usually 
appreci ably higher than th~ one calculated on duplicate 
exposures . In mixin:::; ,just suffici0nt buf.for with the 
ashcd extr acts to fill two el ectrodes , with n small 
amount to spare , i.nGff iciencies ir. mixint; , such a s 
possible s epar ation of somE tra c e metal oxid&s due to 
electrostat ic charges , wer e virtually elimin._:t ed . 
12 .1~ R~roducibility of the An~bztical Mcthod7 
Inclusion of ~hG SampJ i ng Error . 
In order to examine the magnitude of t h 2 
error involved in s ampling and dissolving portions of 
plant ash, series III of 24 exposures was cvalu~t~d . 
A different s ample of plant l eaves was ~shed and used 
in this series of experiments . Twelve portions of t he 
plant ash , corresponding to 10 g . of pl :::mt leaves, were 
separ:ttely dissolved according to Piper ' s method and 
were extracted and arc ed in duplicate . The results of 
this s eries are shown in t abl e 18 . 
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TABLE 18 . 
Results of Series III. 
Concentration of Trace Elements . 
! " - ------------------------------------
COBALT ZINC COPPER 
~--· ---- -11-e a_n __ _,l,____ l'1e an I 1"!·::: an 
I cond . cone I cone . I' cone . c~n,:: . 1 cone . p . p . m. p . p.m: I p . p . m. p . p .m. p .~p.p .m . 
7g~~ 0 .08~~t-~-+-l -·2-3-.-35--+--t~ ! 6 .15 
I
I o .o83 o 0875 . 22 . 5 22 . 7,5 6 . 2 6 35 
o . o92 · I 22 . 2 ./ 6 . 5 · 
I 0 . 088 I 21 . 3 6 . 7 I 0.0880 21. 30 
I i 0 . 086 
1 o . 090 
0 . 083 
0.084 
0 . 098 
I (j .096 0 . 093 
I o . o9o 
I i (). 090 
i 0 . 092 
I 0 . 095 
0 .090 
0 .088 
0 . 089 
0 . 091 
0 . 086 
: 0 .095 
! 0 . 083 
0.0880 
0 . 0820 
0 . 0970 
0 . 0915 
0 . 0910 
0.0925 
0 . 0885 
0.0885 
0 . 0890 
I·Iean..;. 0 . 0891 
Standard 
Deviat i on-;. 0 . 00372 
Coefficient 
of Variation-;. 4 . 18% 
25 . 7 
21 . 5 
21 .0 
25.0 
21 . 5 
21 . 3 
18 . 3 
24 . 5 
20 . 0 
22 . 3 
22 . 7 
23 . 3 
20.2 
26 . 5 
21 . 0 
26 . 0 
21.2 
18 . 7 
23 .60 
23 .00 
21 .40 
21 .40 
21 . 15 
23 .00 
23 . 50 
23 . 50 
19 . 95 
22 . 28 
1 . 193 
5 -35% 
5 . 8 
6 . 2 
6 . 9 
6 . 7 
'7 -3 
7 . 2 
? . 2 
6 .G 
6 7: . ') 
6 . 1 
6 . 4 
7.2 
6 . 1 
? . 0 
7 -? 
7 -5 
/ TABLE 18 . ( contd . ) 
6 . 70 
6 . 00 
6 . 80 
6 . 90 
? . 00 
6 . 20 
6 . 80 
6 . 55 
7 . 60 
6 . 69 
0.472 
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TABLE 18. ( C_?_gtd~ 
Results of Series III. 
Concentration of Trace ~lements. 
I l-iOLYBDENUl'1 1 J.VIANGANESE 
t
- · ! n~l : . r;ean __ _ 
. lir j 1 cone . cone . I co!lc . cone . I p . p . m_:_ i p .p.m.j_P ·P ·~~P·~ ·m · 
o.l25 I o 1325 j 35 -5 7-2 5o 
Q . 140 • 2 9 • 5 I ? • 
0 . 118 0 .1260 39 .0 33 -75 0 . 134 28 . 5 
0 . 115 0 . 1150 30 . 8 30 . 80 
I 34 .0 i 0 . 118 0 . 1275 33 -75 I o . 137 33 -5 
I 0 . 128 0 . 1365 33 -5 31 . 25 0 . 145 29 . 0 
0 . 104 0 . 1105 32 . 5 31 . 50 I o . 117 30 .5 
I 0 .130 0 .1390 32 . 7 31 . 25 I o . 148 29 .8 
0 . 146 0 .1380 30 . 5 29 . 50 
1 o . 130 28 . 5 
1 o . 133 0 . 1325 30 . 5 31 . 25 I o . 132 32 . 0 
1 0.127 0.1360 35 . 0 31 . 75 I 0 . 145 28 . 5 
I 
i 0 . 123 0.1190 31 . 5 30 . 75 i 0 . 115 30 . 0 
I o . 110 0 . 1160 41 . 0 36 . 75 
1 0 . 122 32 . 5 
Mean.;- 0 . 1274 32 . 07 
St andard 
Deviation.;- 0 . 00999 1 . 993 
Coefi' icient 
of Variation.;- 7 . 83% 6 . 21% 
The c oef f icients of variation for all e le-
ments in series III are higher than the corresponding 
values for series II , and in some cases the difference 
is considerable . 1fherefore , appr eciable errors may be 
incurred in sampl ing and dissolving plant ash . The 
I ashed pldnt materi al 
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ashed plant material did not appear 
to be homogeneous, probably due to the method em-
ployed in the destruction of the organic matter . Some 
of the centre r i bs of the leaves, which had not been 
cut away before ashing, were only charred and anpeared 
as a bl a ck residue on the filt er paper . 
12 . 2 . The Accuracy of the Analytical Method . 
The accuracy of the spectro~raphic analysis 
method was tested firstly by standard additions of the 
respective elements and secondly by independent ana-
l yses of some of the trace elements . 
A test of the accuracy of a particular analysis 
method is only s i gnificant if it is perfor med a t c on-
centrations of the elements equal to or approximating 
those of the actual plant sample . This is particular-
l y true in spectrographic trace analysis, when in spite 
of chemical enrichment procedures the densities of 
spectral lines of some elements may be very l ow and 
an increase in the concentrat ion of these elements 
would l ead to corresponding increases in the density 
of these analysis l ines. Generally speaking it is a 
fact, that str onger signals can be measured more 
accurate l y than weaker ones . In spectrography this is 
equally true , the signal being the density of a line . 
Recovery tests perf ormed on a plant sample to which 
known amounts of trace metals have been added are not 
as significant as those carried out on fractions of the 
sample which received appropriate amounts of the trace 
metals to approximate the or i ginal concentro.tio~l in 
the complete sample . This was borne in mind in the 
fo l lowin0 two series of experiments , series IVa and 
IVb . 
I The plant solution 
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The pl ant solution, prepared and analysed to 
determine the reproducibility of the analytical method 
(section 12 .1 . 2 . ) was smployed for the recovery tests . 
Appr opriate volUlD.es of standard s olut ions of t he trace 
metals were added to aliquots of the plant solution, 
uhich contained one half and one t hird of the ori ::-;inal 
trace element concentrat ions, respectively . 
Approximately t he same quantities of trace metals 
contai ried in 250 ml of the plant sol ution werG :dded 
to this volume and diluted to 500 ml in a volumetric 
flask . Six 50 ml aliguots wer e extracted and arc 3d in 
duplicate (Series IVa) . The ~~ace el ement solutions 
added wer e the same as those employed in making up the 
standard solutions f or the second set of working 
curves (Section 4.) . A brief sunmary of the calcula-
tion is shown in table 19 . 
TABLE 19 . 
Quantities of Tr ace Elements in Plant Solution IVa . 
--- .. ----- ---------·~-- -~-- ---.---- - - ---- -- - . -
' 
I 
1
- i· 
Co : 
i In 250 ml , I 
Original : before [Quantity 
c one . Addition I added 
(p .p .m. ) (IJ. g . ) ti (f-AS~i~ 
0 .0846 4 . 230 5.0 
In 500 ml , 
after 
Addition 
(/-'+ g . ) 
New 
cone. 
(p.p . :ul . ) 
9 . 230 0 . 0923 
I I I 
IMo I 0 .1345 6 . 725 ! 5 . 0 i 6 . 22 
18 .44 
31 .40 
193 
11 . 725 0 . 1173 i 
,cu 
I : 
: zn 1 
! lin I 
I Fe i 
I I 
l 311 . 0 
1 922 . o 
!15?0 .0 
300 . 0 611 . 0 6 .11 I 
1000 . 0 ! 1922 . 0 19 . 22 . 
1500 . 0 13070 . 0 30 . 70 
~ 9 . 65 mg . !40 . 35mg. !50 . 0 mg . 500 
------ - - - -------~-- --------- ---
A similar procedure was adopted for series IVb . 
167 ml of p l ant solution were buretted into a 500 ml 
flask and di luted to the marl~ after measured volumes of 
the respective trace element solutions bad been added . 
'I·he calculations are shovm i n table 20 . 
I Tii.BLE 20 . 
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TABLE 20 . 
Quanti ties of Trace Elements in Plant Solution IVb . 
I 
In 167 ml, iin 500 ml, 
Original before Quantity before New 
cone . Addition added Addition cone. i i 
j I (p.p.m . ) i 
--~----, 
(I"\ g . ) ( p g .) (~g . ) (p .p . m. ) 
;co ! o . 0846 2 .82 7 -5 10 . 32 0 . 1032 
~No 
Cu 
lzn 
1 .. 1 11 n 
jFe 
0 . 1345 4 .48 7 -5 11 . 98 0 ~ 1198 
6 . 22 207.0 400 .0 607 .0 6 . 0? 
18 .44 615 . 0 1500 .0 2115 . 0 21 . 15 
31 .40 1047 . 0 2000 .0 3047 . 0 30.W? 
193 6 . 43 mg . 43 . 57mg . 50 . 0 mt:; . : 500 
.J.. 
----
The results of the spectrographic analyses 
of the two standard addition series IVa and IVb are 
surrm1arised in tables 21 and 22 . The mean concentrationc 
obtained from six duplicate arcin6S were compared with 
the predicted values of each s eries. The avera~cs usu~l-
ly a3reed well with the calculated concentrations ; in 
most cases they were within the standard deviation, 
except for Zinc in the second and IJolybdenum :in the 
first series . Thi s might have been due to inaccura cies 
in measuring the volumes of standard solutions of these 
elements. The percentage agreement is shown for each 
element . 
/ TABL.C 21 . 
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TABLE 21 . 
Re sults of Series IVa . 
Concentration of Trace Elements . 
r· ··---
1 COBAL'I' , ZI!iC COPPER -, 
+---- --1 ~---· j ~-----·--.···- f'lean 1; i I"!ean 
I P ~~~c. ; cone . cone . 1 cone. 
! J:le c:.n 1 
cone . i con.c . 1 ~~:· r=-v~:~~p.p .m . p.p . m. 1 p . p . m. 6
·5 6 .15 I o.o88 I o.os95 1 19 . ~ I 18 . 50 
. 0.092 . 0 0940 21.0 I 2, 10 
o • 096 . 21 . 2 I .1 • • 
0 .102 19 . 7 0.092 0 . 0970 18 .2 ! 18 . 95 
2 :2~~ 0 . 0915 ~g : ~ II 19 . 70 
i I 0 . 09 3 0 . 096 5 19 . 2 I 19 . 2 5 
i 0 . 100 19 . 3 1, 
! 0 •102 0 . 1020 21 · 2 20 . 75 0 . 102 20 . 3 
- --
Mean+ 0 . 0951 
+ 0 . 044 
Pr~dicted+ 0 . 0923 
Agreement+ 3 . I.J9~ 
19 . 71 
+ 1 . 03 
19 . 22 
2 -55b 
5 . 8 
6 . 0 
6 .4 
7 -3 
E. ,, ") . 0 
5 . 6 
6 .1 
5 . 2 
6 .9 
6 .5 
6 . 3 
~----------. - -~-· . . I 
MOLYBDENUM I"lANG.ANESE 
····--·--- - -------...;..-.-·--- - --.- ··- - -------· . I 
l"'e an 
1 
1 l"le an 1 
: cone . cone . . cone . ! cone . 1 
~P . m_. -+--P_: p . m ~-~P . m +__E. p .:.=_ ! 
I 0 . 112 O 119 r~ 34 • 0 I A., 60 I 0 . 127 . / 2<) . 2 .I _,..1. . 
I 0 .142 0 1 7-85 32 . 0 30 . 25 0 . 135 • :> 28 • 5 I 
l o . 13 3 o • .J.~ 225 3 3 . o I' 33 . oo· 
;o . 112 33 . 0 
! 0 . 120 0 . 1190 29 . 5 
l \) . 118 29 . 5 
I i 0 . 130 
i 0 . 125 
I o . 118 
! 0 . 133 
0 . 1275 
0 . 1255 
1'-lean-;- 0 . 1254 
± 0 . 072 
Pr edicte d -;- 0 . 1173 
Agreement-;- 6 . 75~ 
32 .0 
32 . 5 
33 . 0 
2? . 5 
29 . 50 
32.25 
32 . 75 
31 . 56 
± 1 .48 
30 . 70 
2 . 77~ 
6 . 20 
5 . 85 
6 . 05 
6 . 40 
6 . 28 
+ 0 . 42 
6 .11 
2 . 7% 
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TABLE 22 . 
Results of Series IVb . 
Conc entration of Trac e Elements . 
----------,,------~--- -,----·--- --·--·---·---i 
! COBALT ZINC . j 
i ----------r-·~----,---------'1--, -- : -·! 
COPP:&,"'R 
i 1 i"Ieau· hean 1 ! r-1ean ; I cone . ' cone . cone . cone . I cone . I concj l!_ . p . m. I _!:_~m . p ~~· p . p . m. I p . p .r:.. . p . p . m. g :~631 0 . 0980 iU -19 .8~-~:~ -t,' 6 . 80 I 
l 0 . 103 I 0 .0980 19 . 5 19 1: I G. 2 6 05 I ! 0 . 093 18 . 7 . 5 . 9 I • 
I 
O. l l LJ- I 0 .1080 l7 . 7 18 . 75 6 · 7 ! 6 . 15 0 .102 19 . 8 5 . 6 
0.098 I 0 . 0985 19 . 8 
0 . 099 18 . 5 
0 . 100 I O. l OlO 22 . 3 
0 . 102 .1 19 . 9 
0 . 100 0 . 0950 19 . 5 
: 0 . 090 ! 21 . 5 
Mean7 0 . 0998 
+ 0 . 044 
Pr edic ted+ 0.1032 
Ac;r eement+ 3 . 3;.; 
HOLYBDENU:M 
Mean 
~cone . cone . 
~_.m . p . p .m. 
I o .102 0 . 1075 0.113 
0 . 118 0 . 1225 0 .127 
0 . 128 0 . .1230 0 . 116 
0 . 126 0 . 1230 0 . 118 
0 . 109 0 . 1055 i 0 . 102 
i 0 . 124 
. 0 . 117 0 . 1205 
Mean+ 0 .1170 
± 0 . 082 
Pr edicted+ 0 . 1198 
Agrec:ment+ 2 . 4% 
19 . 15 G. O 5 . 85 5 -7 
22 . 10 7 . 0 6 . 70 6 .4 
20 . 50 5 . 8 5 . 75 5 - 7 
----------' 
19 . 83 6 . 25 
+ 1 . 07 + 0 . 45 
-
21 . 15 6 .07 
6 . 4% 2 . CJY~ 
:"'IANGA:NESE 
Mean 
cone . cone . 
p . p .m. p . p . m_:_j 
29 . 5 29 . 2 5 29 . 0 
29 . 0 31 . 50 34 . 0 
25 . 0 28 . 30 31 . 6 
38 . 2 31 . 20 24 . 2 
30 . 0 31 . 00 32 . 0 
28 . 0 28 . 85 29 . ? 
......l--
30 . 02 
+ l . 3S 
30 . 61 
2 . 0}~ 
I The two solutions 
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The two s olutions from series IVa and IVb 
\.'TGre analysed i ndependently for Copper, r-Ianr.;anese 
and Zinc in the Soil Analysis Laboratory of t:1e 
Chemis t ry Department , Rhodes University. Copper was 
determined colorimetrically , using Diethyldithiocar-
bamate while atomic absorption methods were employed 
for the estimation of Manganese and Zinc, using a 
Hilger Uvispec spectrophotometer "''i th at omic absorp-
tion attachment . The results are compared with the 
spectrogr aphic data i n tabl e 23 . 
~.!BLE_~2..!. 
2.9.!1:!.~~!: is on _?.f_!na l yt i c a1 R e. ~ul t s _(_i!!_l2 .. :.E.!.~.!..)_ 
Cu 
Zn 
Spectrographic 
6 . 28 
6 . 25 
31 . 56 
30.02 
]_9 . 71 
19.83 
Atomic Absorpti on 
or Col orimetric 
5.8 
6 . 0 
29 . 0 
28 . 0 
19 . 0 
21 . 6 
The agr eement of the analyses , perf ormed b y 
independent methods and operators was in the ~egion of 
4 - l<Y;b. 
/ P A R '.l' IV . 
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PAR T I V. 
1 . EXCITATION I N A CONTROLLED ATrlOSPHERE. 
I n an attempt to i ncrease the sensit i vity and 
accur a cy of spectr ographic d .• c . arc analysis various 
me thods have been develo~ed and perfe ct ed i n tho past . 
Increased sensitivity i s particularl y i mportant i n 
trace element determinations . It implies , among other 
factors , the raising of the ratio of the intensity of 
an analytical spectr al l ine to that of th~ background 
associated with it . The r eduction of background by 
incorpor ating the sample in an alkali matrix , thus 
lowering the t emperature of the arc with an associated 
lowering of the density of Cyanogen band spe ctra , has 
already been discussed . This matrix is also effective 
in producing absolute increases in the emission of 80~e 
elements, particul arly spectral lines of low excitation 
potential be ing enhanced . The two f a ctors which arc 
mainly r esponsible for the r elatively low pr ecision of 
dir ect current arc analysis, as compared to e . G. the 
high voltage spark excitation , are the irreproducibil ity 
of the arc , which i ncludes arc wanderin,::: , and tht:. 
sel ective volatilisation of clements f rom t he e l ectrode . 
Sever al suggestion s have; been put forward , and suc-:;ss-
fully applied , to improve the reproducibility of arc 
excitation , such as slowly rotating tht- sample cl8c-
trode, confining the J rc in a rotat ing magn~tic fit-ld , 
or using double arc s . One of the hlost successful 
devel opments has pr oved to be stabilisation of the 
arc discharge by blowin5 an annular curtain of ~as 
upwards around the arc column to r ~strain arc wander . 
I 'rhis was first 
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This was first sug~ested by Stallwood (72 ) and the:. 
device, known ns the St::tllwood jet , is now used in many 
l aboratories . Hawley and co- workers (73), usin3 a 
Stallwood air jet, claimed th~t sharper lines and rc-
duced Cyanogen bnnd spectra were obtained, selectivE; 
volatilisation was eliminated and the linearity of 
working curves was improved. Another advantage of sur-
rounding the sample e lectrode wi th a stream of sas is 
a reduction or even elimination of self-absorption of 
the so- called self-reversed lines of elements . Self-
reversal occurs mainly at higher concentrations of the 
elements in the electrode, when atoms in low ener gy 
states, present in the cooler outer fringe of the ~rc 
column, absorb some of the ra.diation given off by ex-
cited ato~ns in the hot central part of the coh:mm . It 
has been shown earlier that this phenomenon \.'as rc-
sponsible for the limitation in the use of the 
Cu 3274 A line for the analysis of this element when 
amounts exceeding ap~roximately 100 ~g. Copper were 
present in the el ectrode . An annular jet of 6US re-
duces the concentration of these lo~ energy state 
atoms in the outer layers of the arc discl'.targe; there··· 
by minimising the degree of self-reversal of a line , 
which may then be used to determine hi:::;her concentrat-· 
ions of the particular element . A: ·. i mproved vola til-
isation of ~he elements is a ttributed to the stream 
of gas around the sample electrode the..t continually 
cools the lower portion of t~e electrode . ~his tern-
perature gradient permits volatilisation of only the 
uppermost portion of the sample. A similar solution 
( ?4) was suggested b y Hoens and Suit vlho placed a 
smal l collar with cooling water , closely fitting 
I around the sample 
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around the sample electrode at a constant distance 
below the burning spot . 
An important reason for employing an annular 
stream of gas surroundin6 the arc column is the re-
duction of background associated with burning graphite 
or carbon electrodes in air , which is achieved by ex-
eluding atmospheric Nitrogen from the discharge . 
Cyanogen band spectra are thereby reduced considerably 
in inten·3i ty . Several gases have been used in con-
junction with a Stallwood jet, e . g . Oxygen (75) 
Carbon diozide (76 ), pure Argon (77) and mixtures of 
Argon and Oxygen (78 ) . The last two cases will be dis-
cussed more fully later . 
In order to provide more constant surroundings 
and to excl ude atmospheric Nitrogen more effectively 
from the arc discharge , the Stallwood jet is often 
enclosed in a special arcing chamber. 
The effect of noble gas atmospheres ; e . g . Argon 
and Helium on d.c. arc discharges has been the subject 
of many investigations . Vallee and co- workers and 
Thiers (79, 80 ) reported that the background of spectra 
was substanti a lly lowered , that the r ates of volatil-
isation of th2 elements were altered considerably (Sl, 
82 ) and that the absolute intensi ty was appreciably 
increased for some el ements (83) . 
In order to investigate the increase in sensi-
tivity and accuracy provided by using different at-
mospheres, a Stallwood type jet in conjunction with 
an arc chamber was fitted to the arc stand described 
in Part I •. Both jet and chamber, shown in figures 
28 and 29 , 1.vere desie;ned in the National Physical 
Laboratories of the South African Co~~cil for 
I Scientific and 
ARC 
STANO 
SUPPORT 
GLASS 
WINDOW 
ARC CHAMBER 
ELECTAOOE 
SUPPORT 
BAFFLE 
PLATE 
FIGURE 28. 
FIGURE 29. 
QUARTZ 
WINDOW 
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Scientific and I ndustrial Research and construct ed in 
the workshop of the Chemistry Dep&rtment, Hhodes Uni-
versity . Ar gon and Oxygen, and mixtures of the two 
gases , were i nvestigated . 
The experiments performed in this section were 
only designed to assess the possibilities of using rare 
gas environments for trace element analysis . Since the 
necessary equipment was only available during the later 
stages of the proj ect , no actual analysis on a plant 
san~le was carried out . 
A large quantity of a synthetic plant extract, con-
taining approxi mately the same concentrations of trace 
elements as the actual plant san~le extract, was in-
corporated in a l 7l Lithium carbonate 7 SP 2 graphita 
matrix and used in 2ll subsequent experiments. For this 
purpose a solution containing7 
0.06 m(j. Cobalt, 
0 . 08 mg . l"Iolybdenum, 
0. 25 mg . Copper , 
15.0 mg. Zinc, 
l5.0 mg. r'lango.ne s c 
and 10 . 0 m(j . Cadmium 
was extracted with 0.5 g . Sodium pyrrolidinE uithio-
carbamate . It was then ashed and mixed with 178 .7 mg. 
Ferric oxide (= 125 mg . Iron) and 4.000 g . of buffer. 
The concentrations of trace elements in this synthetic 
plant extract, calculated on 10 g . of dried plant 
material , were as follows 7 
0.12 
0 .16 
0 . 50 
30.0 
30 . 0 
20 . 0 
p . p .m. 
p .p .m. 
p . p . m. 
Cobalt7 
l'1olybdenum7 
Copper7 
Zinc7 
Nanganese7 
Cadmium7 
and Iron7 500 .0 
n .p.m. 
p .p.m . 
p.p.m. 
p .p.m . 
I A low con~entr&tion 
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A low concentration of Copper (0.5 p .p .m.) was 
chosen in order to measure the densities of the 
Cu 3274 A line more accurately without the use of a 
step sector to r educe its intensity . 
A simple U-tube flowmeter was constructed and cali-
brated to measure t he volume of ~as flowing throuch the 
Stallwood jet per minute . 
Preliminary exposures , usinr; a flowrate of 2 l i tres 
per minute of pure Argon gas , reve ;..:o.l ed that the Cyano-
gen band spectra were still very much in evidence, al-
though precautions vvere taken to exclude air from the 
arc chamber by allowing Argon to flow stron:;ly for 
about 15 seconds before the exposure . Thiers (BO) 
sucgestod that these band spectra might be due to 
Nitrogen impurities i n ths gr aphite electrodes . This 
might wel l have been the case, considering the method 
used for purifying all snmple e l ectrodes by extraction 
with hot concentrated Nitric acid, as described in 
1'he time necessary to consume most of the sampl e 
and el ec trode in a 10 ampere d . c . arc was increased 
from approx . LJ- minutes i n air to 1? minutes in Argon 
gas with an accompP_nying considerable increase in 
background density over the \ihol e region of th;; spec-
trum. Increasing the current to 18 amperes did not 
result in ru1 expected l::1rge reduction of arcing time 
and backgr01md , 12 minutes elapsing before the elec-
trade vms consumed . 
Following a practice adopted at the National 
Physical Laboratories of the C.S . I .R . , graphite 
counter electrodes , sharpened to a fine point in a 
pencil sharpener , were empl oyed in all experiments . 
I They were purified 
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They were purified by burning in pure Oxygen in a 10 
amp. arc for 15 seconds. Their use proved to be very 
disappointing , since considerablE: \vandering of the 
cathodE.. spot was observed, in spite of the stn.bilisat-
ion provided by the Stallwood jet . Because of l ack of 
suitable lengths of carbon electrodes, the use of 
~raphite cathodes had to be continued. An explanation 
for the pronounced arc wander, which did not occur in 
experiments carried out in the National Physical 
Laboratories, could not be found . Increasing the flow-
rate of Ar8on to 5 litres I minute did not reduce the 
effect in any way. 
The synthetic pl~nt extrnct wa s arced in air, 
using the standard exposure conditions (recording the 
first and third minute of the burn, ExposurE:: 1) and 
subsequently in pur8 Argon (2 litres I minut e} for 
5 minutes (Exposu~e 2) . Th~ results obtained for each 
element are discussed below . 
2obal!~ A significant decrease of approximat ely 5~f 
in the intensity of t he Co 3453 A line r esulted when 
compared with exposure l . This confirmed the findings 
of Thiers (SO) who compared the relative intensities 
of the Co 3261 A line , using combinations of different 
gases and matrices, but identical exposure conditions . 
~ith a Lithium carbon~tc matrix in Argon the sensiti-
vity was decreased to ll8th of that in air . In spite 
of thE; presence of Cyanogen band spectra, the back-
gr ound density in the neighbourhood of the Co 31+53 A 
line was more or l es s the same RS in e:x-posure l. '.l:lle 
use of :1 Lithium car bono. te ~ 'atrix in Argon gas is 
therefore not recommended for the determination of 
traces of Cobalt . 
I l'-1olybdenum-:-
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~OlzEden~± Similar considerations apply to the deter-
mination of this elEment. For Molybdenum the decrease 
in the sensitivity of the Mo 3170 A line was even more 
pronounced, being only about ll5th of that in air. It 
appears that Argon .does not eill1ance the spectrum of 
less volatile and involatile elements such as Cobalt, 
Iron and f"Io lybdenum in an alkali matrix. 
Iron-;- The reduction in sensi ti vi ty .ias similar to 
Cobalt, so that the intensity ratio Co 3453 I Fe 3450 A 
was hardly affected, but not so in the case of Mol yb-
denum. The ratio no 3170 I Fe 3166 A v·ms reduced from 
1.3 in air to 0.3 in Argon. 
Copper-;- A significant increase of approx . 1005~ in the 
intensity of the Cu 3274 A line was obtained in Argon. 
The enhancement of the Spectrum of a more volatile 
el ement , such as Copper was confirmed by Vallee and 
co-workers (S3, 84) 
1'1anganes~± The sensitivity increase was even more mark-
ed for this element . The intensity of ·t:.he I'1n 2933 .A 
line was approximately four to five times thr-t in air . 
Sinc e Manganese is not a very volatile element, an 
explanation for the pronounced enhancement of the Iln 
2933 A line has to be found elsewhere .. l\ajkovvski and 
Schreiber ( 85) give a value of 12.85 eV for the 
excitation potential of the Mn 2933 A line , which 
corresponds approximate ly to the lowest excited state 
of Argon (11. 6 eV). Baker , Ade l ste in a~d Vallee (B6 ) 
stated t hat maximal enhanc ement of ion lines in 
Argon is caused by resonance excitation if the ex-
citation potential of the particular line i s simil ar 
to that of Argon in its lowest state of excitation. 
This factor was probably mainly responsible for t he 
I h i gh int ens ity 
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high intensity of the ~m 2933 A line. 
Zinc and Cadmium-:- Both the Zn 3345 A and Cd 3261 A 
lines were considerably enhanced in an Argon atmosphere, 
the former line to a higher degree than the latter. 
The increase in intensity amounted to 200 - 300% caus-
ing an increase in the intensity ratio from 0 . 33 to 
0 . 74. 
Since an arcins time of 5 Iilinutes is ex-
cessive for spectrographic analysis, exposures of 2 
minutes in a stream of Argon (2 litres I rrinute) v:ere 
carried out and the resultant sensitivities of the 
elements measured . The result was discouraging, since 
neither Cobalt nor Nolybdenum lines were discernible 
in the spectrum. 
An increase in exposure to 3 minutes and current 
to 18 amps resulted in the production of a strons back-
ground of density 0.23 in the vicinity of the Co 3453 A 
line . The intensities of the Zinc, Copper and {\ian3anese 
lines were enhanced to such a..'Yl extent, that their 
· measurement became impossible in the full exposure step 
of the 4-stepped spectrogram . The possibility of determ-· 
ining low concentrations , particulc.rly of Zinc , direct-
ly on the plant ash by using the above excit~tion 
conditions, was not examined . It did , however, appear 
feasible. Unfortunately th€ increase in current 
strength did not lead to increased sensitivity as far 
as Cobalt and {\1olybdenum were concerned . 
In order to increase the sensitivity of these 
two elements, a three minute exposure at 10 amps in 
a mixture of 8(Yt~ Argon and 2cP/o Oxygen (Total flow rate-:-
2 . 5 litres I minute) was r ecorded. rrhe resulting back-
ground was higher than that obtained under identical 
I conditions in an 
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conditions in an environment of pure Argon. The 
addition of OA~gen to the gas did not lead to the GX-
pected sensitivity increase in the case of Iron, Co-
balt and Molybdenum. The intensit~es of their spectra 
were still considerably lower than those in air, while 
the analytical lines of Copper and l"langanese were 
slightly enhanced . The intensities of the Zn 33L~5 A 
and Cd 3261 A lines were depressed, relative to air . 
The ratio of intensities of spec tral lines in an 8~o 
Argon + 2ry~ Oxygen atmosphere to those obtainable in 
air , were-;. Cobalt -;. 0.67, Iron-;. 0.67, f"lolybdenum.-;. 0.25 , 
Zinc-;. 0.63 , Cadnd.um-;. 0. 34, Copper-;. 1. 5 , I'1anganese--:- 1. 3 . 
When the proportion .of Oxygen was increased to 
5ry~ (Total flow rate.;. 2 litres I minute ), the time 
in which both sample and electrode were consumed was 
r educed to l i minutes . This exposure resul ted in de -
pression of all intensities. 
Arcing a sample to completion in an a tmosphere 
of 1009-S Oxygen (Tot al flow rate-;. 2 litres I minute) 
a t 10 a.Illp produced very weak spectra for all elements . 
Exposure time--:- 45 seconds. 
The r a tios of int0nsities of all elem~nts, ob-
tainable in the different atmospheres, to thoso in 
air, are summarised in tables 24 and 25 . 
TABLE 24 . 
Conditions of Bxcitation . 
1 : ' 
!C ondition i Current i 
Atmosphere 
---- --·· 
IFlowrate; 
I litresl 
i min . Exposure 
i I No . i·strength I 
--------- ---------~ -------
1 !10 amp s 
2 110 amps 
3 !18 amps 
4 ; 10 amps 
5 !10 amps 
6 110 amps 
I 
lOO'ia A 
100}~ A 
lOO'j~ A 
so;s A + 2ry~ 
1 5ry~ A + 505~ lOO% o~ c::.. 
·-------· 
l 2 5 min . 2 2 min . 
2 3 min . 
0 2 . 5 
tll 
min . 
02 2 min . 2 2 !45 sec. 
: 
I TABLE 25 . 
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Ratios of Intensity obtainable in constant -----------------~ ------------~~~ 
AtmosEhere to those obtainable in Air. 
' --·· --------------
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
'1 _ I _ o .45 2 .1 
I 0.431 0.21 I 0.45 i 3.0 
i 0.67 i 0.25 I 0 . 67 I 0.63 
0.51! 0.18 0.49 0 . 51 
I 
6 0 . 38 i ±0 . 0 5 I 0 . 2 7 : 0. 3 3 
-----------------' 
0.8 1 . 2 
0.42 1 .6 
0.34 1.5 
0.20 0.85 
0.13 0.48 
1 ~ 3 
8.7 
1 . 3 
0.30 
0 . 22 
From tabl es 24 and 25 it can be seen that except 
for Zinc, Copper and I'1anganese, sufficient incre ::.1se in 
sensitivity was not obtained to warrant the exc i tation 
of the sample in an Argon atmosphere, or in mixtures 
of Ar::;on and Oxygen . Hov.:ever, since only an alk.1li 
matrix was investigated, definite conclusions as to the 
suitability of rare gas atmospheres for trace element 
determinations could not be drawn . 
Vol~tilisation curves of the el ements , obtained 
from moving pl ate studies as described in Part III , 
section 9, in atmospheres of lO<Yt·b Argon o.nd 809'; Argon + 
2ryfo Oxygen , respectively, were plotted and ure repro-
duced in figures 30 and 31 . These two atmospher es 
were at one stage thought to be most suitable for the 
determination of trace elements . For this purpose the 
concentration of l'-1olybdenum in the arc inc; mixture (see 
~art III, section 9) had to be increased to 10000 
p .p.m. and exposure intervals prolonged to 20 and 
15 seconds, resp . , in order to obtain measurable 
densities of the tio 3170 A line. The sample was arced 
at 10 amps , using the constant current rectifier 
I described in Part I, 
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described in Part I, section 2. A short discussion of 
the rates of volatilisation recorded in the two differ-
ent atmospheres is given below. 
lory~ Argon~ Successive exposures of 20 seconds e ach 
were made for a total of 7 minutes, with the spectro-
graph shutter closed for intervals of 5 seconds while 
the plate vms r ncked to the next position . After approx. 
5 minutes the colour of the arc changed from the 
characteristic red of Lithium , to an intense carbon 
arc . Three millimeter of the electrode walls were ob-
served to have burnt down very evenly after seven min., 
the crater was still filled to the top with material. 
However, upon examining the series of exposures, it was 
noticed that emission of all e l ements stopped after 
5 minutes. No splutterin~ occurred during the arcing , 
however, the material in the electrode could be com-
pressed to a small volume. A possible explanation for 
this phenomenon is the lowering of the arc temperature 
from 5000°K in air to 2600°K in Argon, which is not 
high enough to volatilise carbon or gr aphite very readi-
ly. The trace elements, however, distill off together 
with the Lithium carbonate buffer, leavin~ behind the 
other constituents of the matrix, namely graphite 
povrder . On repeating a moving plate study under iden-
tical conditions , similar results were obtained . 
From an examination of the . intensj_ty-time curves 
in figure 30 it was found that most elements volati-
lised more evenly from the electrode, except for Zinc 
and Cadmium, which distilled off during the early 
stages of the arc burn . Selective volatilisation was 
therefore only decreased to a small extent , which 
might have been due to the small cooling effect pro-
/-vided by the low rate 
•, . 
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vided by the low rate of gas f l ovT . I t was surprising 
to note that the volatilisation patt ern of Molybdenum 
r esembl ed that of a more volatile el ement in air. 
sryfo Argog_±_~~fo 0~~ In contrast to an environ-
ment of 100% Ar gon, both sample and el ec t rode were con-
sumed evenly and uniformly during t he whole arcing 
period . Arc wander , particularly climbing of the cathode 
spot on the graphite counter electrode, was very pro-
nounced, resulting in rather erratic behaviour of .nost 
elements . Figure 31 shows that the volatilisation 
pattern in a mixture of 8Gro Argon + 2~fo Oxygen was sim-
ilar to that obtained in air , particularly as far as 
the strong emission of Zinc and Cadmium towards the end 
of the burn was concerned. It was also observed that 
the emission of Molybdenum was more uniform than in 
air . 
2 . CGr'lPARISON OF REPRODUCIBILITY OF INTENSITY RNl'IOS . 
In order to assess the merits of using an 
~lectronically stabilised current strength for the ex-
citation of elements, the reproducibility of the in-
tensity ratios of the various analysis pairs employed 
in the spectro~raphic analysis of trace elements , was 
determined . The result was compared with the repro-
ducibility of the same intensity ratios obtainable under 
identical conditions , except that an ordinary selen-
ium rectifier was used to excite the sample. Further-
more, a series of exposures in a 10ryfo Argon atmos-
phere (Flowrate7 2 litres I minute) was recorded , 
using the stabilised source unit , and the reproduci- . 
bility of the three analysis pairs7 Cu 3274 A I 
Fe 3286 A, :Mn 2933 A I Fe 2914 A, Zn 3345 AICd 3261 A 
I were compared 
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were compared with that obtainable in a i r . 
g~~__geproducibility of Intensity Rat ios -
Excitation ~ith Selenium Rectifier . 
Twenty-four electrodes , filled with the syn-
t hetic plant extract, described i n Part IV, section 1, 
were arced using the standard exposure conditions of 
recording the first and third minute of the burn . These 
spectra were not stepped since the concentrations of 
the e lements were chosen to yield easily measurabl e 
line densities at ful l exposure. I n this vJay three 
elect rodes, i . e . 6 spectra, could be recorded on one 
strip of film . The excitation was provided by a selen-
ium. rectifier , run at 10 aElps . 
The density of all relevant analysis pairs, namely7 
Co 3453 .51 A I Fe 3450 . 53 A, 
oz 
Zn 3345 .~ A I Cd 3261 .06 A, 
Cu 3273.96 A I Fe 3286.76 A, 
No 3170 . 35 A I Fe 3166 .L~4 A and 
P"ill 2933 .06 A I Fe 2911:3.03 A 
were measured with the microphotome t er and converted to 
intensity ratios. The mean of each set of 24 ratios 
and the standard deviation from the mean, were calcul -
ated on 23 degrees of freedom . The individual intensity 
ratios are reproduced in table 26 . 
Unfortunat ely it was only noticed when the films 
were developed tha t mixing of such a large sample of 
approx. 4 g . could not be effected very effici ent l y 
in three inch vials vlhen the Wj_g-L-Bug amalgamat or wa s 
employed . The experiments wer e , however , not r epeated 
since only a relative comparis on of the r eproduci-
bility of intens ity ratios obtainable on the .same 
s ample under differ ent cond i t ions of excitati on, was 
I required . 
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required. The results did, however , show that it is 
very i mportant to employ thoroughly homogc.neous 
samples when carrying out spE-ctrographic analysis. The 
amount of sample filled into one electrode is so smal l 
(between 30 and 35 mg .) compared with the bulk of 4 g . 
empl oyed in this instance, that any inefficiency in 
mixing immediately becomes appar ent in the poor r epr o-
ducibility of intensity ratios . In Part III i t was 
shown that errors of sampling were virtually eliminat ed 
in spectrographic analysis by mixing the ashed plant ex-
tract with j ust sufficient di luent to fill t\\ro electrodes . 
TABLE 26 . 
Intensity Ratios of Analysis Pairs . 
Selenium Rectifier Bxcitation . 
----
-· i 
Co/Fe Zn/Cd i Cu/Fe i l"io/Fe i1n/H'e : i 
---! 
-mr--0 . 297 0.400 1 O.j03 1.00 1 . 53 I 0 . 329 0 . 376 1 o. 783 1.45 1 .46 
0:. 299 0 . 382 i 1 . 050 1.32 1~ 22 
0 . 297 0 . 370 1 0 . 880 1 . 31 1.29 
I 0 . 304 0 . 378 0 . 955 1 . 30 1~ 31 
1 o . 296 0 . 340 0 . 708 1 .• 42 1 . 58 
0 . 305 0. 374 1 . 000 1.38 1 . 62 
0.289 0 . 352 0 . 928 1 . '?7 1 . 60 
0.289 0 . 31+4 0 . 695 I 1 .12 1 . 13 
0.254 0.350 0 . 925 1 . 47 1 . 15 
0 . 255 0 . 309 0 . 900 1.34 1 . 48 
0.285 0 . 327 1 . 070 1 . 42 1 . 44 
0.304 0 . 357 0 . 800 1 . 45 1 . 87 
0 . 302 0 . 380 0 .873 1 . 35 1 . 18 
0 .. 314 0.383 0 . 935 1 . 18 1 . 35 
0 . 298 0 . 394 0 .860 I 1 . 41 1 . 76 
0.289 0 . 364 0 .810 1 . 38 1 . 63 
I o. 308 0 . 348 0 .880 1 . 56 1.84 
0 . 313 0 . 314 0 .820 1 . 16 1 . 38 
0 . 337 0 . 339 0 . '?26 1 .. 83 1 . 97 
0 . 290 0 . 375 0 .860 1 . 13 1 . 43 
0.276 0 . 410 0 . 702 1.17 1.29 
0 . 290 0 . 368 0 . 890 1 . 36 1 . 59 
0 . 304 0.376 0 . 973 1 . 29 l ·-o • 7..1 
I'1ean-:- 0 . 297 0 . 363 0 . 864 1 . 36 1.48 
Standard 
Deviation-:- 0 . 0186 0 . 0256 0 . 1174 0 . 190 0 . 229 
Coefficient 
of Variation-:- 6 . 27,k 7 .07% 12 . 54% 13 . 96% 15 . 44% 
I 2 . 2 . Reproducibility 
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2 . 2 . Reproducibi lity of Intensity Ratios -
Excitation with Constant Curr ent Rectifier . 
The effect on the reproducibility of intBn-
s ity ratios of the analysis pairs when an electronicalLy 
s t abilised curr ent of 10 amps was used for the excit-
ation of the identical sample was investigated . Tb.e 
exposure conditions were identical to those described 
in secti on 2 . 1 . , that is , the first and third minute 
of the burn of each electrode were recorded . An 
additional stabilisation of the burning arc was pro-
vided by the hi~her voltage of the constant current 
source unit , namely 300 volts as compared to 220 vol ts 
of the selenium rect i fier . This also resulted in higher 
intensities of emission for most e l ements and in cor-
responcing changes i n the m6an val ues of intensity 
ratios . The rates of volatilisation of the elements 
from the electrode app~arud to be effected by the ex-
ci tation energy providE:d by the stabil ised source unit 
( 3.0 Kil owatt) as compared to the selenium rectifier 
(2 . 2 Kilowatt) , proving that the same analytical wor k-
ing curves could not be used for both instruments . 
The influence of current control on the accuracy 
of d . c . arc analysis was investigated by l'lackenzie (S7~ 
who reported that significant reduction of the ana-
lytical error could be obtained for involatile elements , 
1tvhile it had little or no effect on elements of' lov; 
or medium volatility . Hackenzie arced sulphated plant 
ash samples to completion at 15 amps, the current v;as 
maintained at this value for the duration of the arc-
ing period by means of a sliding resi stance in series 
with the arc gap . 
I The results 
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The resul ts of 24 exposures with controlled 
current excitation are r eproduced in table 27 . The 
standar d deviations from t he mean intensity ratios and 
t he coefficients of variation were calcul ated on 23 
degree s of f r eedom. 
TABLE 27 . 
Intensity Ratios of Anal~is Pairs . 
Constant Current Excitat ion . 
, ---- ------
: Coll!'e j ZniCd CuiFe f'loiFe bniFe i 
1 I 1 
, 0 . ?20 . 0 . 383 0 . 746 1 . 05 1 . 78 I 
; o . 311 1 o . 334 o .8so 1.23 1 . s9 
.,! 0 . 3021 0 . 374 0 .835 1.05 1 . 84 ' 
0 . 290 0 . 367 0.597 1.06 1 . 89 
10 . 304 . 0.365 0 . 668 1 . 03 1.98 i 0 . 306 0 . 375 0. 695 1 . 16 1 . 54 
. 0 . 26? ! 0 . 320 0 . 955 1.12 2 . 04 
· o . 286 1 0.347 o . 853 1 . 20 1 . 92 
o-. 286 I o . 399 o ~ 953 1.26 2 . 03 
0.272 0.337 0 . 910 1.31 2 . 19 I 0 . 278 0 . 358 I 0 . 770 1 . 36 1 . 55 
I 
0.280 0 . 338 0 .820 1 . 33 1.74 
0 . 297 0.349 0 . 832 1 . 18 1.70 
. 0.271 0 . 367 0 . 820 1 . 33 1.74 
I o . 294 0 . 374 o . 878 1.17 1 . 93 
l 0.264 0 . 324 0 .875 1 . 26 1 ~ 95 i 0 . 276 0 . 388 0 . 833 1 . 16 1 . 91 
1 0 . 307 0.378 0 . 805 1 . 32 1 . 72 
,1· 0 . 270 0 . 351 0 . 910 1 . 06 2 . 16 
0.272 0 . 384 0 . 910 1 . 03 2 . 38 i 0 . 314 0 • 404 0 . 86 5 1 . 0 3 2 • 38 I I 0 . 296 0 . 355 0 . 910 1 . 31 2 . 31 I 
I o . 26o o . 386 o . s53 1.27 1 . 9o I 
:_~28o __ 0 . 37~--0~53 ..:._2 · 3~-~~~-~ 
Mean+ 0 . 287 0 . 363 0 . 857 1 . 21 
Standard 
Deviation+ 0 . 0179 0 . 0229 0 . 0919 0 . 126 0 . 246 
Coefficient 
of Variation+ 6 . 227~ 6 . 30% 10 . 72~o 10 . 38% 12 . 6 5% 
It was significant that the control of 
current strength during the arcing period had rel a -
tively l ittle effect on the reproducibility of the 
analysis pairs+ Co 3453 A I Fe 3450 A and Zn 3345 A I 
Cd 3261 A, the former being recorded in the third 
I minute and 
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minute and the latter in the first minute of the arc 
burn, indicating the favourable choice of Iron and 
Cadmium as internal standards for Cobalt and Zinc, r esp . 
A considerable advantage was, however, gained for the 
determination of the elements Copper , Manganese and 
~1olybdenum , by controlling the current . Of these three 
elements, only Molybdenum is involatile . The relative 
constancy of intensity ratios was shown by their 
lower coefficient of variation when compared with the 
previous series of experiments . The controlled current 
appeared to create more reproducible volatilisation 
conditions during the later stages (i . e . in the third 
minute) of the arcing period . 
2 . 3 . Reproducibili~f Intensity Ratios -
~xcitation in an Argon Atmosphere~ 
The time- intensity curves for the el~ments 
in an Argon atmosphere (figure 30) indicated that 
volatilisation of most elements occurred more uniform-
ly than in air . It would seem that the choice of an in-
ternal standard is therefore not as critical, and that 
intensity ratios may be reproduc ed lliore accurately~ In 
order to test this asmm~ption 24 electrodes were 
filled wit h the same sanple used in the two previous 
series of experiments and 3.rce<l in a slov1 stream of 
Argon (Flowrate7 2 litres I minute) . Tne speci~l 
drc chamber with built-in Stall wood jet \vas e,· plo .. ~ed 
for this purpose and t he consts.nt current r ectifier 
used to excite the sample at 10 amps . The first t wo 
minutes of each arc burn \vere recorded and the inten-
sity ratio of the analysis pairs7 
I Zn 3345 A I Cd 3261 A, 
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Zn 3345 A I Cd 3261 A, 
Cu 3274 A I Fe 3286 A, and 
En 2933 A I Fe 2918 A 
were calculated as described earlier. Unfort1.mntely the 
densities of the Cobalt and Molybdenum analysis l ines 
were either too low or zero and could therefore not be 
measured. Since in this series of experiments graphite 
counter electrodes were employe0 th~ . a,+>.c· .. behaved very 
erratically as mentioned in section 1. The cathode spot 
had a tendency to climb up the counter electrode at ir-
regular intervals which led to the poor reproducibility 
of intensity ratios obtained. 'l'he intensity ratios ob-
tained are shown in table 28. 
TABLE 28. 
Inten~ity Ratios of Analysis Pairs. 
Arp.;on A tmo§l?.ger.LEX£~ ta tion. 
~ Zn/Cd -~~/Fe ; 11n/Fe ~ 
~ 0 • 848 ,, 1 • 07 j 10 • 30 I 
1 o .836 1. 39 : 11 .45 ! i 0.723 I 1 .43 I 10.30 
I 0.807 1.16 10.80 
I 
0.717 1.24 11.34 
0.795 1.05 11.70 
0.888 1.10 9.12 
0.835 1.12 11.40 
0.743 1.08 11. 38 
10.838 1.34 11.80 
0.837 1.41 12.35 
0.743 1.40 10.00 
0.835 1.35 12.58 
0.810 1 . 52 14 . 85 
0.952 1.24 10 . 90 
1.031 1.09 11.37 
0. 908 1.49 11.28 
0.908 1.24 10.60 
0.916 1.43 10.20 
0.882 1.44 9.03 
0 .812 1.55 12 . 45 
0 . 774 1.43 14 . 38 
0. 973 1 . 25 15 .131' 
1 .000 1 .40 12 . 75 
_) 
l"'ean-:- 0.846 1.30 11.55 
Standard 
Deviation-:- 0 . 0861 0.158 1 . 582 
Coefficient 
of Variation-:- 10.2% 12 . 2% 13 . 7'}f 
I From the 
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l:!'rom the time-intensity curves for Zinc and Cadmium 
it was not immediately apparent that the rates of 
volatilisation of these elements in Argon had changed 
to such an extent that the latter element could no 
longer be regarded as a very suitable internaJ. standard 
for Zinc& By changing the arcing conditions, e.g. using 
carbon counter electrodes and high tension spark 
initiation of the d.c. arc , and possibly by redesign-
ing the Stallwood jet, bettor precision may be obtained. 
In table 29 the coeffic i ents of var iation of 
intensity r atios obtainable under the various excitat-
ion conditions are compared. 
2ondi!ion li Recording of first and third minute of the 
arc burn, excitation at 10 amps, using a 
selenium rectifier. 
Condition 27 Recording of f irst and third minute of the 
arc burn, excita tion at 10 amps, using a 
constant current r ectifier. 
2ondition 37 Recording of the first 2 minutes of the 
arc burn in Argon (Plowrate 7 2 litres I 
minut e), us i ng a constant current rec-
tifier at 10 amps . 
·· ·--·--.. --·----·~------ ----------·--· .. -, 
Condit ion Coi Fe Zni Cd Cui Fc 1i r1o1Fe i r·mi Fe I. I I ~--------+- -~-------+ ~-----~ I . 
l 6 . 27 7 . 07 
2 6 .22 6 . 30 
1 3 10.2 
----------·---------
l Z~ . 54 
10 . 72 
12 . 2 
13 . 96 1 15 . 44 . 
10. 38 12 . 65 
1 3 . 69 
I 3 . CONCLUSION . 
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Although this brief survey on the use of a 
rare gas atmosphere for the excitation of plant ex-
tracts had not been thorough enough to permit any 
definite conclusions to be drawn as regards its suit-
ability for trace element analysis , some r esults may be 
useful for further investigations . In this connection 
the large increase in sensitivity obtained for some 
elements, such as Zinc , may be ment ioned , which may 
allow this element to be determined directly ' on plant 
ash . The decrease in sensitivity of the less volatile 
elements in an Argon atmosphere was very disappointing ; 
the choice of more suitable matrices may , however , 
change the picture considerably . 
- ooOoo -
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SUI'11'1ARY . 
For this thesis a study of a spectrographic 
met hod f or t he simultaneous analysis of certain trace 
and minor element s in plants has been undertaken . Some 
of t he errors inherent in this type of analysis were 
investigated and attempts were made to improve sen-
s i tivity and accuracy of the established method by ex-
citing the sample in a noble gas atmosphere . 
In PaEt I a detailed descripti on of the apparatus 
employed in spectrogrBphic excitation , recording and 
measurement is given . The advantages and disadvantages 
of using 35 mm film i nstead of plates are discusse1. 
The methods used to standardise and cal i brate the equi p -
ment are described and because of the i mportance of 
accurate conversion of spectral line densities t o rela-
tive intensities a chapter is dev oted to the techniques 
empl oyed in the calibration of emulsions. 
Part II deals with some general sources of error 
in spectrographic analysis and methods to reduce these 
errors . An attempt was made to gain a measure of the 
purity of graphite electrodes obtainable by extraction 
with different acids and mixtures of acids . The optimum 
time necessary to obtain a homogeneous sample by mixing 
in an agate mortar was investigated . Experiments were 
undertaken to determine and improve the r eproducibility 
of development condition and contrast factor gamma . 
Part I I I deals with the development of the spec-
tr.ographic anal ytical method .. The preparation of the 
plant sample by dry ashing and different methods of 
dissolving the ashed sample are discussed . A cri tical 
r eview i s given of procedures used to isolate trace 
I constituents 
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constituents from the macro-elements in plant material. 
These procedures comprise electrolysis, ion exchange 
chromatography, carrier precipitation and solvent ex-
traction. Particular emphasis is placed on a discussion 
of the latter. The advantages and disadvantages of 
either removing Iron from the plant solution or using 
this element as an internal standard at a predetermined 
concentration, are dis cussed. The solvent extraction 
method originally de: scribed by Stetter and Exler, who 
used Sodium pyrrolid.ine dithiocarbamate to precipitat e 
the trace metals, and the application and modification 
of this method by Scharrer and Judel to the spectro-
graphic analysis of trace elements in biological speci-
mens, are given in detail. This method was adopted and 
refined to concentrate the foll owing elements in -citrus 
l eaves-;- Cobalt, Copper, Manganese, l'1olybdenum and Zinc. 
Stress was laid on the necessity for using very pure 
reagents in the chemical operations and methods of 
purification of these reagents. The spectrophotometric 
determination of Iron is dealt with briefly , and the 
preparation and composition of synthetic plant stand3.rds 
is fully described. The volatilisation rate s of the 
trace elements in different matrices, using different 
source units for excitation , were determined from 
moving plate studies . The methods of evaporating and 
ashing Chloroform extracts of precipitated metal car-
bamates and the design and construction of a special 
vmterbath to handl e small volumes and prevent "creep-
ing" of the extract , are described in detail . The 
reasons for incorpor·ating the ashed plant extract in 
an alkal i matrix and the· wavel engths of analysis and 
I inter nal standard 
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internal standard lines are given. The reproducibility 
of the analytical method was tested step by step by 
eliminating sampling and extraction variations and thus 
determining the purely spectrographic error. A second 
series of exposures r evealed that the extraction error 
was negligible while a third series showed that sample 
varjations of trace element concentrations in a sample 
of plant ash could be quite considerable. The accuracy 
of the combined concentration and spectrographic ana-
l ysis method was t ested in two ways. Firstly , by deter-
mining the percentage recovery of two series of stand-
ard additions of solutions of the trace elements and 
secondly by independent spectrophotometric and atomic 
absorption analyses for Copper, Manganese and Zinc. 
These experiments showed that the spectrographic analy-
sis method was reproducible as well as accurate ·to within 
between 4 and l(YJ,h .. 
In ~~rt IV a brief survey of the possibility· of ex-
citing plant extracts in an a t mosphere other than air 
was carried out. It was h oped that a combination of 
more uniform volatilisation of the elements from the 
electrode and enhancement of line intensities would 
lead to greater accuracy and sensitivity in the spec-
trographic determination of trace elements. A partial 
success was achieved in increasing the sensitivity for 
the relatively volatile elements Copper , Manganese 
and Zinc •. 
- ooOoo -
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